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Yours.
With an assist from Jerrold.
The people who've taken a common-sense look at the business of operating a CATV system, and have done many things to make it more profitable for you.
Jerrold provides equipment that's built to be reliable. Jerrold's years of experience in designing and constructing turnkey systems to demanding schedules enable you to give confident attention to the job of building a profitable subscriber base—and fast. Jerrold means "value."
Which is what forward-looking CATV system owners and operators look for, rather than just price, because they understand that a slightly larger investment in Jerrold quality and service today will earn a greater profit tomorrow.
You see, Jerrold hasn't lost sight of the fact that your profit comes from additional subscribers. Satisfied subscribers.
And the results have been proving it to CATV people for years.
Jerrold
The sure decision in CATV.
$We've got a lot of secret, new stuff to show you at the show
($ee it all at booth 121, NCTA)
The Future is Here in LDS for CATV.

Theta-Com—first with Type Acceptance from the FCC for use of 12-GHz microwave equipment in Local Distribution Service—is now accepting orders for its AML equipment.

And we’re stepping up production at our new 50,000-square-foot Los Angeles plant. AML equipment is available for installation now in any CATV system, anywhere.

Use it to extend your system’s range. To reach remote pockets. To eliminate multiple headends. In short, to add new subscribers and cut distribution and maintenance costs.

The future is here. And it looks good.

Like to know more? Call us collect. Dial (213) 641-2100. Or write to 9320 Lincoln Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90045.

Theta-Com

See AML in operation at the NCTA Show, Booth 231-234, July 6-9.
From every standpoint, including proven installation and performance, our Dynafoam semiflex coaxial cable comes out a winner. The foam polystyrene dielectric in this trunk and feeder cable offers lighter weight...lower attenuation...and 20% greater amplifier spacing.

And as for economy, you save 20% of every db dollar you spend per mile of system. That's like getting one mile free for every 5 miles you install!

Dynafoam offers the same high quality you've come to expect from all Times' products. And with it your system costs less, too. Look into Dynafoam, the "cross-country" cable. Get the extra cable mileage you've been looking for.

"We've already installed 3,000 miles of DYNAFOAM."

"That's why we call it the 'Cross-Country' cable."

See us at Booth 228 at NCTA
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This Month's Cover...
As the 20th Annual NCTA Convention gets underway in Washington, TelePrompTer of Mobile (Ala.) Cable TV starts servicing its first subscribers. One of the technicians who helped take the cable by some 5,000 homes (so far) is pictured on our cover. Superimposed behind him is the system's head-end building and tower. Leo Levisay is the system manager in Mobile.
Pruzan's CATV customers are everywhere. (Notice they're all smiling.)

For twenty-one years we've been serving satisfied CATV customers. And they stay satisfied. We don't like to see people cranky in California, moody in Maine, teed-off in Texas or cantankerous in Kentucky. That's why we're so strong on service. And depth of inventory. So the next time you need cable, strand, hardware, tools or electronics, call Pruzan collect. And smile.

SERVING COMMUNICATIONS AND POWER NEEDS FOR INDUSTRY NATIONWIDE

See you at the NCTA Show!
1963 First Avenue South • Seattle, Washington 98134 • Phone (206) 624-6505
Comm/Scope quality costs us an extra $3.42 here...
so you don't have any problems here!

Damaged reels mean trouble for you! That's why Comm/Scope spends extra money for reels made of two plies of sturdy white pine bolted together. Fork lifts won't hurt them and they won't split on the job.

Comm/Scope quality is something special because of special efforts like this. And Comm/Scope quality never stops. Even after installation. Comm/Scope Alumagard* and Coppergard* coaxial cables are guaranteed for five full years... in writing!

For information and prices, write or call:

COMM/SCOPE CORPORATION
P. O. Box 2406
Hickory, North Carolina 28601
Phone 704/328-5371
A SUPERIOR CONTINENTAL COMPANY

Warehouse locations: San Rafael, California; Dallas, Texas; Tampa, Florida; Seattle, Washington; Sherrills Ford, North Carolina; Las Vegas, Nevada.
Use these multi-output distribution centers for versatility in TV and FM system design

For larger installations, you can distribute TV and FM signals with minimum installation cost and maximum security with Models DC 24 to 32. All feature rapid disconnect or reconnect with no inconvenience to other tenants. Choice of 24, 26, 28, 30 or 32 outputs. Splitters have 25 db isolation between any of the outputs. Small transistorized plug-in amplifier overcomes all splitting losses in distribution unit.

For smaller installations, View/All offers distribution centers with 6, 8, and 16 outputs. They feature the same high quality splitters, high isolation, and rapid disconnect and reconnect without affecting other subscribers. Small plug-in amplifier provides positive gain. Ideal for distribution of TV and FM signals from a central location at a low cost per drop.

Both typify the uniform high quality and versatility of the complete line of View/All taps, multi-taps, splitters, multi-splitters, filters, amplifiers, distribution centers with amplifiers, and transformers. See for yourself. Write for our catalog.

View/All
Television Products Corporation
2510 Electronics Drive, Anniston, Alabama 36201  (205) 831-2140

SALES OFFICES
26 Duffy Place  San Rafael, Calif.  (415) 454-3214
Hank Geist  Jack Penwell
1206 Maple Avenue  Los Angeles, Calif.  (213) 347-0481
Bill Wallace  Denny Williams
2637 Anada  Dallas, Texas  (214) 368-3423/  Ed Leshberg
1336 Granville Road  Newark, Ohio  (614) 344-3261  Floyd Mack
9000 S. Jason  Englewood, Colo.  (303) 741-3093  Roland Yount
7275 Heatherwood Cove  Maumee, Tenn.  (615) 888-2385  Ernie Larson
You’re Being Cheated!

If you’re a dues-paying member of NCTA, you’re being cheated!

But before you send your resignation to Gene Burton, read on.

You are not being cheated by NCTA. But some of its members may be getting to you.

This possibility was exposed recently when NCTA officials and the association membership committee compared subscriber figures reported to the FCC with those reported to NCTA. Since NCTA membership fees are based on the number of subscribers a system has, an “error” in dues payment would be reflected if there were a discrepancy.

There was.

As a matter of fact, money owed NCTA amounts to somewhere between $175,000.00 and $225,000.00 — nearly 17 percent of the Association’s total income from membership fees!

But your fellow association members aren’t all trying to make you carry their weight. Some were just misled by an error in an NCTA membership brochure. (The brochure indicates a member doesn’t have to pay dues for a system unless he owns at least 80 percent of it. But the NCTA bylaws spell it out differently: you have to pay dues for a system’s subscribers if you own 50 percent or more.)

Other members have simply lied about their subscriber count so they will have to pay lower dues. Thank goodness, these are among the minority by far. To those, we simply say, “Shape up or ship out.”

To the rest: “Don’t resist the correction when NCTA sends you a new invoice. You knew what expenses you were getting into when you joined the Association, so don’t expect to get out of it now. Just be happy you have been able to ‘borrow’ the money for this long.”

Maybe you are unhappy anyway because you feel the dues structure is unfair. (A small operator can pay up to 5.5 cents per subscriber per month, while a large MSO can pay as little as .5 cents per subscriber.) If so, relax, relief is on the way.

The Association membership committee (Bud Weir, Leo Hoarty and Bill Hemminger) and NCTA’s Gene Burton are to be commended. They have come up with a plan which will not only change the dues structure, but will result in a better NCTA.

Under the new plan, an operator with 1,800 subscribers (that’s the average) who was paying $102.50 per month, will now only have to pay $60.00 per month. The plan will still have some relief for major MSO’s through a $50,000 a year ceiling, but other MSO’s will have to pay quite a bit more.

We think this is fair. While NCTA does a lot for system operators today, a major part of the work NCTA does is at the FCC and on the Hill. The real fruit of those efforts will be realized tomorrow — in the major markets — and mostly (but not only) by the larger multiple system owners. So they should pay their fair share.

With the change in dues structure, the number of NCTA members should increase (only 38 percent of the nation’s systems are now represented). In Ohio, state membership quadrupled in two years when dues were lowered.

The NCTA membership committee and Gene Burton in particular are doing an excellent job. Make their job easier. If you belong to NCTA, pay your dues. If you haven’t joined because the dues are too high, take a look at the new plan (only three cents per subscriber per month) and join.
NOBODY MAKES BETTER SOLID SEAMLESS ALUMINUM SHEATHED CO-AX THAN PLASTOID.

See us at Booth 51 at the NCTA Show

Plastoid is the highest quality, but competitively priced aluminum sheathed coaxial. The lower attenuation, the longer life design deliver a picture that's sharper, clearer, more desirable; a selling plus for new subscribers.

Using Plastoid is like cutting the distance you have to cascade. All footage is swepttested and certified for minimum return loss of 26 db. (30 db available upon request.) This can mean sizable savings in installation or extension.

Lengths of up to 2500 feet are available. Make your system as long or short as you want. Then call us collect at 212/786-6200 and whatever your distance is, we'll do it a little better.

**“Also available for direct burial with high molecular weight poly jacket, self-sealant flooding compound, and rodent repellent jacketing.”**

---

ALL ALUMINUM SHEATHED CABLES AVAILABLE WITH INTEGRATED MESSENGER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TA-4</td>
<td>.0752</td>
<td>.362</td>
<td>.412</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TA-4J*</td>
<td>.0752</td>
<td>.362</td>
<td>.412</td>
<td>.480</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TA-5</td>
<td>.098</td>
<td>.450</td>
<td>.500</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TA-5J*</td>
<td>.098</td>
<td>.450</td>
<td>.500</td>
<td>.575</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TA-8</td>
<td>.146</td>
<td>.690</td>
<td>.750</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TA-8J*</td>
<td>.146</td>
<td>.690</td>
<td>.750</td>
<td>.850</td>
<td>274</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ATTENUATION IN DECIBELS PER 100 FEET

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHANNEL</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TA-4, TA-4J</td>
<td>.77</td>
<td>.82</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>.93</td>
<td>.96</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>1.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TA-5, TA-5J</td>
<td>.63</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>.71</td>
<td>.74</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>1.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TA-8, TA-8J</td>
<td>.42</td>
<td>.44</td>
<td>.47</td>
<td>.51</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>.82</td>
<td>.84</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

42-61 24TH ST., LONG ISLAND CITY, N.Y. 11101

July, 1971
Scala antennas have been problem solvers for over 20 years. Scala yagi antennas installed in the world’s third CATV system are still going strong today. The problems of antenna performance under all kinds of conditions are solved by Scala construction that is designed to master such conditions—for continuous service with minimal maintenance.

For example, the Scala VHF Color Log Antenna is a solution to the problems of metal fatigue and stress: heavy-gauge aluminum laminated to resist resonances, mounted at the balance point for extra stability, with non-ferrous brackets.

At the same time Scala increased electronic efficiency through use of larger active regions, thus providing coverage of channels 2 through 13 with only two Color Log antennas, unlike the requirement of other manufacturers for three or more antennas.

Color Log VHF Antennas:

- CL-26 and CL-713 (channels 2-6 and 7-13):
  - Front-to-back ratio 25 db minimum.
  - VSWR maximum 1.4, average 1.2
  - Gain over isotropic source:
    - Dipole:
      - CL-26: 10 + db
      - CL-713: 11 + db
    - Gain throughout any channel is within ½ db, and throughout the spectrum within 1 db.

FM Log Periodic Antenna
Model CLFM (88-108 MHz)
- Front-to-back ratio 25 db minimum.
- Frequency range: 88-108 MHz.
- VSWR: Maximum 1.4:1
- Gain throughout FM band (88-108 MHz) is within ± ½ db.

Color Log UHF Antennas:

- CL-1483 (channels 14-83)
  - Front-to-back ratio: 35 db minimum
  - VSWR: Maximum 1.3, average 1.2
  - Gain over isotropic source 10 + db. Dipole 8 + db.
  - Gain throughout any channel is within ½ db, and throughout the spectrum within 1 db.

All CL-1483 antenna elements are housed within a fiberglass cover, thereby permitting the design of an antenna of maximum electrical efficiency without concern for mechanical problems.

TWO OR MORE COLOR LOG ANTENNAS MAY BE STACKED TO ACHIEVE MAXIMUM GAIN OR PHASED TO PROVIDE OPTIMUM SOLUTIONS TO CO-CHANNEL, MULTIPATH, AND OTHER RECEIVING PROBLEMS.
A reasonable posture on CATV has come out of the Federal Communications Commission at last. FCC has proposed to provide up to eight signals in the top 50 markets, seven in markets 51-100 but only 4 in markets 101 and up (See story in CATV News Briefs.)

The plan is not law yet, but the FCC has promised to have an even more specific proposal by August for Pastore's committee to review. Since Senator Pastore's Senate Subcommittee on Communications will adjourn August 6, the FCC must get the rules to him before that time in order for his committee to have a chance to react. Burch has promised to do just that.

Whether Pastore will try to delay the rules at this point is unknown. But he is known to be no friend of cable, and can be expected to jam up the gears if he can. He gave the FCC a rough time in the hearings, and isn't likely to give up easily.

Pastore has no legal foundation for delaying the Commission's rules, however, and the FCC isn't likely to stand still for the stoppage he might try to impose. Some sources indicate the Commission might move ahead without giving Pastore a second crack at the CATV rules, but this isn't too likely. FCC Commissioners are political animals, and don't want to be at odds with a man as powerful as Pastore.

Pastore's "ace in the hole" would be to generate pressure for the White House to intervene. The President's Office of Telecommunications Policy, however, assured TV Communications that no such plan was in the making. But that's no guarantee this couldn't happen.

Cable agreement with copyright interests poses an interesting problem: NCTA/CCO agreement provides a better situation than the FCC proposal in the markets under the top 100, but it virtually shuts cable out of the top 50, where 75 percent of the nation's population (and television audience) lives.

Interesting twist of events occurred due to the fact that NCTA took the agreement to the Commission on the eve of the FCC's appearance before Pastore and the subsequent announcement of the Commission plan. NCTA sources indicate the Association had no previous feel for FCC's proposals — that they expected the Commission to come up with a bummer.

But when FCC plan was announced, Association still showed no indication of being upset about having announced copyright plan which gives less than the FCC offered. A good package in the markets above 100 would be a poor trade-off for a good package in the top 50, so let's hope the FCC doesn't go along with "our" plan.
The new Telequipment D67 Oscilloscope offers the performance you have always desired at a price that is several hundred dollars lower than any other comparable model.

In addition to its impressive array of specifications, the D67 has other features not usually found in low-priced scopes: regulated power supplies, FET inputs to keep vertical trace drift to a minimum, fully solid-state design to improve reliability, transistors in sockets to make servicing easier and faster.

Bright displays are obtained by using 10-kV high voltage on the rectangular 5-inch CRT which has a big 8 x 10 cm display area.

A wide range of sweep rates from 2 s/cm to 0.2 μs/cm (40 ns with X5 magnifier), delayed sweep, 3% accuracy and 14-ns risetime, make the D67 ideal for high resolution analysis of pulse sequences. And if some of the pulses are jittery, that won't be a problem because the delayed sweep can be triggered. Those who have a need to view television signals will be pleased with the D67's ability to trigger at TV field and line rates. This feature allows viewing a selected line in a field.

Even if portability is not a prime consideration, you are certain to like the D67's lightweight—it weighs only 25 lbs.

Telequipment Oscilloscopes are marketed and supported in the U.S. through the Tektronix network of 57 Field Offices and 30 Service Centers. The instruments are warranted against defective parts and workmanship for one year. For more information call your nearby Tektronix field engineer or write: P. O. Box 500, Beaverton, Oregon 97005.

Telequipment Oscilloscope prices start as low as $245.

U.S. Sales Prices FOB Beaverton, Oregon
LETTERS

CATV Network Idea

Dear Mr. Searle:

- I read with a great deal of interest your editorial entitled "Ridiculous Proposal" (May TVC). The ideas conveyed in this editorial follow my line of thinking exactly.

We are at present licensed to import two different St. Louis Channels, via microwave, comprised of one independent and one educational. We have not yet added the educational, and the experience I have had with the Independent (KPLR Channel 11, St. Louis) has not really been what I anticipated. Many of our subscribers are not really interested so much in the program material received on Channel 11, since the programming is mostly old syndicated network shows.

I am looking forward, with a great deal of expectation, to the addition of KETC — the educational channel. I believe this will fill a large void in our subscribers' television viewing schedule, but I still do not believe that even with these two channels we are providing programming to our subscribers that will fill the bill. It just seems to lack local flavor.

I have for some time now entertained the thought of beginning a four or five system CATV origination network. I am sure this could be financed, but as you pointed out in your editorial, the availability of programming material is very limited.

What is needed to my way of thinking is several diversified programming or production companies which are capable of using the talents of many well-known personalities. As stated above in regard to "local flavor" to me means not just the Carthage area, but the entire region.

We have been involved in local origination since our system went into operation, and I can say that local origination, although having its benefits, is severely limited both by cost and programming material — too much so for a small system to cope with.

There are many companies involved in CATV endeavor — many with large sums of money that is now being spent strictly in expansion.

Hasn't anyone thought of going into the production business on a large scale? I know of several small operators who are producing shows on video tape as well as selling their movies. This is not what we need. To cite an example, what the industry needs is its own David Frost or Mike Douglas available exclusively on cable. With use of something like this, it would then be possible to supplement our programming with some syndicated reruns, but emphasis should be put on fresh material.

In my opinion, TV Communications is the leading industry journal, and ideas like those set forth in the editorial quite definitely will have bearing on the future developments in the industry.

If any information I have supplied here, or that I can supply, can be used to the furtherance of this industry's success, I shall be pleased.

A. Dean Petersen, Manager
Carthage (Mo.) Cablevision Inc.

Thanks for your letter, Dean.
An occasional "Amen from the industry does this editor's heart good."—Ed.

Low Cost Origination

Dear Mitt:

- At the North Central Community Television Assn. meeting a short time ago you expressed interest in the teletype installation we have here.

Having about 660 subscribers here in Guttenberg and needing something really low cost and a little unusual for a different approach to the local news, we resurrected WW II-type teletype equipment consisting of a model 15 page printer, a tape distributor and a tape perforator. We cut the local news on the perforator, paste the ends together so it will repeat automatically, and then play it through the distributor and page printer for the evening news. We put it on the air at 5:55 p.m. so as to sandwich it in during the commercial time on the other channels.

This set-up gives us a change from the reporter-type newscast and gives the one-man owner-operator more time for other things. The cost of the whole set-up is around $150. We are in the process of buying a model 19 unit which combines all three pieces of equipment in one cabinet.

Another item that can save the small operator some money is the home-built carousel consisting of a used antenna rotator, a piece of plywood, a couple of micro-switches, a stepping relay and a power supply. Total cost... under $35. We position the camera back far enough so as to be able to use standard size greeting cards.

Anyone wishing further information can feel free to write to me.

Neil A. Webster
Guttenberg TV Cable System
313 S. First St.
Guttenberg, Iowa 52052

Thanks for your tips, Neil.
GTE Sylvania, the oldest new company in CATV.

The Sylvania name has been around for a long time. You'll find it on everything from the earliest receiving tubes to complex aerospace equipment.

But, up till now you haven't found it in CATV equipment. We've changed that.

You'll be seeing the GTE Sylvania name in a lot of places. On trunk amplifiers, line extenders, and other types of CATV equipment. Even on complete systems.

And we're not just offering "another" line of equipment. We'll give you something as advanced as a trunk amplifier that has features you just couldn't get till now. Or we'll give you something as simple as a key.

The key to a "turnkey" installation.

We'll even program our computers to give you the most efficient system layout, project your break-even point and do signal surveys.

We may be new to CATV, but with a name like GTE Sylvania you can hardly call us beginners.

Sylvania Electronic Components, Seneca Falls, N.Y. 13148
Innovation such as yours is the name of the game in small-system origination. I'm sure many small operators become discouraged about origination when they keep hearing about nothing other than the show-case studio systems.

But guys like you continue to show us how small system can originate meaningful local programs. Keep up the good work.—Ed.

CCTV People Like TVC

Dear Milt:

• Many thanks for your letter. I was most impressed with your magazine, TV Communications, and am making sure we send for a subscription. It is indeed a handsome publication, and we would be delighted to supply you with news on our closed-circuit programs.

As you may know, MTS handled all closed-circuit television arrangements for the Ali-Frazier fight which was the single largest CCTV project in the history of the industry — some 450 locations throughout the world.

Let us know if you have any specific needs for stories on CCTV — and I'll be sure to keep you posted on our activities. Also, if you ever get to New York, please give us a call and drop in to see our studios.

Betty Vaughn
Management Television Systems, Inc.
New York, N.Y. 10017

Subscriber Marketing Firms

Dear Stu:

• I read with interest the article in your May edition by Robert C. Hilliard, recommending a professional marketing firm for selling CATV subscriptions.

Could you please send me a list of recommended firms?

Robert M. White II
President
See TV Co.
300 N. Washington St.
Mexico, Missouri

I would suggest the following professional CATV marketing firms:

Bob Hilliard, author of the article you read, is the Director of Subscriber Marketing for National Telesystems Corporation, 6362 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif, 90028.

Burt Kittay and Jeff Marcus have shown good results with their firm, Markit Communications, Inc., 1801 Avenue of the Stars, Los Angeles, Calif, 90067.

Ben Kittay has recently organized a new CATV marketing firm called National TeleMarketing, Inc., 1901 Avenue of the Stars, Suite 824, Los Angeles, Calif, 90067.

Mark Van Louchs has a firm known as CATV Marketing, Inc. Located at 6908 Village Parkway, Dublin, Calif, 94566. He has been doing subscriber marketing for quite some time.

Malarkey, Taylor & Associates have a subscriber marketing program. You may reach them at 1225 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.

Finally, there is a young lady in Pennsylvania that may also prove to be a good contact. Miss Bobbie Weinberg and her cohorts at Good Communications, 1845 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa, 19103, offer what she calls “a subscriber-increase program.”

I hope this list is sufficient and of help to you. If I have failed to list someone... no doubt I will hear about it.—Ed.

Definitions Project

Dear Editor:

• The IEEE Cable TV Task Group is compiling a dictionary of technical terms used in the cable television industry. Knowing of your interest in CATV, I solicit your help in this effort.

The work will consist of (1) compiling word lists using such sources as existing glossaries, technical papers, trade journals, house organs, training manuals, etc.; (2) reviewing the word lists and deleting inappropriate terms; (3) compiling definitions of each term and adopting the most appropriate for cable TV or writing new definitions where necessary; and (4) reviewing the definitions and making necessary revisions.
Our CATV group celebrates its second birthday with its first installation.

Two years without making a single sale may not sound so good. But that's the way we planned it.
For the first 22 months we didn't even have a salesman. But we did have engineers. Electronic and mechanical specialists that grew up with the electronics industry.
It took them almost two years to design and field test our full line of trunk amplifiers, line extenders, and other passive RF components.
Then we hired a salesman.
It didn't take him long to make his first sale.
A complete turnkey installation for Colony Communications in New England.
Colony liked what it saw, and so did its subscribers.
Since then, we've hired a few more salesmen.
Maybe you should talk to one of them.
They can tell you what we've been doing for the last two years. And we didn't spend them doing nothing.

Sylvania Electronic Components, Seneca Falls, N.Y. 13148

the oldest new company in CATV.
Your help in any or all of these areas would be much appreciated. We are especially interested in getting as many sources of terms as possible. If you or any of your colleagues know of such sources, or will be willing to help with this work, I would very much appreciate hearing from you.

L.E. Huntley, Leader
Terms and Definitions Project
c/o Circuit Standards Section
National Bureau of Standards
Boulder, Colorado 80302

Sounds like you have a big task ahead of you. Possibly some of our readers can contribute word lists and definitions.—Ed.

Free Pre-Wiring Progress
Dear Stu:

- The grand opening of Phase 1 of our Pt. Pleasant system went great. We had a standing-room-only crowd (well over 500 from a town of 6,000 population) and very high level of interest. Our saturation on the pre-wiring continues near or over 70 percent, and there will be very few cancellations, if word-of-mouth commentary is to be believed.

  Paul Crabtree, President
  Paul Crabtree & Associates
  P.O. Box 106
  Pt. Pleasant, W. Va. 25550

See April TVC for Paul's "free pre-wiring concept." TVC will carry a follow-up report on his Pt. Pleasant trial project in September.—Ed.

Booklet Describes CATV
Dear Milt:

- We very much appreciated your recent issue on Local Origination (March). In Canada, as you know, many cable systems are well into cablecasting even though no commercial sponsorship is allowed at this point.

  The question of "citizen's access" is one that is gaining increasing prominence in both our countries. It's apparent that both the CRTC and the FCC are looking for ways to ensure that minority community voices and groups can have their say on the cablecasting channel or channels.

  We have produced a booklet which serves as a basic primer on the subject. It's designed to answer questions that might be asked by people unfamiliar to this medium and I thought you might find it of interest.

  Philip B. Lind
  Director of Public Affairs & Programming
  Rogers Cable TV Limited
  25 Adelaide Street East
  Toronto 1, Ontario

Thanks very much for your letter and the enclosed brochure, Phil. You are right on target. Cablemen need to encourage access to cable by community groups and individuals. Just having the channels and equipment there does not guarantee people will use the medium — at least not at first.

  I am taking the liberty of giving our readers your address so they can obtain copies of this excellent brochure for their own reference.—Ed.

Wants Books on CATV
Dear Editors:

- I have been trying to obtain good technical and engineering books on CATV, central antenna systems for apartments, and closed circuit monitoring systems for hotels and other types of buildings.

  Please advise me of a central distributor that would have a good selection, or do you carry a list for sale.

  A. L. Meszaros
  542 Upper Wentworth
  Hamilton 50, Ontario
  Canada

I suggest you contact Tab Books, Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214. This company has numerous books on cable television and related fields.

Another source of good technical books would be Howard W. Sams and Company, Inc., 4300 West 62nd St., Indianapolis, Ind. 46268. Also watch the occasional "Literature" section in TVC (page 136 this month) for new CATV-related books, catalogs and special reports that come to our attention.—Ed.

Frustrated Reader Writes
Dear Editor:

- I have been reading TV Communications with a great deal of interest and paranoia for the last six months. I use the word paranoia with, hopefully, full awareness of the possibility that I am only imagining what I read in your publication.

  If my survey of the last six issues is accurate, you, and maybe the people (cable owners and operators) you purport to represent have no idea of what is really involved in originating local off-air programming. You have no idea of what can be done with the medium of cable TV as a powerful tool of social awareness and change.

  Let's avoid any nonsense about "political left or right" from the outset. Buckminster Fuller has already pointed out that we are all living on a space vehicle called Earth and that nobody has the operating manual for the controls — nobody. We all have to pull together in our planetary circumstances and the best means of implementing human cooperation is through communication.

  Communication means giving everybody possible a chance to get said what that man needs to get said, and the freedom to say it in the idiom or milieu that best suits his message.

  Your magazine talks in a kind of insistent and monolithic tone about the community of potential cable "producers" or originators as if they all took for granted the values of high-school sport events, promotional bazaars, beauty contests, town hall meetings, and other forms of patently familiar human gatherings as the only conceivable material of interest for cable casting on the free channel(s). This is ridiculous.

July, 1971
We send our amplifiers to Siberia before we send them to you.

We really don't care what the climate is in your area.
And neither does our equipment.

It's not disinterest, it's just that our trunk amplifiers and other CATV components have been through much worse than anything you have to offer.

With our experience in military and aerospace design requirements, the environmental chamber is nothing new to us.

We take our CATV equipment to temperature and humidity extremes that don't exist in the United States. And we make sure they work. And not just marginally.

And then to make sure of our lab work, we've taken our CATV units out in the field to test their performance under actual operating conditions.

As a result, when you turn on the heat, our equipment won't give you the cold shoulder.

Sylvania Electronic Components, Seneca Falls, N.Y. 13148

the oldest new company in CATV.

GTE SYLVANIA
The cable TV medium is too revolutionary in terms of the numbers of people who can successfully and intelligently access its real value as an “output” terminal, thereby moving themselves out of that calcified and delimiting role as mere consumers in the information world.

When a diversity of kinds of people, with a diversity of environments and concerns, can speak for themselves over a powerful communications system (remembering that expression involves more than push-button referendum via interactive home terminals) society changes and evolves with more of a balance than when people’s views are interpolated by a production elite in the 2-inch broadcast systems or by a well meaning cablecaster (who assumes without question who or what comprises the fabric of the society in which he and his subscribers live).

Take the Canadian example. Powerful regulations from the CRTC (Can. version of FCC) require cable operators to access the free channel to a broad cross-section of the community. Grants from the government and from private funding bodies enable groups to equip themselves for field origination and editing in order that the word community does not merely come to mean a community of institutions (who to date were the only ones who could afford equipment.)

Teams of people work all across Canada with the assistance of the National Film Board’s “Challenge for Change” program, helping underprivileged and aware people to use the free channel.

And in America, as well as here, note the growing concern on the part of artists and educators to use TV as a creative and exploratory medium in terms of perceptual change. Some of the results of their work is too valuable to be limited to CCTV environments alone.

We are a group in Vancouver who are working with video rovers (Sony AV 3400) and electronic editing one-inch gear (Sony 320) and are attempting to do as many different kinds of things for cable as possible. The degree of cooperation and encouragement from institutional users in the area and from the local CATV system is phenomenal and incredibly promising. Take a look at yourselves.

Dallas Selman
Coordinator
Intermedia Video Resource
1927 Granville Street
Vancouver, British Columbia

When in Hong Kong...

Dear Editors:

- May we say how interesting we find your publication. As the operators of the world’s largest TV single cable distribution system here in Hong Kong, we should be delighted to meet and discuss cablecasting in general, with any of your readers, should they happen to find themselves in this part of the world.

R. L. Kettle
General Manager (Relays)
Rediffusion Limited
Hong Kong

UNnderground Compacting Auger

FOR BORING UNDER-STREETS, HIGHWAYS, SIDEWALKS, RAILROADS TO BURY — CATV Cable, Power Lines and Plastic, Copper or Steel Tubing

- Soil compacted by boring head and reamers
- Dry bore — no danger of cavities or cave-ins
- Bore diameters — 1.25” to 3.25”
- Boring speed 5 to 8 feet per minute
- Bores in excess of 200 feet
- Hydraulic drive develops 550 ft. lbs. of torque with 8 h.p. gasoline engine
- Complete unit and accessories may be transported to job site in pickup truck or station wagon

WHAT IS MARKETING?

An age old question for which everyone seems to have their own definition. We don’t deal in definitions, however, we deal in successfully marketing products and services. We specialize in the communications industry—your industry. We’re not just marketing consultants that give advice. We show you how to market your product or service successfully. Effective marketing is our business and this includes effective advertising and public relations too, if needed. It doesn’t matter if you manufacture equipment, operate CATV systems, produce or distribute programming, we know your business and your market. Perceptive Marketing is our name and perceptive marketing is what we do! Why not call and chat with us? Talking doesn’t cost a thing!

PERCEPTIVE MARKETING SERVICES
221 N. LaSalle Street
Chicago, Ill. 60601
312-267-2645

See you at the NCTA Convention. If you wish to contact us at the Convention, call Jerry McCalla at the Washington Hilton.
From origination to viewing, we're putting it all together...

Magnavox
craftsman catv division
Avoid "Time Leaks" And Increase Your Productivity

The men and women who manage cable systems tend to have one predominant problem in common...there is never enough time. The best way to gain time is by eliminating "time leaks." Keep the following checklist handy, and make a conscious effort to improve your use of time.

The effective CATV executive will avoid as many of these "time leaks" as possible:

- Doing things that aren't actually a part of the manager's real job...things that can be delegated to another person.
- Doing things that can be delegated to modern equipment or outside service firms.
- Paying too much attention to low-priority, low-yield projects.
- Handling too many...or too wide a variety of duties.
- Doing unproductive things out of sheer habit.
- Keeping too many, too complicated or unnecessary records.
- Failing to build appropriate barriers against interruptions.
- Conducting unnecessary meetings.
- Failing to conduct necessary meetings with staff to keep adequate information flowing to assure reasonable harmony.
- Failing to anticipate problem areas and crises.
- Scheduling attractive (yet less productive) work ahead of more important work.
- Pursuing projects that do not relate to your goals.
- Pursuing projects that you can't reasonably expect to achieve.
- Shrinking away from duties that are unfamiliar.
- Allowing conferences, discussions, phone calls, etc. to wander after their initial purpose has been fulfilled.
- Engaging in personal work before starting business work...or socializing too much.

Keep in mind that a lot of time can be "leaked" away through excessive reading of trade journals, trade news magazines, newspapers, unimportant documents and reports.

This is one reason why TVC now offers an abbreviated CATV news section. By scanning four pages each month, the system manager can now get a thorough overview of developments in the cable industry. References are included so additional details can be found on any story...again with a minimum of time investment.

One final suggestion. The best way to avoid "time leaks" is to make a periodic analysis of the way you use your time. Take a few minutes (right now, if you can) and review the above list. You can increase your worth...by increasing your productive time.
When performance and reliability really count

...depend on the world's most experienced independent supplier of turnkey microwave systems.
AMECO's new NOVA series of push-pull amplifiers delivers a signal virtually "FREE" of distortion, whether your needs are 20-25-30 channels or even more.

Features include a fully automatic slope and gain control (dual pilot carriers), plug-in equalizers and true modular, interchangeable design, low second order beat down 82dB and cross modulation down 93 dB.

Housed in an all weather, moisture proof die-cast aluminum housing, the NOVA amplifier will stand up under the most critical climatic conditions. Externally accessible test points eliminate the need for cover removal during field checking.

Planning on two-way transmission? No need for costly investment now. When ready, simply add the specially designed plug-in filters and sub-band amplifier module.

The NOVA series amplifier will operate with either 30 or 60 volt power supply, simply flick a switch. Optional stand-by battery power available.

Consider all the outstanding features of the NOVA series amplifiers and then contact AMECO about your "FREE DELIVERY".

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPECIFICATIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 40-300 MHz at ± 0.25 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPACING: 22 dB at 271.25 MHz, 19 dB at 216 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOISE FIGURE: 9 dB at Full Gain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CROSS MODULATION AT OPERATING LEVEL (20 CHANNELS): -93 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SECOND ORDER BEATS AT OPERATING LEVEL: -82 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REVERSE DIRECTION FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 5-30 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUM MODULATION: -70 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

COME SEE US, BOOTHs 114, 115  
NCTA CONVENTION, JULY 6 – 9.  

Box 13741, Phoenix, Arizona 85002  
Telephone 602/252-7731
CATV News Briefs

A Summary of News from CATV, the Newsweekly of Cable Television

CATV Thaw Promised by August: FCC Chairman Burch, with solid support from other Commissioners, met with the Communications Subcommittee of the Senate Commerce Committee on June 15. . . promised a specific set of rules by August. . . anticipated rules will make CATV viable in top markets. Senator John Pastore (D-R.I.) said he has no wish to "impede" FCC action. Proposed rules include a distant signal formula. . . surrenders entire copyright issue to Congress. . . de-emphasizes cable's possible impact on broadcast stations. At least one Senator urged FCC to "move ahead." (CATV 6/21 p3, 6)

"New Look in CATV" Characterizes FCC Proposals: Principal elements of Commission's new planned rules for CATV (as expressed to Senate Communications Subcommittee) include: Distant signals — markets 1-50; local signals plus signals to provide minimum of 3 nets, 3 independents, plus 2 additional distant . . . markets 51-100: 3 nets and 2 independents. . . markets 100 on: 3 nets and 1 independent. All markets can import unlimited member of noncommercial signals. . . unless local noncommercial station objects. Footnote 69 is modified, more permissive. Sports events to be blacked out where local TV stations are required to blackout. Systems are to have one non-broadcast channel for each broadcast carriage channel (minimum channel capacity). Minimum capacity for two-way, non-voice communication is also proposed. (CATV 6/21 p3)

Cost of Rule Implementation Estimated: In the most recent issue of the Bell Journal of Economics and Management Science, Stanford economists William S. Comanor and Bridger M. Mitchell published a study on the costs to system operators of certain proposed regulations. Study discusses costs involved in building new dual-cable systems, new systems using converters, and necessary alterations to existing systems. . . to gain 20-channel capacity. Two-way capability, annual certification expenses and costs involved in upgrading of signal quality are also reviewed. (CATV 6/21 p7, 31)

Copyright Pact Between NCTA and CCO Termed "Practical Solution:" Just a couple days before the FCC announced its proposals to the Senate Communications Subcommittee, the NCTA and the Committee of Copyright Owners unveiled a compromise agreement that was to be submitted to Congress and the FCC. Agreement provides for compulsory licensing of CATV systems under which they could carry 3 nets, 3 independents and 1 educational signal. One provision called for systems in top-50 markets to protect local stations' programming exclusivity against distant stations for the "run of the contract." NCTA Copyright Committee chairman Alfred Stern acknowledged that the agreement would make top-50 markets difficult for CATV. . . but he called the compromise "a practical solution" for progress in the second 50 markets. Pact is at odds with FCC proposals announced a few days later. (CATV 6/21 p13, 31)

Kahn Stays, Cooke Goes, Schlafly Moves Up: Jack Kent Cooke has resigned from TelePrompTer Board of Directors. . . rather than leaving the employment of TPT (as had been announced in late March), Irving Kahn will remain as Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer. Hubert J. Schlafly, co-founder of TPT, has formally been named President. (CATV 6/21 p6)

New York Freezes Franchises for One Year: Before closing its doors in mid-June, the N.Y. state legislature adopted Assembly Bill 8046 which "temporarily prohibits the award of any franchise by municipal corporation for the purpose of operating or maintaining a community antenna tele-
vision system.” Although the legislature failed to pass the administration-sponsored bill which would have subjected CATV to full PSC jurisdiction, the present law contemplates some such set-up a year from now. (CATV 6/21 p5)

Taverner Resigns After Executive Committee Review: NCTA Executive Committee members met in Washington June 6-8 and reviewed all aspects of association administration. Sessions were closed. Between 15 and 20 persons were invited to appear. Don Taverner’s leadership for the previous 18 months was discussed in depth. Taverner offered a written resignation. Executive Committee would not accept it. Two days later, NCTA Board of Directors did accept it... “with regrets.” Taverner will remain as NCTA President until December 31, 1971. (CATV 6/14 p3 and 6/21 p2)

Presidential Selection Committee Named by Demgen: Two weeks after Taverner resigned, NCTA Chairman Ralph Demgen announced the committee that will look for a replacement. Members, in addition to Demgen, are: Edward M. Allen, Mrs. Polly Dunn, William Karnes, James Klungness, Robert H. Symons, Robert Weary and (as an ex-officio member) the new national chairman of NCTA to be elected at the July Convention. All members of NCTA are invited to submit information to the committee pertinent to the selection of the new president... including suggestions on desired presidential qualities, and names of candidates. (CATV 6/28 p3, 6)

Viacom Fracas Still Alive: Marino Iacopi and two other minority shareholders in the CBS/Viacom San Francisco cable subsidiary have kept Viacom’s troubles hot with a new filing in the Ninth Circuit Court. Both before the court and the FCC, the cable group is protesting what it terms CBS’s “impropriety” in hastily issuing the Viacom stock just as the Circuit Court was issuing an order to stop the stock distribution. On June 3, FCC voted to unblock the spin-off, held up since December. CBS got shares into mail on Friday, June 4. In a petition for emergency procedures filed at the FCC, the Iacopi group has also protested the network’s “deceitful abuse of the Commission’s processes.” (CATV 6/14 p8, 18 and 6/21 p11)

Kentucky Cablemen Condemn Municipal System: Members of the Kentucky Community Television Association have unanimously adopted a resolution condemning what they term the “discriminatory practices” of a municipal system in Frankfort, Kentucky. City-owned system plans to over-build a private operator who has been limited to one portion of town. The city has contracted with a local newspaper to produce local origination. The cablemen have attacked the municipal system and the city for unfair competitive practices and abdication of cable-casting responsibility. (CATV 6/7 p5)

Operators Gather for Largest Ohio State Show: Spring meeting of the Ohio Cable Television Association drew record numbers of system operators and manufacturer’s reps. Meeting held in Columbus featured NCTA President Don Taverner, FCC CATV Bureau Chief Sol Schildhause, New England CATV Association Director Bill Kenny, Avco Broadcasting Sr. Vice President Walter Bartlett and Communications Publishing Corp. Vice President Milton Bryan. (CATV 6/21 p9)

Ohio High Court Rules Use of Power Poles Okay: Ohio’s Supreme Court has told cable operators they have full rights to use of power and telephone company poles under joint-use agreements... and that all easements pertaining to those poles may be assigned to cable operators. The decision reverses an earlier state appeals court ruling. (CATV 5/31 p5)
Two-way System Being Tested in Kansas: On June 23, TeleCable Corporation began testing a two-way TV system in Overland Park, a suburb of Kansas City. Experiment uses a terminal unit by Vicom Manufacturing of Dexter, Michigan. A classroom-to-home test is being held to bring special classes to disabled children... while allowing students and teacher to have video contact with each other. A second test uses system for shopping from home. Burglar, fire alarm applications and opinion polling are also being tested. (CATV 6/21, p23, 25)

Cypress Communications Announces Cablecasting Policy: CC, operator of 43 systems in 17 states, formally announced its local origination policy... as a response to events at the FCC and recent court decisions. John Calvetti, Cypress director of programming said Cypress would continue with its plans for program origination... the MSO supports voluntary local origination. (CATV 6/14 p9)

Importation Authorized To Assure Continued System Operation: Cablevision of Hendersonville, Inc., operating in Hendersonville and Laurel Park, N.C., just 18 miles from Asheville (ARB 33), has been authorized to bring two network signals from Charlotte. System argued that it would have to go out of business if it could not import the signals. System has 475 of an estimated 4,000 potential subscribers. System carried 35 hours of local origination per week. Authorization was made because of the “public interest in assuring the continued operation of CATV in Hendersonville.” (CATV 6/7 p3, 7, 12)

Illinois System Permitted To Carry Distant Signal: Kewanee Cablevision, operator of the proposed system at Kewanee, Ill., has been granted permission to import KIIN-TV from Iowa City, Iowa. KIIN is an educational station. Illinois Valley Public Telecommunications Corporation, holder of a permit for channel 47 in Peoria, Ill., objected to FCC authorization. (CATV 6/14 p15)

Telecable of Kokomo (Ind.) Will Carry Chicago: Two Chicago independents (WGN-TV and WFLD-TV) have been authorized for carriage by the Kokomo, Ind. cable system. System must also carry independent WURD from Indianapolis if the station so requests. (CATV 6/21 p23)

TM Communications Can Bring In Educational Signals: FCC has given go-ahead for TM to carry distant educational stations on its system at De Land, Florida. System is located in Orlando-Daytona Beach market (ARB 65). It will carry WEDU from Tampa-St. Petersburg and WJCT from Jacksonville. (CATV 6/21 p27)

Watson Scores Partial Win in Wilkes-Barre: CATV pioneer-operator John Watson, head of Service Electric Cable TV, Inc., has scored a partial win in a hearing on his Wilkes-Barre system's signal carriage. Hearing examiner rules that Service is grandfathered in Hanover Township... but not in Ashley Borough, since no subscribers were served in Ashley Borough until December 19, 1968. Distant signal carriage in Ashley Borough must be discontinued. (CATV 6/14 p5, 7)

Meadville Wins Against FCC in Third Circuit Court: The Third Circuit Court has said FCC must take another look at its non-duplication order against George Barco’s system in Meadville, Pa. Barco has been seeking a non-duplication waiver since summer of 1966 when WICU-TV, NBC affiliate in Erie, Pa. asked for protection against WFMJ-TV, NBC affiliate in Youngstown, Ohio. Court said Commis-
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... but not like it did... FCC has an obligation to "consider evidence placed before it and set out conclusions with supporting facts and reasons. (CATV 5/31 p7)

FCC Turns Down Request for Exclusivity Waiver: Cable Television Co. of Illinois has lost its bid for full carriage of two Chicago signals on its system at Fairbury, Ill. FCC has ruled that system must protect Champaign-Danville NBC affiliate WICD against programming on WMAQ (Chicago)... and must protect station WCIA from coverage of Chicago Cubs games over independent WGN (Chicago). Commission ruled that a hearing was not warranted. (CATV 6/21 p25)

Less-Than-Full Channel Authorized by FCC: Over the objections of two Commissioners and local broadcasters, a Salisbury, Maryland, cable system has won a waiver of the signal-channel carriage rules. The system will not have to devote an entire channel full time to the local Salisbury educator (WCWB), which will be coming on the air. Ordinarily a system must devote full-channel carriage to local stations. Salisbury has a five-channel system. The system has promised to carry a full schedule of the new educator... but not always on the same channel. (CATV 6/7 p5, 6)

ATC Has Acquired West Virginia System: American Television & Communications Corp. has announced completion of its acquisition of Capitol Cablevision Corporation in Charleston, W. Va. System serves some 12,000 subscribers in Charleston, South Charleston and Dunbar. Population of the area is approximately 100,000. ATC now operates in nineteen states, serving approximately 202,000 subscribers. (CATV 6/21 p29)

Action in the Franchise Arena: The following communities have all reported the granting of franchises in recent weeks: Jacksonville, Ark.; Broomfield, Colo.; Stone Park, Ill. (third of Chicago's west suburban communities to grant a franchise); New Castle, Ind.; Anthony, Kan.; Rockland, Maine; Austin, Minn.; Versailles, Mo.; Fredon, N.J.; Hunter, N.Y.; Kilbuck Township, Mercersburg and Ross Township, Pa.; Columbus, Texas; Fair Haven, Castleton and Pittsfield, Vt.; and Tenino, Wash. (CATV June editions)

Recent CATV Construction Progress: Service is now in operation at Plainville, Kansas... first subscribers have been hooked up in Jupiter, Fla... system in Anna Marie Island, Fla. will be completed this month... service has been turned on in Derry, N.H... construction has started in Strathmere, N.J.... Galesburg, Ill. system has been turned on... subscriber hook-ups have started in Milan, Ohio... service is now on at Mount Airy, N.C.... the Catskill, N.Y. system will start service this month... twelve-channel service will begin this month in Carbondale and Marion, Ill. (CATV June editions)

Financial Developments Affecting CATV: TelePrompTer Corporation has announced that it has completed a $42 million loan agreement (largest in CATV history) with five participating major banks. Agreement was signed simultaneously in New York and Los Angeles by The Chase Manhattan Bank, N.A., Bank of New York, Bank of America, N.T.A.S., Security Pacific National Bank, and Security National Bank. Entron, Inc. reported a new loss of $1,992,473 for the year ended December 31, 1970. CBS operations, recently spun-off to Viacom International Inc., showed a first quarter net income of $305,000 with 8 percent share earnings. (CATV June editions)
Why should I stick my neck out and buy your Century equipment today?

Sales Manager Bill Gaylord answers: "Where will your neck be if you don't? Right now, the major manufacturers are jumping on the microcircuit bandwagon, and working furiously to catch up. Meanwhile, their current models are becoming more and more obsolete. Operators like you are busy replacing four- and five-year-old systems because they got old too fast. Century equipment starts off a whole generation newer, one whole generation further from replacement. How's that for protecting your investment!"
Focus

...On People

Systems

Eugene F. Shaw, veteran broadcasting sales executive, has been appointed director of advertising sales for TelePrompTer Corporation's Manhattan cable television system. Shaw will be responsible for advertising sales for the Upper Manhattan system and also will seek national advertising from New York-based agencies for other TelePrompTer systems. Shaw spent 12 years with the Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., beginning as an assistant sales director for WBZ-TV in Boston, Mass., in 1957.

Fred E. Furnish has been appointed manager of General Electric Cablevision Corporation's Decatur, Illinois, cable system. A long-time GE employee, Furnish previously served as a specialist in sales training for the Audio Products Department in Decatur. Construction of the 270-mile system will begin in July.

George V. Stein has been named director of marketing for Nation Wide Cablevision, Inc. Prior to joining Nation Wide, Stein served in various brand management capacities with Proctor & Gamble Company in Cincinnati. His responsibilities include supervision of marketing efforts encompassing advertising, promotion, strategic planning, agency supervision and product development. Stein has a B.S. degree in finance from Oregon State University and an M.B.A. from Wharton Graduate School of Finance & Commerce.

Clair A. Sundeen, a cable industry pioneer, has been named Lake Hughes, California's Outstanding Citizen of 1970. Sundeen's Lake Hughes Cable Television Service grew out of an early 1950's experiment in improving his own and a neighbor's television reception in the isolated mountain community. The Lake Hughes-Elizabeth Lakes Chamber of Commerce made the award.

Suppliers

C-Cor Electronics, Inc. has announced the appointment of Anthony C. Reynolds to the position of director of manufacturing. Before joining C-Cor, Reynolds was director of manufacturing at Spitz Laboratories, Inc., a division of McGraw-Hill. Reynolds was graduated from Manchester University in England, where he studied physics, mathematics and chemistry. Other appointments announced by C-Cor was that of Donald A. Carver to the position of supervisor of the Model Shop and the appointment of James E. Fogle as a system engineer in the Systems Engineering Department.

New western regional salesman for AEL Communications Corp. is Elliot Bell who represented parent company American Electronics Laboratories, Inc. for more than three years on the West Coast. He will handle CATV sales for the states of Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Montana, California, Nevada and Arizona.

Howard Mercer has announced the formation of Macom Industries. The company will engage in the manufacture and importation of a broad line of CATV and MATV distribution equipment to be sold nationally.
You may already own the best VHF sweep on the market: **KAY 159D 1-300 MHz.**

But have you seen the best **600 MHz** wide sweep: **KAY 160A**?

Or have you heard about the best **1000 MHz** UHF sweep: **KAY 162A**?

And at the show, we’ll be announcing our brand new Series 9000
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through both CATV supply houses and MATV contractors. Seymour Kass has been appointed executive vice president of the new company.

Ben W. Forte has joined Theta-Com as western regional sales manager. Previously, Forte had been with Kaiser CATV, which he joined in 1968. He will represent Theta-Com in the states of Washington, Oregon, Montana, Idaho, Nevada, Wyoming, Utah, Arizona and California. Headquarters will be in Pleasanton, California.

Dolphin Communications Corporation has announced the appointments of Michael Joyce as controller, James Stewart as director of engineering, and Bruce Martin as regional sales manager.

Anthony L. Conrad, executive vice president, services, has been chosen by the board of directors of RCA Corporation to become president and chief operating officer of RCA on August 1.

Jerrold has appointed Peter Van Schenck as sales engineer for Southern California. He will be responsible for sales of home TV antennas, preamplifiers and accessories and other Jerrold equipment.

Mr. Forte  Mr. Ports

Professional

The office of Director of Engineering, vacant for several weeks at NCTA, has been filled by Delmer C. Ports, who comes to the association from Atlantic Research Corporation. Ports succeeds G. Norman Penwell, who left NCTA to take a position with Malarkey, Taylor & Associates consulting firm in Washington, D.C. Ports was most recently director of plans and development for the electronics and communications division of ARC. Prior to that he served as director of marketing and director of development for ARC's electronics and communications division.

Patrick E. O'Donnell, legal assistant to FCC Chairman Dean Burch, is leaving the FCC for a White House staff appointment, according to a Commission announcement. Replacing O'Donnell is John M. Eger who has been serving as special assistant to the FCC general counsel. In another change in the general counsel's office, William Jensen is leaving the FCC to become Hearing Examiner for the Federal Power Commission. Jensen was an assistant general counsel and was responsible for enforcement.
DATA WEATHER™ is a TOTALLY NEW CONCEPT in automatic time/weather cablecasting for CATV . . . . . plus much more!

**$3995.00 TO $7995.00**

***ALL NEW FEATURES***:

- **TOTAL COLOR DISPLAY** — including full color 35mm slides for advertising.
- **LOCAL KEYBOARD** — for news, announcements, TV bulletin board, etc.
- **FORECASTS** — direct from U. S. Weather Service.
- **MORE LOCAL WEATHER** — up to 12 individual readings.

WRITE FOR DETAILS and SEE US AT NCTA

535 SOUTH 2nd WEST
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
84101
(801) 363-3905

Illustrated above is one screen format that includes (1) Time/Temp/Title (2) Color Slides alternating with Local Messages (3) Continuous Weather Forecast.

*Typical Complete System Price*
A Survey of Technical Personnel: How Does Your Crew Compare?

When CATV managers get together, staffing problems are usually a major topic of discussion. To help cablemen put employment problems in perspective, TVC editors have again compiled a comprehensive survey and analysis.
QUESTION: What are the main problems you find in staffing your technical team?

ANSWER: "Finding qualified people who are willing to work. Most qualified men want some sort of bench job . . . and CATV can’t run that way."

QUESTION: What are the greatest industry-wide employment problems, in your estimation?

ANSWER: "Training people. Many of today’s technicians will become glorified installers when technical standards are established by the FCC."

QUESTION: What solutions do you suggest?

ANSWER: "A possible solution would be to go ahead and establish our own tech standards now, and then train our men to bring them up to a point where they can operate a system to those standards."

Those are the words of a cable system manager. His situation is typical; so are his comments. He operates a 7000-subscriber system (183 miles of plant) in a northeastern state with a crew of seven technicians and installers. He pays his installers $450 and his techs $585 per month. His men are a bit below par on performance compared to other systems of the same size in that area, and his pay scale is also below average. He reports that his crew is adequate in terms of numbers but inadequate in terms of skill for his operation. Only one of his men had prior CATV experience when hired — half of his staff have had some formal training in electronics.

Could this manager bring his staff up to par in skill and productivity if he increased his pay levels to average or above? Would a fatter package of fringe benefits help him find and keep more qualified men? Or is training of his present staff the answer? Only the manager himself can make those decisions.

But, from the data provided in these pages he will at least be able to know exactly where he stands in comparison with other systems. That is the only objective of this survey.

How Accurate Is This Survey: What Do Findings Represent?

As shown in Table I, the TVC Technical Personnel Survey is based on data received from about 10% of the operating systems in the U.S. This number is well in excess of accepted minimums for valid statistical samplings. Operators in each state were polled on a proportionate basis, and results broken down into four major geographical areas as shown. Within each state, systems were chosen on a random basis, and replies were submitted anonymously, in view of the confidential nature of the information being supplied.

As many readers will remember, a similar survey was compiled and published by TVC in 1969. Comparative data from that survey and these current

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Number of Systems Providing Data</th>
<th>Average Miles of Cable Plant</th>
<th>Average Number of Subscribers</th>
<th>Average Number of Subscribers Per Mile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Northeastern States</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>5,165</td>
<td>53.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern States</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>3,650</td>
<td>32.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midwestern States</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>4,265</td>
<td>49.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western/Mountain States</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>5,555</td>
<td>50.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total—All Systems</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>4,580</td>
<td>45.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CATV Employment Survey results represent a sampling of 10% of the industry, taken from every state on a proportionate basis. This provides a sampling well in excess of accepted statistical requirements.
system stealing employees from each other rather than training their own people."

Toward this end, many managers are deeply involved in the technical work on their system. Others focus their efforts almost exclusively on sales, PR, and administrative duties. Many managers are involved in all these areas, and perhaps in running a cablecasting studio as well. Thus, the system manager's role remains as an "independent variable" in these survey results, and must be allowed for in comparing your specific situation with the data given here.

Installers Make $505 Per Month, Average Seven Drops Per Day

**QUESTION:** What are your main technical staffing problems?

**ANSWER:** "Finding installers with experience, and systems stealing employees from each other rather than training their own people."

The cableman quoted above operates a 55 mile plant (2,850 subscribers) in a midwestern state. He pays his installers $525 per month, which is just below average for a system of that size in his area. His men make about five drops per man per day, which compares to about seven per day average in that region.

This operator hires all of his men from within his own community at this point, mostly ex-serviceemen from a nearby airbase. His fringe benefit package is better than average, and he pays part of the tuition if his men wish to enroll in an outside training program. Although he reports that his staff is large enough to handle his operation, he (like one out of five operators in the midwest) is not satisfied with the skill and performance level of his men.

Of course experienced installers are available, if a system operator is interested in offering wages which are well above average. Table II shows the average pay for installers in systems of various sizes, as well as the number of installers employed by systems in each category and their productivity as measured in drops per day. Regional pay differences must also be taken into account, of course . . . and survey results indicate that midwestern and northeastern states are close to the averages shown in Table II, while wages are considerably lower in southern states and higher in the western and mountain states. (It is interesting to note that in the west, where installer wages are highest, systems are getting by with the lowest number of installers per system of a given size.)

Averages don't tell the whole story, of course, and some operators take widely varying approaches to installer remuneration. One southern system pays its two installers only $325 per month and reports no problems in getting the job done. (The same system pays its technician $800 per month, interestingly enough, which is almost $200 per month over the average for a system of that size in that area.)
On the other hand, one operator in a western state pays his installer $850 per month and complains that he can't find men with adequate training and ability. And that is despite adequate fringe benefits and a bonus incentive plan for his technical personnel!

Referring again to Table II, you will note that the average system surveyed employs 2.8 installers. This compares with an average of 2.4 installers employed in 1969 (and this 17% increase is fairly uniform for systems of all sizes).

Meanwhile, installers' pay has increased only 3% nationally in the same two-year period, and has actually decreased in systems of 150 miles and larger. This latter statistic may well reflect a situation in new systems in larger markets where management has been forced to hire large numbers of unskilled men to fill out their staffs.

Installers' productivity has also increased slightly since 1969 (about 6%) netting a virtually stable labor cost per drop of about $3.80.

As an industry average, survey results indicate that about 6% of system revenues are spent on installers' wages at present, as compared with about 6.4% in 1969 -- the reduction being the result of increased saturation and, therefore, increased income for most systems rather than being due to the cost-effectiveness of the installers.

Salary Averages $670 for CATV Technicians—Up 13% from 1969

QUESTION: What is your biggest problem with technical staffing at present?

ANSWER: "Finding trained people is impossible. I'd hire a qualified chief tech today if one was available."

Those are the words of a system manager from a southern state, with 5,200 subscribers. His techs are paid $535 per month, which is considerably below the national average for that size system, and a bit below the average for his region. His technicians are short on ability, says the operator, and his analysis is

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System Size</th>
<th>Number of Systems Providing Data</th>
<th>Average Number of Technicians</th>
<th>Average Monthly Wage Per Technician</th>
<th>Average Miles of Plant Per Man</th>
<th>Average Monthly Technician Wage Cost Per Plant Mile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-25 mi.</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>$660</td>
<td>19 mi.</td>
<td>$34.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-50 mi.</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>$665</td>
<td>32 mi.</td>
<td>$20.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51-75 mi.</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>$675</td>
<td>38 mi.</td>
<td>$17.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76-100 mi.</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>$680</td>
<td>41 mi.</td>
<td>$16.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101-150 mi.</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>$700</td>
<td>46 mi.</td>
<td>$15.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151-250 mi.</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>$635</td>
<td>49. mi.</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over 250 mi.</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>$690</td>
<td>57 mi.</td>
<td>$12.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Systems</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>$670</td>
<td>28.6 mi.</td>
<td>$18.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table III: CATV Technicians**

CATV Technicians are generally defined as men capable of maintaining all components of CATV distribution plants and of routine maintenance of head-end components (except microwave equipment).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System Size</th>
<th>Average Number of Technicians and Installers Combined</th>
<th>Average Total Monthly Wages For Technicians and Installers Combined</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-25 mi.</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>$1,235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-50 mi.</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>$1,575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51-75 mi.</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>$2,040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76-100 mi.</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>$2,845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101-150 mi.</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>$3,905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151-250 mi.</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>$4,815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over 250 mi.</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>$7,665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Systems</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>$2,925</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table IV: Combined Technical Personnel**

Average total wage expenditures for installers and technicians combined are computed from data in Tables II and III to provide a direct reading on total crew numbers and costs.
born out by the fact that he uses almost twice the technicians per plant mile as the average system in his area (although the fact that his is an older plant may account, in part, for that situation).

None of this system's technicians had CATV experience prior to being hired, and all were hired from within that community. The system has no formal training program in effect. His men receive better than average fringe benefits including a stock option plan, and still he can't find the men he wants.

This manager's difficulty in finding men with adequate technical skill is shared by one out of ten systems surveyed in his area. A much larger percentage of operators comment on this problem as a serious one for the industry in general, although they are adequately staffed at present.

Table III shows the number, pay, and cost-effectiveness of technicians for systems of various sizes. As in the 1969 survey findings, the pay for techs tops out in systems with about 100 miles of plant. The

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Number of Systems Requiring Use</th>
<th>Number of Systems Not Requiring Use</th>
<th>Percentage of Systems Requiring Use</th>
<th>Number of Systems Furnishing Items</th>
<th>Number of Systems Not Furnishing Items</th>
<th>Percentage of Systems Furnishing Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Northeastern States</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern States</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midwestern States</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western/Mountain States</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Systems</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>87%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DELTA Transistorized CHANNEL CONVERTERS**

All solid state... temperature compensated... cool running... built-in regulated power supply... trouble free... constant performance assured.

**MODEL TC-1:**
Highly efficient VHF/VHF or VHF/SUB converter, crystal controlled, stability 0.005%. Bandwidth 6 MHz, Gain 6 dB, Min. Input 2000 μV, Max. Input 20,000 μV, Input/Output Impedance 75 ohms. Zener regulated power supply. Custom built to order.

**MODEL CV-1:**

**MODEL UV-1:**
UHF/VHF, features an amplified output, recommended for MATV head-end use. Gain (typical) 12 dB on channel 2 to 6 dB on channel 13. Bandwidth 6 MHz, Min. Input 200 μV, Max. Input 50,000 μV. Noise Figure 9 - 15 dB, Input/Output Impedance 75 ohms.

**MODEL UVC-1:**
UHF/VHF, crystal controlled, oscillator stability 0.005%. Specifications otherwise similar to Model UV-1.

**MODEL TC-3:**
Deluxe UHF/VHF crystal controlled oscillator. Custom built to order to convert UHF channels to VHF channels. Gain better than 28 dB. Noise figure 6.5 - 9 dB, Max. Input Level +6 dB, Max. Output +40 dB, Input Impedance 75 ohms, Output 75 ohms.

Write or phone for detailed specifications.
Table VI: Hand Tools and Uniforms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Number of Systems Supplying All Hand Tools</th>
<th>Number of Systems Not Supplying Hand Tools</th>
<th>Percentage of Systems Supplying All Hand Tools</th>
<th>Number of Systems Supplying Uniforms</th>
<th>Number of Systems Not Supplying Uniforms</th>
<th>Percentage of Systems Supplying Uniforms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Northeastern States</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern States</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midwestern States</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western/Mountain States</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Systems</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>82.5%</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>62%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

fall-off in tech pay for the largest systems is possibly explained as follows: (a) most of these plants are quite new, using the very latest modular equipment; (b) large systems are able to staff more efficiently, using better qualified technical supervisors to achieve greater efficiency; and (c) these large systems are most often part of an operating group, and can draw on the technical talent of specialists when needed, without carrying the extra salaries alone.

Table III also illustrates the advantage of size in terms of the cost-effectiveness of each technician. Note that in the largest systems (250 miles and over) the average is about 57 plant miles per man, as compared to only 19 plant miles per man in systems of under 25 miles. Thus the index of technician salary cost per plant mile runs from about $35 per month in the smallest systems down to about $12 per month in the largest systems.

Comparing the figures in Table III to those in the 1969 survey, we find that the average number of
WITH FILTER NETWORKS ON THE FIELD PROVEN LA22-270, IT NOW AMPLIFIES 54-270 MHz IN THE FORWARD DIRECTION AND PASSES 0.35 MHz IN THE REVERSE DIRECTION!

Paying High Wages: Do You Get More Productivity Per Dollar?

There is some correlation between higher pay for installers and higher output, according to the survey results, but not as much as you might expect. For example, for every ten operators who pay above average wages and get above average performance, there are seven operators whose pay scale is above average but who are getting below average results from their installers. The ratio is a little better with technicians, but hardly decisive.

Similarly, for every ten operators paying below average wages who get below average results, there are seven operators paying the same kind of wages who get better than average productivity from their technical staff.

Obviously, other factors such as hiring and training techniques, management ability, age, condition and location of the system, general labor market conditions, and a number of other variables affect the wage and productivity relationship to the point where no simple and widely applicable formula exists for determining the relationship between higher pay and better performance.

Tools, Uniforms and Equipment—Who Pays the Bill?

Does your system require outside plant personnel to wear hard hats and safety gloves? Seven out of ten systems do require their men to use such equipment whenever appropriate. And nine out of ten systems provide this equipment for their technical personnel at company expense. Table V breaks down the survey results on safety gear in each region of the U.S.

Although most operators do provide hand tools for their technicians and installers at company expense (see Table VI), many have a policy of paying for replacements only when the broken or worn out item...
Announcing two important firsts—from AP, the original news service for CATV

A high-speed news circuit—at no extra cost: Now, the transmission speed of your AP NewsCable wire has increased to more than 65% faster than the previous standard for news circuits. That means a livelier, more readable news display than ever before provided for CATV. With AP NewsCable, your customers can tune in any time of the day or night and scan a high-speed summary of the latest world news, updated around the clock. Up to 12 summaries each hour. This breakthrough is a result of AP's development of a separate, computerized news circuit used exclusively for CATV. The circuit is now completed from coast to coast and border to border.

Latest stock prices every hour—at no extra cost: Now, from AP's own financial news center, NewsCable subscribers receive hourly quotations of the current, most active stocks on the New York and American exchanges—with company names, prices and net changes clearly stated. No symbols or codes or other confusion. And all this at no extra charge. It's part of the basic service. The display appears full-screen, about 20 minutes of each hour, with full-sized characters. The major market indicators are also provided, updated each hour. And this means that, for the first time, a summarized, understandable, readable display of the most significant stock quotations and indicators is available to the CATV viewer through your system.

only AP NewsCable does it all for CATV

- For any system, the option of AP's automatic broadcast newswire display, including full regional news, at a speed 10 per cent faster than any other broadcast wire.
- Nation-wide maintenance by our own technicians, based in your own state.
- The option of color on all news, stock and local-input displays.
- A supplemental teletype hook-up that provides 80,000 words of news scripts daily, on paper, for your local live newscasts.
- Full local-input capability on any automatic display for your own advertising messages and local announcements.
- PhotoColor, a colorslide news picture service to add lively, graphic interest to your locally-originated newscasts.

NewsCable . . . serving more CATV systems than all other news-related organizations combined.

For information, call your nearest Associated Press bureau . . . in principal cities of every state . . . or contact Bob Sundi at AP headquarters, 50 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 10020. Phone: (212) 262-4014.
Summing It Up: What Technical Manpower Costs You Today

Referring back to Table IV, we find that the average system among those surveyed maintains a technical staff of just over five men, counting both installers and technicians. The bill for this crew averages about $2,900 per month, or about 12.7% of the system's total revenues. This compares with an average crew of 4.5 technicians and installers in 1969, with wages of $2,150 per month, accounting for 11.9% of operating revenues for the systems surveyed at that time.

Looking at technical staff costs for systems of various sizes, the advantage of larger systems is again readily apparent. Based on a per plant mile index, the largest systems spend only 40% as much as the smallest operators on technician and installer wages.

Of course wages alone do not fully indicate the full cost of a technical staff. There are company paid Social Security taxes, health insurance and retirement plan payments, paid vacations, sick leave, training costs, etc. which directly affect bottom line. And even more expensive is having the wrong man on the job, or not enough men to do the job, resulting in lost time, inferior service, customer complaints, and ultimately, lower cash flow.

Coming Next Month . . .

CATV EMPLOYMENT SURVEY—PART II

TVC editors are now preparing the second part of this three-part report with more exclusive results from this major, nationwide research project. Statistics and analyses included in Part II will cover:

- Availability & Skills of Technical Personnel
- Recruiting Methods & How Well They Work
- Prior Training & Experience of Job Applicants
- Technical Training Programs & Subsidies
- Relationship of Formal Training to Productivity

This is all vital management information, available to cableners for the first time. You'll find it in the August issue of TV Communications.
A front panel meter is added for accurate modulation level control.

Solid-state signal processors have crystal controlled converters with FET circuitry to minimize cross-modulation. Modular design reduces system down time.

Cavity-tuned VHF preamplifiers in weatherproof enclosures minimize adjacent channel interference, noise, and maintenance.

Rugged broadband antennas, designed for optimum electrical characteristics, have demonstrated less co-channel interference, less maintenance and maximum gain.

For more on less, contact Dick Walters, Marketing Manager, Commercial Communications Scientific-Atlanta, Inc., P.O. Box 13654, Atlanta, Georgia 30324, Phone 404-938-2930

Scientific-Atlanta

Less signal distortion, less interference, less noise and less maintenance result in a more profitable operation with Scientific-Atlanta equipment. Consider these examples:

Demodulators have phase-locked synchronous detectors. Quadrature distortion is eliminated. Differential gain and phase distortion are reduced to the lowest levels in the industry.

TV Modulators provide accurate vestigial side band filter and optional phase-lock capability.
would you believe... a Total Communications capability operating in 1971
see you at the
20th annual NCTA Exposition,
booths 22, 23, & 24  Sheraton Park Hotel  Washington D.C.
July 6-9, 1971

Electronic Industrial Engineering, Inc.
7355 Fulton Avenue - North Hollywood, California 91605 - Telephone (213) 784-2411
this amplifier* is pushing and pulling monitored signals in opposite directions simultaneously along the cable

*just one of the many operating throughout the U.S.A. and Canada.

See us at Booth 216 at the NCTA Convention and talk to the operators presently using our equipment.
A Proposal to the FCC
For Increasing TV Channels

Cable TV has extolled the possibilities ... both real and hallucinatory ... of the capability inherent in coaxial cable of carrying many more than 12 TV channels.

Now the FCC has before it a plan which would accept these glowing prospects as the wave of the future, and require that capacity for carrying more than 12 channels be incorporated in new cable TV construction. Few operators today would build systems with capacity technically limited to 12 channels or less, though some are not exactly thrilled by the expected regulatory edict in this regard.

But if the more-than-12 channel world is so great, why is it that only a handful of some 3,000 or so systems actually deliver to customers more than 12 separate program channels? Among the obvious factors are lack of program material, and technical uncertainties about second and third order distortion products.

However, I believe the interface to the customer's display terminal (commonly known as a TV set) is THE key problem. If this one was solved, in an economical way, the program entrepreneurs would rapidly develop both the market and the product, and the engineers would quickly take care of the technical problems of the distribution system.

A variety of partial solutions to this interface problem is available:

1. Set-top converters
   R.F. switched or varactor tuned

2. A dual-cable system
3. Block conversion to high-band VHF channels
4. Block conversion to UHF channels
5. Pole-top conversion to dual feeders
6. Use of discade (or Rediffusion) system
7. Special TV sets
8. Or, combinations of the above

Of these solutions, only the set-top converter and the discrete cable (Discade) system concept can avoid the serious problem of channels made unusable because of direct pick-up in the TV receiver of strong local TV signals. These solutions utilize only a single carefully selected tuning position (free of direct pick-up) on the customer's TV set.

But why, one might reasonably ask, in order to solve the TV receiver interface problem, should it be necessary to leave largely unused the tuning mechanism already in the customer's TV receiver, only to replace it with another one of no better quality (if indeed as good)?

The dual-cable system has a real capacity of 24 channels, minus twice the number of strong local VHF stations. In only one of the top 25 markets (Hartford-New Haven) could as many as 20 channels be carried, and in four, including the top 2 (New York and Los Angeles), only 10 channels of the dual-cable would be usable at all locations.

The "block converter," which shifts seven super-
4 Ways
Stan Socia Can Help You Have A Profitable CATV Operation.

1. Expert Consultation At No Obligation
2. In Depth Field Engineering
3. Excellence In Construction
4. Individual Services or A Complete Package

We're one of the largest, most experienced CATV construction firms in the nation...and we'd like to help you build or modernize your system! We're independent, we're nationwide, and we have the know-how to build the finest quality and highest profitability into your system.

If you're going underground, our professional crews can handle that, too, no matter how complicated the job...and you'll get a system that requires an absolute minimum of maintenance.

If It Has To Do With CATV, Call On Stan Socia. We're Ready To Serve You...With The Best.

Table I: Number of Channels Free from Direct Pick-Up

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ARB Rank</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Dual Cable</th>
<th>Block Under Conversion to High-Band VHF (Super)</th>
<th>Block Conversion to High-Band VHF (Mid &amp; Super)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>New York</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Detroit</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Washington, D.C.</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Cleveland</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Pittsburgh</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Baltimore</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Hartford-New Haven</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Dallas</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>St. Louis</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Cincinnati</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Minneapolis-St. Paul</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Atlanta</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Providence, R.I.</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Miami</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Indianapolis</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Houston</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Kansas City</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Sacramento-Stockton</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Seattle-Tacoma</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Milwaukee</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. There may also be some direct pick-up of Channel 12, Wilmington, Delaware
2. Includes direct pick-up from Baltimore stations
3. Includes direct pick-up from Washington stations
4. Includes direct pick-up from channel 4, Bloomington

band channels (above channel 13) to frequencies which permit dual use of channels 7-13, provides a capacity of 19 channels, minus any low-band local TV stations and minus, furthermore, twice the number of high-band stations. Thus, as Table I shows, the top 25 markets would be even more limited than with a full dual-cable.

A refinement of the "block converter" permits use of the channels 7-13 selector positions three times: (1) for normal channels; (2) for 7 converted super-band channels; and (3) for 7 converted mid-band channels. This provides for 26 channels, minus the low-band local TV channels, and minus three times the number of high-band local VHF TV channels. As shown in Table I, the three position "block converter" looks good in Philadelphia, Boston, Cleveland, Hartford-New Haven, Atlanta, or Kansas City...though it still fails to deliver 24 or more secure channels. In New York, Los Angeles, Pittsburgh, Seattle-Tacoma, or Washington, it even fails to deliver more than twelve channels.

The "pole top" conversion mainly attempts to optimize costs between the full dual-cable system and
NOW! THE TOTAL CATV COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

1. A Bi-Directional CATV System
2. 26-Channel Converter
3. Crystal-controlled Digital Converter
4. Pay Television
5. Meter Reading
6. Fire Alarm
7. Burglar Alarm
8. Channel Selection Surveillance
9. Subscriber Response Polls
10. Automatic Computer Storage and Billing

CAS MANUFACTURING COMPANY
P.O. BOX 4768 • DALLAS, TEXAS 75247 • 214-253-3961

THE TOTAL COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY

See us at Booths 110-111-112 and 113
Frequently, image degradation is encountered in television transmission systems. The Image Enhancer is an electronic unit which corrects this problem by recovering the fine detail lost by two inherent deficiencies in the television image converter: charge bleeding and the finite size of the scanning spot. These two deficiencies result in a picture which is "out-of-focus."

**CRISPNESS OF PICTURE**

Dynasciences MODEL 444 Video Enhancer is specifically designed to increase the detail of the horizontal transitions in a monochrome video image. This detail is recovered by monitoring individual picture elements with respect to adjacent elements. As changes are detected between the respective elements, the transitions are emphasized and a sharper picture is presented.

**USE WITH ANY LINE RATE**

MODEL 444 Video Enhancer is designed to accommodate a selected line scan rate which can range from 525 to 1225. Particular line rates are factory adjusted, based on system requirements. Circuitry is also provided to clip black and white overshoots, thus preventing overloading of following equipment or causing synchronization jitter. Noise components are removed by level dependent variable coring.

**OPERATOR ORIENTED SINGLE-KNOB CONTROL**

The 444 Video Enhancer is designed for simplicity of operation and features a single control for adjustment of the desired amount of enhancement. The signal to be processed is the only input required. (Non-composite operation with external sync input is available on special order.)

**NO MODIFICATION REQUIRED FOR INSTALLATION TO EXISTING EQUIPMENT**

The Model 444 Video Enhancer is easily installed by simple connection of any 75 ohm video line.
the single-cable with block converters for both high- and low-bands. Channel capacity is the same as for dual-cable.

What, then, should be the characteristics of a special TV set to make possible the distribution of 24 (or more) channels without external black boxes?

We would, of course, like a channel selector built-in with 24 or more detent positions, preferably with insertable channel numbers to positively and correctly identify the stations received even when carried on cable at frequencies other than licensed.

However, the one change required above all others to make possible 24-channel capacity without resorting to converters in the home is a properly shielded and balanced coaxial 75-ohm input lead to the tuner.

But, it will not be enough simply to provide a coaxial lead. It will be necessary that the receiver be immune from infiltration in ambient fields as great as 0.5 volt per meter. Loose braid is not good enough. Parallel 300 ohm terminals will probably defeat the shielding effectiveness of a coaxial lead.

But most important, in my opinion, is the necessity for a very low impedance connection between the coaxial shield and the tuner ground plane. The major cause of “direct pick-up” appears to lie in the fact that currents picked up on the drop cable sheath must flow to the tuner ground planes through the input balun. If the baluns provided at both ends of the twin lead were perfectly balanced, there would be no transfer of signal to the tuner. But they are not balanced, and part of the shield current flows through the balun secondary producing the interfering signal in the tuner.

Unfortunately, safety requires that blocking capacitors be provided in the input lead to isolate the tuners of “hot chassis” TV sets. These capacitors produce a few ohms of reactance at VHF, and therefore tend to reduce the effectiveness of the coaxial 75-ohm lead. It is our observation however, that even with the blocking capacitor, the coaxial lead does definitely reduce “direct pick-up” interference, though it may not provide full security against infiltration in a 0.5 volt per meter field.

There is another serious problem: what to do about existing TV sets? For various legal reasons and potential liability for damages to the customer’s TV, we consider it to be less than prudent for a cable TV operator to remove the back of the TV set.

Perhaps the liability can be shifted to bona fide repair personnel by contract, though we would recommend competent legal advice in this matter. It appears that the chances of damage could be reduced or eliminated if the coaxial lead were installed by service personnel duly trained and/or authorized by the set manufacturer in accordance with field modification instructions provided by the manufacturer.

If the FCC really wants to encourage CATV capacity of 24 or more channels, it should seriously consider adopting receiver regulation to properly provide 75-ohm coaxial input for existing TV receivers as well as those to be built in the future.
Phil Hamlin has.
The Top-Of-The-Set Converter Is Dead.


But its beauty is more than skin deep. The Remote Programmer is ready for almost any "talk-back" interface. The veractor is tuned by low voltage steps. The exclusive slide switch is plated and stressed for 50,000 tuning cycles. The IF is more than twice the frequency of the 30th channel.

Still... the Remote Programmer is priced at far, far below old fashioned, top-of-the-set converters.

Sound interesting? See it at NCTA Booth 313 and in many other exhibits at the Show. You'll see why Hamlin International has designed, manufactured and sold more than four times the number of converters produced by all other manufacturers combined.

See Us At NCTA Booth No. 313

Hamlin
INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION
126 S.W. 153rd St. / Seattle, Wash 98166 / (206) 246-9330

World's Most Experienced Converter Manufacturer
We're All Salesmen!

That's right, we all have a sales role to play. Like it or not, we constantly find ourselves trying to sell someone on something. These tips will improve personal effectiveness.

 Spiro Agnew is a salesman, Martha Mitchell is a salesman, Jerry Rubin is a salesman, Willie Brandt is a salesman, Dean Burch is a salesman. We are all salesmen. Unfortunately, many of us don't know how to sell.

Some of us have the job of selling subscribers on the benefits of CATV or selling the local merchant on investing in advertising. Others have the responsibility of selling system operators on local origination or studio equipment or selling our management on new product development programs. Some have the responsibility of selling the board of directors on the latest operating statement or the banker on the wisdom of extending our line of credit.

Furthermore, we all have the responsibility of selling ourselves to ourselves.

So what's the point? Simply this. Whether you're in construction, on the technical staff, in accounting, in management, or a secretary...you are a salesman. Yet, many of us don't even understand the fundamentals of selling.

A salesman is in the business of communicating with people. To succeed he must have empathy, a winner's attitude and the neces-
sary technical skills to effectively communicate with the prospect. Let's examine them one at a time.

Empathy is the ability to put yourself in the other guy's shoes. Call it awareness, perception, or human relations radar. We've seen it in every good salesman. Somehow he has almost a sixth sense that tells him how the prospect feels. He senses the prospect's reaction to his presentation. He is a master at listening. He knows whether he is winning or losing.

Without empathy, he never really knows where he stands. How often have we seen the amateur make a product presentation to a system operator, and walk away thinking that he has the order in the bag... while in reality the prospect actually favors a competitor or doesn't have the funds to invest.

Without empathy, the salesman is doomed to mediocrity. Without empathy the salesman will find he never seems to do as well in getting new subscribers as is expected. Those potential franchises keep slipping through his fingers. Those irate subscribers always seem to be a little more belligerent when they get him on the phone. Or, he is "unlucky" and gets more subscriber cancellations than any other system operator.

Winner's Attitude... George Blanda has it, the Mets and the Jets found it... and Vince Lombardi almost invented it. It is that intense desire to succeed... to come out on top... to win. The effective salesman uses his empathy to uncover and clarify the prospects' buying motives and objections, and his winner's attitude drives him to overcome the objections and close the order.

Too often amateurs shrug off the desirability of having a winner's attitude because they don't want to be cocky or pretentious or show offs. That's not what we mean by a winner's attitude. On the contrary the "winner" doesn't have to prove anything to anybody. He has already sold himself on himself and that's all that counts.

But, it's more than self-assurance or recognition that he has the ability. It's that extra spark that makes him do something with that ability. In fact the loud-mouth, show-off is probably just another stumbling amateur in disguise.

The effective salesman feeds on his successes and is driven even harder by his failures. When the amateur wins the big color camera sale... or the franchise... or sets a record for getting new subscribers, he rests on his achievements and takes a week off to enjoy his hard-earned vacation.

The pro recognizes that after that big sale he is better equipped psychologically to take on his toughest prospect. He feeds on his successes and becomes stronger after every sale. He is driven even harder by his failures while the amateur broods about what might have been. The technician, the secretary, and the system manager can apply the winner's attitude to their work, too.

Technical Skills are those skills that are necessary to communicate with those we wish to "sell." If you're dealing with the banker, then it means the financial skill to explain that balance sheet while lending credibility to your bottom line predictions, cash-flow, etc. If your job is to get subscribers, then you had better be prepared to explain the benefits of CATV.

In many industries, including CATV, people are not equipped with the necessary technical skills to do the job. Quite often this is the fault of the employer. Many companies don't recognize what skills it will take to get the job done. Is it any wonder they do a mediocre job?

It may take one kind of skill to get a CATV system constructed, another skill to get it into operation with subscribers signed on, and still another technical skill to make it grow and produce the expected profit.

But the employer is not always at fault. Too often we recognize that we don't have the skills it takes to do the job, but then do nothing about it. Some of us don't want the jobs we've got.

How often does the entrepreneur quit having fun, once the business is through start-up... and yet he almost reluctantly sticks with it until the board of directors boots him out the door. Other entrepreneurs recognize that they don't have the skill it takes to move the business from the $100,000-a-month level to $5 million-a-month (and they don't enjoy running a big company) so they step aside and start something else. One of the founders of Fairchild Semiconductors, for example, has started three other semiconductor companies since leaving Fairchild in 1961.

In any case, if you expect to be an effective salesman you had better be certain you have the technical skills it takes for every communicating situation. If you don't, it's your fault.

Remember we are all salesmen. Our personal growth as individuals and as an industry to a great extent depends on how well we do our selling jobs.

Contrary to popular belief, salesmen are made, not born. There is nothing anyone can do to prevent you from being a more effective salesman. All it takes is your commitment to do so. And, as a bonus, you'll have fun doing it.
A Method for Appraising
Cable Television Systems

What is your cable system worth?
What is your unbuilt franchise worth?
What should you expect to pay when buying a system?
Here is experienced perspective on how to find answers to these important questions.

Often a need arises to set a value on a cable television property at some stage in its development. The method suggested here may be used to appraise a raw franchise, a partially completed system or a mature system. By substituting actual values for projected values, the method is thus applicable for appraising systems at various stages in their development to maturity.

This appraisal method is not concerned with selecting from alternatives. Rather, it places on a property the value that the property would most likely bring in the open marketplace.

The franchise, pole attachment agreement, head-end and office leases, and any other contracts are first reviewed to determine if they are in any way unusual. Generally, if the system is already in operation, they will present no significant problems. Variations in franchise taxes, pole and other rentals, and other contracted costs will be evaluated when the cost structure of the system is built up, as shown below.

Bond requirements may be considered as decreasing the value of the property if they are excessive in relation to comparable franchises. This decrease would be the same amount as the excess.

The next step consists of making financial projec-

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
James A. Hirshfield, Jr. is president of Crystal Cablevision, Inc., Seattle. The system serves 23,000 subscribers. Prior to entry into the cable television industry in 1966, he was with the Corporate Planning Department of the Bank of California in San Francisco. Since 1966 Jim has appraised nearly a dozen CATV systems and franchises in the Northwest. His first two years as a cableman was spent as vice president of Telecable, Inc., Seattle.
Presenting:
THE CASE OF THE
KAISER CATV TWO-WAY SYSTEM

And here's the inside story:

The only true two-way head-end to home one-cable system in the industry. It's in production and available for delivery. And only Kaiser has it. Send for XR-2 literature. Now.

Learn all about the XR-2 and our other fine products and services at the convention in Washington. Booth 119, Exhibit Hall #1, Sheraton Park Hotel. And be sure to visit the Kaiser Hospitality Suite, Room 400.

KAISER CATV
Division of Kaiser Aerospace & Electronics Corporation
P.O. Box 9728, Phoenix, Arizona 85020, Phone (602) 944-4411
Today, video tape leaps ahead of its time. "Scotch" High Energy

July, 1971
High Energy is more than a mere step forward. A giant leap ahead in magnetic technology, it brings you helical video tape that will actually make possible dramatic future developments.

With a totally new oxide formulation, "Scotch" Brand "HE" delivers greatly increased signal-to-noise for new brilliance in color definition, new contrast and clarity in black and white. Plus third generation duplicates equal to or better than today's best masters.

Yet "HE" achieves this new peak of performance with full advantage of other 3M improvements. No increase in abrasivity or head wear. Compatible with your present equipment, it requires only minimum optimization to realize full potential. It's ready for you now for special applications and critical mastering.

But a word of honest advice. For most applications, "Scotch" Guardsman Series helical tapes still offer you the best performance value. Plus the only use-proven back treatment for longlife protection against contaminants, against static buildup, against handling damage.

Get all the facts about "Scotch" video tapes for today — and tomorrow.
Contact your "Scotch" Brand supplier or write Market Services, Magnetic Products Division, 3M Center, St. Paul, Minnesota 55101.

**Table I: Typical Expense Categories**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plant Labor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repair Materials</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pole Rents</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head-end Lease</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truck Expense</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office Salary</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billing Expense</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Property Tax</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Franchise Tax</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Taxes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous Expense</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above method assumes a monthly rate similar to those in the comparable systems. The number of customers times the average monthly rate gives the monthly line revenue. Revenue from other sources should be added only if highly certain. (Or an "expected value" approach can be used if desired).

Expenses are projected based on what it should cost to run a system. The most difficult variable to determine is the number of employees. Other
We've hit it!
A profitable, easy way to prepare and air your LOCAL ads.

The CCC+ is:
• AUTOMATIC
• FLEXIBLE
• INEXPENSIVE
• FOOLPROOF
• PLUS—A 24-HOUR MUSIC SERVICE
*Channel Caster Carousel

WE'VE HIT IT AGAIN!!!
Another completely new and exciting marketing concept that will increase your revenue from existing subscribers only—without any additional investment. See us in Booth 105.

Tape-Athon Corp.
502 S. Isis Ave., Inglewood, Calif. 90301 • (213) 776-6933

expenses should be easily derived. Table I is a listing of typical expense categories.
Subtraction of expense from revenue yields projected operating cash flow. This is the figure on which cable systems, and many other businesses are valued. The value of the property is obtained by placing a multiple on cash flow. In appraising the value of a system in the open market, the multiple should be the average multiple of similar properties in the open market.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table II: Appraisal Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Review Franchise &amp; Other Documents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Make Financial Projections:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Capital Expenditures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Revenues*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Expenses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Determine Operating Cash Flow Multiple*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Obtain Gross Value (Projected Operating Cash Flow X Multiple)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Obtain Net Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross Value Less:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Net Obligations to other parties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Additional investment required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Obtained through use of comparables.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This author has observed cable systems that have been appraised using multiples running as low as five and as high as twenty-four times cash flow. However, mature systems are generally appraised at eight to ten times cash flow. This illustrates why it is very important to select similar or "comparable" properties in determining the appropriate multiple to use.

The appraiser should analyze three or more similar properties which have been recently sold, or by other means have had an arm's length value set on them...and determine the multiple at which they were valued. It is, of course, necessary to determine both the cash flow and the gross sales price of each comparable property to arrive at the cash flow multiple. This multiple can then be applied to the subject property's projected cash flow, and a value can thus be determined for that property.

The gross value thus obtained must then be reduced to net value by subtracting present obligations to others, and future investment required to achieve the projections. The net value derived is the value of the property as it is presently constituted. Table II is a listing of the total appraisal process.

The above method is based on appraising a system's value on the open market. Discounted cash flow projections or weighting factors may be used when analyzing a property for purchase, where the opportunity rate or weighting factors express the purchaser's criteria.

When appraising the open market value of a property, however, use of "comparables" to determine expected penetration and cash flow multiples is a simple and acceptable solution to the appraisal problem.

June, 1971
Some People Won’t Believe It!
Some People Expect It!
Some People Thought We Wouldn’t Do It!
Some People Thought We Couldn’t Do It!

But we’ve done it! C-COR will uncover an amplifier line that will probably be the Star of the Show at the forthcoming NCTA Convention in Washington. It will incorporate a fresh approach to modularization with a two-way capability . . . it will sport a new, lightweight casting that gives maximum flexibility . . . it will feature a built-in bridger . . . it will offer a selection of bandwidths and operating characteristics . . . it will have an option for 22 dB trunk spacing . . . it will introduce Twin-Signature control of second order distortion . . . it will give you a capability and flexibility no other manufacturer can now offer.

That’s a lot to promise . . . we’re prepared to deliver!
Be sure you talk with the "no-nonsense" team from C-COR, across from Jerrold at the NCTA Show.
See why the new 400 Series will be the Star of the Show.

C-COR Electronics, Inc.
60 DECIBEL ROAD • STATE COLLEGE, PA. 16801
PHONE: 814-238-2461
2150-2160 MHz: 
Competition for the Cable?

A recently opened broadcast band could open the way for others to compete with cable operators for special private channel services . . . or it could be used by cablemen to get extra-CATV services started now, for future transfer to cable.

Cable operators are constantly reminded that non-entertainment services are likely to play a major role in their future cable business.

Security services, data transmission, educational programming, all-commercial channels (shopping from home), medical channels, private video links for training, entertainment, sporting events, etc. . . . these services and many more are definite near-future possibilities for the broadband communications entrepreneur.

2150 MHz—What Is It For?

Nearly a year ago, the FCC clarified its rules to permit television transmission in a new band. That band, 2150 to 2160 MHz, was opened up under FCC Memorandum Opinion and Order 70-819, number 49931.

If you see yourself purely as “a cableman,” you may be saying “So what?” If you are considering the various ancillary services that have been proposed, you may find a new type of communicator in competition with you . . . that’s why the 2150 MHz band should be of interest.

The form of television communications authorized for 2150 MHz could prove to be a viable alternative transmission path for many of the one-way video services mentioned above. Briefly, the relatively new authorization could be described as:

An Omnidirectional, Point-to-Point, Closed-Circuit Common Carrier TV and Data Transmission Service.

It is not often that a new type of communications service is introduced, and when this happens, it takes quite a while to understand its meaning and potential uses. This is especially true when the description of the new service contains contradictory terms and upsets accepted definitions of such common words as “television,” “closed circuit,” and “data.”

Let’s expand on the above description by looking at its parts. Normally, “point-to-point” microwave uses highly directional antennas, and transmits a radio beam from one station to the next. This seems to be in conflict with the concept of “omnidirectional.” Yet, this is the terminology used by the FCC to describe the new service.

After some deliberation, one must conclude that it means “an infinite number of individual point-to-point microwave beams emanating from a transmitting antenna having a 360 degree horizontal pattern.” The Rules for this service also specify that directional antennas be used to receive the omnidirectional transmissions.
March 10, 1971

Mr. I. A. Faye, Vice President
AEL Communications Corporation
P.O. Box 507
Lansdale, Pa. 19446

Dear Irv:

This is just a short note of thanks to let you know how happy we are with the performance of the AEL Superband amplifiers and converters in the CATV system that AEL designed and installed. Its reliability is remarkable and in the findings of Walter Wydro, our CATV Consultant who recently inspected it, the system is “as good and better than other systems using the latest push pull amplifiers.”

During the past two winter months (much snow, rain, abrupt temperature changes) we have not had to put a screwdriver to the system and it has held levels within “spec” and has ticked like a clock, putting out beautiful pictures, thus giving us a chance to devote most of our energies to hooking up customers.

Without a doubt the Coatesville system is a success and is everything you and your people told us it would be at the start of our association. We now deliver 16 channels to the homes with a single cable.

Good luck with Superband. I look forward to seeing you soon.

Sincerely,

Louis N. Seltzer
President

CABLE TV
OF CHESTER COUNTY
A DIVISION OF WCOJ
BOX 231
COATESVILLE, PA. 19320

Dear Irv:

This is just a short note of thanks to let you know how happy we are with the performance of the AEL Superband amplifiers and converters in the CATV system that AEL designed and installed. Its reliability is remarkable and in the findings of Walter Wydro, our CATV Consultant who recently inspected it, the system is “as good and better than other systems using the latest push pull amplifiers.”

During the past two winter months (much snow, rain, abrupt temperature changes) we have not had to put a screwdriver to the system and it has held levels within “spec” and has ticked like a clock, putting out beautiful pictures, thus giving us a chance to devote most of our energies to hooking up customers.

Without a doubt the Coatesville system is a success and is everything you and your people told us it would be at the start of our association. We now deliver 16 channels to the homes with a single cable.

Good luck with Superband. I look forward to seeing you soon.

Sincerely,

Louis N. Seltzer
President
What about that phrase "closed-circuit"? As applied to uses of the 2150-2160 MHz band, it means non-broadcast or private. The term stressed by the FCC is "non-broadcast," which takes the service out from under the voluminous do's and don'ts of the broadcast TV and CATV industry, and places it in the category of a telephone network or a microwave system available to the general public at specified rates.

Even though it is an omnidirectional service, it is not "broadcasting," but is a multitude of individual closed-circuits from a central point to one or more individual remote subscribers or customers.

The phrase "common carrier," as applied to communications and defined by the FCC, is “Any person engaged in rendering communication service for hire to the public.”

“Television,” again as defined by the FCC, is “A system of telecommunication for transmission of transient images of fixed or moving objects.” There are many different kinds of television and many ways to transmit the pictures and sound. The Rules for standard broadcast stations spell out exactly how to transmit television so that it may be received by a standard TV set.

The Rules for 2150-2160 MHz do not include such information or limitations, so variations such as high resolution, slow-scan, or 3-D are possible. Other techniques, such as scrambling, special coding signals for remote control purposes, or non-video data transmission for print-out or visual displays are also possible. While the most popular use of 2150 MHz may well be standard TV transmission, it is not limited to this format.

“Data” is normally thought of as a series of pulses passing between computers. As applied to 2150 MHz, the type of data being “data-cast” could be pictures, or it could be stock reports. Since the signals from any one station can cover a radius of about 20 miles, the logical use would be for high speed information needed by many people on a one-way basis, and on a time-shared basis.

**Varian Prompted the FCC Action**

The FCC decision was prompted by a “Petition for Declaratory Ruling,” filed by Varian Associates’ Micro-Link Products, through the Washington law firm of Wilner, Scheiner, & Greeley. It resulted in removing a previous restriction on the occupied bandwidth, thus permitting full 10 MHz utilization of the channel.

The explosion, started by MCI in obtaining FCC approval for a common carrier microwave system between Chicago and St. Louis, has now resulted in over 1,700 applications to cover all major routes.

This is typical of what can happen when the FCC takes favorable action. In the case of 2150-2160 MHz, a similar action has occurred, and a comparable result could be expected. (Think of the CATV explosion that could take place if the FCC and/or

---

**NEW**

5 STAR SERVICE NETWORK
WITH PROGRAMMING PRODUCED AND DIRECTED EXCLUSIVELY FOR YOUR VIEWERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROGRAMMING NOT AVAILABLE FROM ANY OTHER SOURCE!</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>★ EDOVISION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>★ COMMERCIAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>★ DATA PROCESSING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>★ SHOPPING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>★ SOUND CHANNELS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- A completely new approach to higher education and continuing advancement
- Documentaries - feature films - news - sports
- Billing and management systems for CATV, banking, business, and industry
- Fashion shows - department stores - shopping news
- Music - educational - news - foreign languages

NCS ... for programming designed to entice your current subscribers and attract new ones
NCS ... for your most profitable 'image' yet!

For more information, write:

NATIONAL CABLECASTING SERVICE, INC.

Administrative Office: NCS Bld.
East Tawas, Mich 48730

Chicago Regional Office: 2400 E. Devon
Suite 219
Des Plaines, IL 60018

Detroit Regional Office: 4120 W. Maple
Suite 107
Birmingham, Mich 48010
CAN A HOLE IN THE WALL SAVE YOU $9,000?

Paul Hancock at Cable Vision in Lewiston, Maine saved more than that. Part of the complete turnkey color system we designed for him included our Media-Plex system, the only non-critical film chain on the market. We saved Cable Vision the cost of a color camera by putting a hole in the control room wall so Paul could use the same camera for both live and film programming.

Then we saved him more money by making the entire system simple. He is generating seventy hours of color programming every week using non-technical operators. First-class programming that sells advertising.

This success is why Cable Vision and so many others are turning to A-V Systems for the design of local origination systems that work.

Maybe we can make a hole in the wall work for you.

AV Systems Inc.
44 Railroad Avenue
Glen Head, New York 11545
Telephone (516) 671-8010
AND 4 TO 6 TIME/WEATHER INSTRUMENTS
Plus an integrated, interchangeable
20, 40 or 80 CARD MESSAGE SYSTEM!
in ONE easy to operate unit

- Infinite Variety Instantly
- 24 hours Public Service
- Any Number of Cards in Sequence
- Eliminates Projector & its Problems
- No Film Loop to Move & Discard
- Unlimited Advertising

SEPARATELY PROGRAMMED
EACH MESSAGE SYSTEM
INSTANTLY INTERCHANGED

MODE OF OPERATION
Remote Control Program Repeater Tape
Automatic Manual

Ideally suited for integration with control centre or Head-End

IT FITS ANY STANDARD 19" INSTRUMENT RACK!
and is ONLY 24 1/4" high. Completely Enclosed!

Camera: 2:1 – Ext. Sync Supplied

For Further Information contact

CONCISE INSTRUMENT DESIGN LTD.
37 NIANTIC CRs, DON MILLS, ONTARIO, CANADA
416 445-4555

Congress would take favorable action on cable-related issues.)

Already, fourteen applications have been filed for
FCC permits to operate video services at 2150 MHz.
A typical application of the 2150-2160 band has been
filed by Chicago Communication Service, Inc. The
firm proposes to operate a common carrier service
that "will provide service to all who need it."

The Chicago company expects to sell its video
transmission services for: (1) instructional training in
industry, (2) continuing professional education for
medical people, (3) educational services for private
and public schools that cannot afford to finance their
own ITFS systems, (4) municipal government
services, and (5) convention-related services. Trans-
mission will be in color or B/W . . . as required by the
user.

Proposed rates for video only will run $50 per hour
or $30 per half hour. If both video and sound are
used, it will cost $75 per hour or $40 for a half hour.
The firm expects to amortize its equipment invest-
ment over seven years based on these rates. CCSI
notes that Bell's interstate video charges run $12 a
mile per day, or $80 a mile per month, plus
approximately $200 for initial hook-up.

The 2150 MHz transmission system is not cheap.
Each receiving installation (exclusive of the TV sets)
will cost about $1,500. A basic transmitter produced
by the Varian Micro-Link Company runs about
$30,000. Then there is the transmitter site, tower,
studio and related equipment. But then, no electronic
communications system is cheap.

At least there are no subscriber fees, franchise fees,
pole rentals, etc. At present there is a $30 FCC filing
fee.

Just One Per Community

Only one 2150 MHz service will be available in
each community or metropolitan area. Will cablemen
eventually compete with the people who operate
2150 MHz services? Or, will cablemen recognize
themselves as communications entrepreneurs and
look into the possibilities of this approach to serving
their communities?

For the most part, the numerous possible ancillary
video services will be better when offered via cable.
So, when coaxial cable is running by each home, each
school, each business and industry, etc; cablemen will
likely be in a most favorable position to offer services
flexibly and economically.

However, today very few communities have a high
penetration with the cable. And, most metropolitan
areas have little or no CATV coaxial cable. Possibly
cablemen should consider early institution of limited
one-way services via 2150 MHz . . . to be replaced at a
later date with the same service via coax.

Cablemen should be aware of the problems of late
entry into the video or broadband services field
. . . after someone else has a head start on them in
the same community. Most cable operators are quite
vulnerable to this type of "overbuild" since they have
done little or no market research on the viability of
non-entertainment services for their community.
The end result is perfect when these two heads get together.

Telement's Modulator 4400 and Demodulator 4500 combine to give your subscribers the kind of reception they'll keep paying to get.

The 4400 Modulator meets all FCC specifications, assuring excellent performance in the studio or at the head end.

Special attention has been given to the frequency tolerance of the sound sub-carrier and envelope delay pre-correction.

What's more, the 4400 is extremely flexible. It offers front panel metering of FM deviation and percentage of modulation. Separate inputs for audio and 4.5 MHz sound sub-carrier. Plus an output at I.F. for switching purposes.

With the 4500 Demodulator, you get supersensitivity along with 40 dB of AGC. The envelope delay curve, as specified by the FCC, is accurately complied with. And it's complementary to that of the pre-correction built into the modulator. Also, quadrature distortion is kept to a bare minimum by use of built-in compensation. Available for DC operation (+ or —24 VDC), too.

Furthermore, both units use plug-in channel tuners, allowing rapid changes even with power applied.

In so many ways you're headed for success with Modulator 4400 and Demodulator 4500. Call or write for complete details and pricing. Telemet Company, Amityville, New York 11701, (516) 541-3600.
How To Get Publicity
For Your Cable System

The techniques behind effective publicity efforts are important to any person or firm that wishes to grow. Proper use of this communications "tool" is particularly vital in the cable industry as it contends with numerous uncontrollable influences and seeks to grow within the context of under-informed publics.

By Andrew S. Conklin

There are just two basic ways you can promote your CATV operation: paid advertising, or "free" publicity. (Publicity is not really free, since it does involve effort and material costs, but it is free in the sense that you do not pay media line rates to run your material.)

Advertising is necessary and useful; with it you can control where, when, and how your commercial message appears.

But publicity opportunities...often overlooked in the hectic daily activities of a busy CATV operation...have considerable benefits for you. If you’re not utilizing them you’re weakening your total marketing effort.

Benefits of Publicity

In spite of ever-increasing postage and printing costs, publicity is cheaper than advertising. With just a very limited budget you should be able to get coverage in all local media: daily and weekly newspapers, magazines, radio, TV, and other special publications edited for local readership.

Additionally, with very little extra effort you should be able to get feature article coverage in national business and trade magazines (such as TVC and CATV Newsweekly). While this latter type of publicity may not result in any direct hook-ups, it will bolster your business image, and when it comes to recruiting top people for your expanding operation, favorable publicity is hard to beat as a builder of confidence.

The key benefit of publicity is the inherent, implied third party endorsement. When you run an ad in a local paper, readers realize that you can’t help but be biased. However, when an article appears about you (supposedly or actually written by an editor or reporter) readers can’t help but be impressed with the facts stated.

A supplemental benefit of publicity is that the printed material makes excellent promotion reprints for your hard-selling marketing efforts. Again, prospects receiving a brochure from you view it with considerable suspicion. But, when they receive a reprint of an article on your operation which appeared in a national business paper, they tend to be duly impressed.

Four Major Types of Publicity

You’ll make your publicity job far more effective if you prepare your material according to the major types used and accepted by all editors, whether they work for a local giveaway sheet or the leading
CAN YOU?

• Design a profitable 500 to 1,000 subscriber cable television system?

• Design a complete, quality color film chain for under $10,000?

• Design a complete, quality color origination mobile van for under $30,000?

JACK A. RICKEL ASSOCIATES CAN . . .
AND WE’RE EAGER TO DESIGN
THE RIGHT SYSTEM FOR YOU

Design is your key to profitable origination. Your system must use the best possible equipment at the lowest possible cost. Your system must be designed with your future needs in mind.

Jack A. Rickel Associates are the masters at combining design and quality with economics. We know how to design quality systems at low cost . . . systems that can be expanded to meet tomorrow’s requirements. Our experience will allow you to avoid those hidden, profit-killing costs.

Let us show you that this is possible. See us at BOOTH #6 at the NCTA Convention. Or call us today!

JACK A. RICKEL ASSOCIATES
500 Davis Building/1629 K Street/Washington, DC 20006
Phone: 202/296-1644
national business newspaper.

News releases. The news release is most often a one page, concise summary of facts concerning one news item. You can use it for everything from new employee announcements to reports of major equipment or even system acquisitions.

Short articles. These expand on the basic release, and normally will be from 3 to 5 or 6 typed pages in length. Again it should deal with only one basic news item. Most often you will prepare it only on the specific request of an editor, such requests often being generated by an initial news release which has piqued an editor’s interest.

Feature articles. Features can run from 4 to 10 pages (sometimes more) in length. Ordinarily it would be created by a writer for a specific medium, although if you have the talent on staff there is no reason why you couldn’t provide it.

Features should be done at a specific editor’s request, and may result from interest generated by a news release, a chance meeting with an editor at a display or industry conference, or because you have queried the editor and asked if he would be interested in such an article. It can cover anything from one major news item to a complete background story on your operation.

Round-up articles. Here your efforts will be combined with those of other businesses to complete a total picture of some aspect of your industry. A national trade magazine, for example, might ask you to prepare some material for use in an article on how subscribers’ complaints are dealt with; your effort would show the situation in your geographical part of the country. Or a local newspaper might want to run a round-up article on the communications business locally, and you would be asked to prepare the material showing the CATV picture.

The editor will tell you how much material he wants. While many round-ups are initiated by editors, there is no reason why an intelligent publicity approach could not first suggest the idea to an editor, then offer to handle some aspect of it.

Use Pictures If Possible

While a photo may not actually equal 1,000 words . . . in publicity, pictures do help. They can often swing an editor to use material he otherwise wouldn’t. The use of photos will usually increase the amount of editorial space you get. Follow these simple tips to maximize your photos’ effectiveness.

Provide 8 inch by 10 inch glossy (smooth or shiny surface for better reproduction) photos in black and white, unless specifically asked for color pictures. Most media don’t have the budgets necessary to run as many color pictures as they would like.

Unless you have a really good photographer on staff, hire a professional to take your pictures. A dollar saved here usually means the entire effort is wasted.

Provide complete captions for each picture, including names, titles, addresses, and what the picture is about. Don’t write on the back of the pictures as it may damage the surface; number each picture and on a sheet of paper, list details opposite the appropriate number.

If the material is mailed, use a strong envelope, enclose a backing sheet so the pictures won’t bend, and mark on the envelope: “Photos — Do Not Fold or Bend.”

How To Prepare Publicity Material

Well presented material is at least half the battle. Use these pointers to insure that your material will be well received:

Stick to the facts. Let the editor editorialize. Don’t worry about a professional writing job; as long as you have the important points down (who, what, where, when, why, and how) the editor will be able to rearrange as necessary.

Type all material, on one side of standard typing paper, double spaced. Number pages consecutively.

Make sure all material is understandable. What is clear to you may not necessarily be clear to an editor across town or 3,000 miles away. If you have any doubts, give your material to your newest staff member. If he or she can understand it, the chances are good that an editor will also be able to grasp it.

Include all relevant data. While verbosity is not needed, it’s safer to include too much than too little. In the former case the editor can cut as necessary, but
there’s no way he can expand the latter without phoning or writing you, and time problems or lack of interest may prohibit that.

Include a phone number and individual’s name who can be contacted if clarification or more data is needed. Make sure it is someone who has both the knowledge and authority to give out further information.

Lastly, be sure to include a date on your release ...so the editor will know if it was delayed in the mails, etc. Often, editors save releases to use in later publications. If the release bears no date, he may throw it out simply because he doesn’t know how old the information is.

Slanting for Specific Editors

This is just common sense. You wouldn’t invite one of your linemen to a dinner for your board of directors, and you shouldn’t send an editor materials that are not appropriate for him.

For example, the local newspaper probably wouldn’t be interested in a highly technical report on how you produce locally generated programs (a national trade magazine probably would be).

Conversely, don’t send to a national business magazine a folksy article on the unusual predicaments some of your installers find themselves in (but your local paper might love this).

Before sending out a batch of releases or short articles, simply ask yourself if the editors have used that kind of material in the past. If the answer is yes, or even probably, go ahead and mail.

Selective distribution of your publicity materials also has two tangible benefits. First, you cut down on your printing and mailing costs. Second, you build a good reputation with editors for sending only usable material. This is very important.

Getting your material into various media is your biggest reward, but don’t stop there. Merchandise the publicity exposure you have received ...to increase its impact.

Mail out reprints to key customers, suppliers, bankers, and stockholders. They all like to know they’re associated with a successful company.

Use appropriate reprints to mail out to subscribers along with billing statements. An article, for example, on the complex and expensive equipment you need to provide good service would make that rental fee look like a real bargain.

Use attractive reprints as posters for window and internal office displays. You’re selling a pretty intangible service, and anything you can use to make it more real to subscribers and employees is useful.

Give selected reprints to all employees. They will be able to use them to show friends, family, and relatives exactly what “their” company does, and every employee likes to work for a firm which has received some public (i.e. editorial) recognition.

Well prepared and sensibly distributed publicity can be one of your most effective and economical marketing tools. Use it regularly to make people more aware of what your firm is doing.
catv's easy way to deliver a clean signal

BELDEN 8228 75 ohm, 82-channel DUOFOIL Coax 100% Sweep Tested

The lowest loss of any 0.242" O.D., 75 ohm coaxial cable, by actual comparative laboratory test. Every length sweep tested to insure satisfactory performance. No signal degradation due to fallout resulting from periodicity. See table at bottom of page.

Lightest weight for its size of similar 75 ohm coaxial cable.

Belden 8228 Foam Belden 8228 Foam
2.5 lbs./100 ft. 3.5 lbs./100 ft. 3.4 lbs./100 ft. 8.2 lbs./100 ft.

Spiral wrapped drain wires provide more equal distribution stresses when flexed for longer service life, preservation of impedance values. Small diameter for space-saving installation in conduits (only 0.242" O.D.)

Easy to install: Terminates with standard F-type connectors (Foam RG 6/U size connector with RG 59/U size crimp ring). Available in 100, 500 and 1000 ft. spools or 500 ft. Convert-a-pak (black, white or rose-gray colors). Call your Belden distributor about test sample orders, or send us your bulk quantity order: Electronic Sales Service Dept., Belden Corporation, Richmond, Indiana 47374.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ncm. Attenuation per 100 feet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>900</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A: JACKET—Black all weather PVC .030 nominal wall with .242" nominal O.D.
B: DIELECTRIC—Low loss cellular polyethylene with .180" nominal O.D.
C: CONDUCTOR—18 AWG solid, annealed bare copper.
D: DRAIN WIRES—4-28 AWG solid tinned copperweld conductors applied spirally and positioned uniformly around the circumference of the shield.
E: SHIELD—Belden DUOFOIL 100% shield is a polyester film with aluminum lamination on both outside surfaces.
Illinois System Adds Emergency Alert System

A $4,000 investment by Jerrold System (plus another $1,000 from City and State Civil Defense funds) is designed to warn subscribers of tornados and other emergencies.

S
treator TV Cable recently "threw the switch" to institute operation of an Emergency Audio Alert System.

The need for an Emergency alert system for Streator came about through contacts made by Civil Defense and City officials. Streator is located in a tornado prone area. Over 90% of the homes are connected to the cable.

The situation seemingly lent itself to a "perfect marriage" between the cable company and the city. The special equipment required was designed and tested at the Jerrold Electronics Corp. laboratory prior to installation.

This specially designed system is "the first of its type in a CATV operation," according to Dave Brody, Vice President of Jerrold Electronics.

Whenever the Civil Defense, City Police, or City Fire Department receive word of an impending disaster, or any situation wherein lives may be endangered, a special restricted "hot line" telephone is energized.

This is accomplished with a separate telephone at each of the three offices mentioned above. The phones are interconnected by a bridge lifter and in turn connected through a line to the system's head-end.

It then passes through process-
ing equipment and is delivered to the subscriber's home via cable. The message will over-ride programming on all channels carried by the cable system.

The video and audio portions of the program are deleted by this procedure. An unmodulated CW carrier, generated by a special device at video frequency on each channel, causes the blanking of the TV screen. A modulated audio carrier provides the source to broadcast the emergency message.

Lifting the special telephone receiver activates the equipment. The viewer is alerted that an emergency exists and the details are explained simultaneously. Upon completion of the message, the telephone is replaced and normal programming is restored.

Equipment used in the emergency system consists of two (2) Jerrold intermediate frequency switchers (model IFS), a specially designed audio-trol unit (Jerrold model AT-IF), various directional couplers with associated paging and switching relays.
ALL OF US ARE COUNTING PENNIES...

That’s just the way it is today. But those of us who are in business to stay know that profits depend on keeping overhead cost down. We buy good equipment and expect a fair return on our investment. The extra years of service and lower maintenance costs makes this a reality. Towers should be purchased the same way. A quality structure can help keep overhead costs down and profits up.

This is why we strongly urge you to invest in a Utility Tower.

WE SUPPORT YOUR PROFIT POTENTIAL!

Utility Tower
COMPANY

3200 NORTHWEST 39th STREET
P.O. Box 12027 / OKLA. CITY, OKLA. 73112
The TV Camera Lens: Its Role in CATV Origination

The glass-filled tube on the front of a TV camera is a mysterious device... in spite of its reliability, and seeming simplicity. This two-part article seeks to dispel that mystery. Part 1.

By Jack A. Richel
Communications Consultant

You can buy a zoom lens with a range of 12 mm to 120 mm and you can get one 15 mm to 180 mm. One has a maximum aperture of f/2.2, the other f/2.8. How do you decide which better suits your needs?

Lenses come in many sizes, shapes, and price ranges. They may have a single piece of glass (one element). Or, they may have a dozen or more different elements mechanically linked so as to move back and forth in complex mathematical relationships.

In any case the object is to focus light rays onto the light-sensitive face of a camera tube. This is the same as with a film camera. In fact, most television cameras with one-inch vidicon tubes can use the same lenses as used on 16 mm motion picture cameras. The main differences in lenses, intended for one or the other camera, are external. Television camera lenses are more likely to provide for remote mechanical or servo control.

The Zoom Lens

The most popular lens for studio cameras now is the zoom (or variable focal length) lens. This replaces a rotating turret and three or four fixed lenses. The zoom lens is not all that new, but has only recently been perfected and reduced in cost to where it is a practical alternative to a set of fixed lenses.

What makes the zoom lens so popular is that it can be smoothly varied from wide-angle to telephoto, while the image stays in focus. To achieve the equivalent effect with a fixed lens, the cameraman would have to dolly his camera toward or away from the subject while constantly re-adjusting his focus and keeping the image centered and steady. All this requires practice, a smooth floor, and someone to clear away cables and other obstructions.
To understand focal length, let us start with a simple fixed focal length lens. Focal length is sometimes given in inches but the more common measure is the millimeter. For the one-inch camera tube (or 16 mm film), 25 mm or 1 inch is the so-called normal lens.

Thus the relative sizes of foreground and background objects appears to be about the same as for the human eye viewing the same scene from the same place as the camera. Shorter focal lengths are commonly called wide-angle and longer ones, telephoto.

Figure 1 shows a camera focused on a subject at some distance from the lens. The inverted image is focused on the camera tube face at the nominal focal length behind the lens.

From this simple diagram we can see the geometric relation of subject and image size. That is, the ratio of the subject size to its distance from the camera is the same as the ratio of image size to focal length. The formula is good enough for our purposes, though it is too simple for precise special work such as extreme close-ups and setting up film chain optics.

Take the example of a 6 foot person at 24 feet from the camera. The ratio is 1:4. For our normal 1-inch focal length lens, the image must be 1/4 of the focal length, or 1/4-inch high. If we went to a 4-inch (100 mm) lens the image would be four times larger, or one inch high, which would give the telephoto effect. A wide-angle, 1/2 inch (12 mm) lens would reduce the image of our six-footer to 1/8 inch.

What is important, however, is how this relates to our final picture. Figure 2 shows the face of a 1-inch camera tube (vidicon or plumbicon). For our purposes we will use the part of the scanned area which is actually seen on home television sets (the "safe area"). And if your math is a bit rusty, the easiest thing is to convert everything to inches, and round off long numbers, since we do not need great precision.

To stay within the safe area, the image height is just under 1/3 inch. Of course, the same calculations also apply to subject and image width, where our practical limit is 0.4 inch. In the example, our 6-footer produced a 1/4 inch high image with the normal lens. The picture would thus show his full height, with headroom.

A good practical example is in selecting a zoom lens for a camera which we plan to use both for outdoor sports and in our small studio. The subject is now a football player. The camera is by the fifty yard line, and we want a full picture of him as he crosses the goal line, about 150 feet distant. Using the same image height of...
Planned non-obsolescence.

Sylvania's CATV transmission equipment doesn't go out of date.

Its modular design makes sure of that.

You can start out with our 50-to-270 MHz wide-spectrum trunk amplifier. When required, you can add total automatic control and bridging amplifiers. An extra-service module can be added to give sub-VHF for bi-directional or long-haul low-loss transmission, band multiplexing, or fault reporting.

In addition, we've got a complete line of other distribution equipment, including a family of line amplifiers, directional coupler multi-taps, and other outdoor passive devices.

All outdoor equipment is housed in rugged cast aluminum housings with total environmental seal and electromagnetic interference protection.

Sylvania CATV equipment has the future designed in, so you'll never have to design us out.

Sylvania Electronic Components, Seneca Falls, New York 13148.

GTE SYLVANIA
1/3 inch we find that our focal length must be about 7 inches (180 mm).

Moving into the studio we have a maximum of only 12 feet from camera lens to the middle of our set. To show our subject from cleats to helmet, our focal length must be about 6/10 inch (15 mm).

Our required zoom range, therefore, is 15 mm to 180 mm, sometimes shown at 12 x 15. A lens of this range is available.

Some other typical ranges include 25 mm to 100 mm and 16.5 mm to 95 mm and price is roughly a factor of range. Since lenses are expensive, a good compromise for a two camera system is to equip one with a wide range zoom and the other with a zoom of more modest range and cost. Roughly figuring your requirements is quite painless.

The f/Stop

The other major specification of a lens, as far as most buyers are concerned, is maximum effective aperture or f/stop. This is a measure of the light gathering ability of a lens. That lenses sometime resemble funnels is no coincidence... the larger the end element of a lens, the more light it can collect.

Somewhere inside, between the various elements, there is an adjustable iris which varies the effective aperture of a lens. When this iris is fully open, the aperture is a measure of the lens size. Mathematically, the widest f/stop

---

SPECIAL CATV BONUS

The Biggest CATV Equipment Directory Ever Published! Catalog Listings of Every Type of Equipment, Material and Service.

This new Equipment Directory, available right now, is the most comprehensive book of its type ever compiled in the cable television industry. It features catalog listings of virtually every piece of equipment, material and service currently marketed to cablers. This Directory has been the authoritative source book in CATV for over seven years... order your copy of the 1971 edition now, and receive your...

20% Discount!

1971 CATV Equipment Directory
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P.O. Box 18068, Salt Lake City, Utah 84115
Phone: 801-487-5399
is the ratio of the focal length to the diameter. As the iris is closed the diameter effectively decreases which increases the ratio, and this is why a large opening corresponds to a small f/stop number. So let us step lightly around the theory, lest someone ask about the aperture of a variable focal length lens. This is one good reason why zoom lenses are not cheap!

Each element of a lens must be of high quality glass, ground to an exact curvature. They must be rigidly mounted in precise alignment and, in a zoom lens, some must move in relation to others. The larger an element, the more critical all of these factors are. That is why f/2.0 lenses could cost twice as much as f/2.8 lenses.

Even the f/stop is not an accurate indication of light gathering, because it does not actually measure anything but dimensions. A good f/2.5 lens might transmit as much light as an inexpensive lens rated at f/2.0. Better lenses have f/stops which are f/stop numbers calculated to compensate for light losses within the lens.

A quick, but telling, test of lens quality can be made in the studio with a standard test pattern. Get a picture from the camera and adjust optical focus with the iris wide open (where focus is most critical). Then stop the iris down to f/8 or f/11 and adjust the camera electronics for all-around best picture.

Without touching anything but
First in the Industry with an unconditional one year guarantee!

SKL 9000 Series Amplifier.

See it at the NCTA National Convention.
July 6, 7, 8, 9
Booth No. 227

SPENCER-KENNEDY LABORATORIES, INC.
2 Lowell Ave., Winchester, Mass. 01890 Tel: (617) 729-5600
SOLUTION TO LOCAL ORIGINATION LIGHTING

For the name of your local Century Strand authorized T.V. dealer call

CENTURY STRAND WEST
3411 W. El Segundo Blvd.
Hawthorne, Calif. 90250
John Russell — (213) 679-0624

CENTURY STRAND EAST
3 Etna Rd., Clifton, N. J. 07014
Larry Nelson — (201) 472-7777

CENTURY STRAND MID
5424 S. Zuniga Pl., Tulsa, OK. 74105
Walter Brewer — (918) 747-8763

A COMPANY WITHIN THE RANK ORGANISATION

the iris control on the lens, open the iris while evenly reducing the light level on the test pattern until you have the same brightness picture with the iris wide open. A top quality lens will result in only slight picture degradation, but a poor lens will show significant degradation.

For one thing, resolution will decrease, especially at the edges, which will also reduce contrast. The picture will not be as "sharp" as it was. The entire area of the lens is being used and imperfections in the glass or in grinding will have greater effect.

Another effect will be the tendency to vignette. The picture will be brighter in the center and dark around the edges. The waveform monitor trace will have an inverted "U" shape instead of being flat as it should.

These two effects are sometimes blamed on camera adjustment or an old camera tube. Cameras should never be adjusted or aligned with a lens wide open, unless you are setting up specifically for low light conditions. Then you may be able to compensate a bit for lens inadequacies.

On a brightly lit scene, where irises can be closed down, an inexpensive lens performs almost as well as a top quality lens. The differences really show up when irises are wide open and video gain and camera tube sensitivity are cranked up. Here the extra cost of a better and more sensitive lens could be equivalent to an even greater investment in a better camera and more lights. Having an f/2.0 lens instead of f/2.8 is equivalent to having twice as much light on a scene, and doubling the light on a large area can be a major problem.

Filters Can Help

Having too much light is seldom a problem. Noon on a clear summer day, on a concrete parking lot, surrounded by white buildings, is about the worst possible case. If this is too much even with the iris closed down as much as possible, and target at minimum, the least expensive solution is a neutral density filter.

These come in various densities and filter all color equally. They are available as sheets of gelatin or glass mounted in sizes to fit lens filter rings. Be sure to specify filter ring size or give complete information on the lens if you order a filter.

Another type of filter that is useful outdoors, and even in the studio at times, is the polarizing filter. Like the sunglasses, it can be used to reduce glare and bright reflections which could cause burns...or overload a VTR or modulator. Its usefulness in the studio comes when someone brings a glossy picture they want to show on camera.

So far we have concentrated on two major considerations of lenses: focal length and f/stop. Estimating the needed range of a zoom lens is not complicated and can save money that might be wasted on too wide a range or having to knock out a studio wall so the cameraman can pull back far enough to get in both the interviewer and his guest.

The rating of widest f/stop turns out to be something like horsepower. It may not be there when you really need it. Especially the real cheap or unknown lens should be avoided like cholera unless you can check it out thoroughly.

One final word about big zoom lenses: weight. If you put a wide range, sensitive lens, with servo controls, on a light camera and tripod, it may overload the tripod and make it top-heavy, and it may warp the camera lens mount enough so nothing will focus properly.

Next month we will take up such things as lens controls, zoom tracking, and why your cameramen should never touch the glass.
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Stop giving your subscribers a black eye!

Turn over a new leaf
ALPHAMATIC NEWS is new. What’s new? A specially-edited cable newswire to fill those dark channels 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, with the latest news from United Press International. ALPHAMATIC gives your subscribers a ten-minute summary of up-to-the-minute news, sports, and financial information six times an hour at 100 words per minute—a speed that cable operators have been asking for.

On the same channel—or on a second one—you can display New York Stock Exchange prices, delayed only 15 minutes. Closing prices are automatically recorded and repeated so your second channel won’t go dark when the market closes.

And you can originate your own commercial messages and local announcements with the most flexible automated local origination system available. You can display as many local announcements as you wish, as often as you wish, without the need for complicated external switching devices.

Television Presentations' ALPHAMATIC NEWS SERVICE is a complete package of hardware and software that makes you a broadcaster, in color, every hour of every day. All you need is a modulator. Television Presentations supplies the equipment, the information services, installation and service.

And it's available on a two-year lease, at attractive rates, for any combination of services you desire.

Television Presentations, Inc.
120 East 23rd Street
New York, N.Y. 10010
(212) 260-3900
24 HOUR NEWS SERVICE

ALBANY—GOVERNOR ROCKEFELLER PROPOSED A BILLION-DOLLAR BOND ISSUE THAT HE SAID WAS NEEDED TO AVOID A HALT IN ALL STATE HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION AND MASS TRANSPORTATION PROJECTS NEXT YEAR.

WASHINGTON--NEGOTIATIONS CONTINUE IN WASHINGTON BETWEEN TEAMSTER UNION OFFICIALS AND THE NATION'S TRUCKING INDUSTRY. MANAGEMENT REPORTS OFFERING A NEW PROPOSAL TO THE UNION IN AN EFFORT TO SETTLE PRICE DISPUTES BEFORE THE CURRENT CONTRACT EXPIRES.

N.Y.S.E. PRICES DELAYED 15 MINS.
BR 7 REP 977.756 HS 260056 GA 2
SHA 252 CTE 254 BS 2532 CS 7577
BOI 96.256.556 CS 757 ROF 354,
IPC 385.51 IBC 16 IBM 358

24 HOUR NEWS SERVICE

WASHINGTON--NEGOTIATIONS CONTINUE IN WASHINGTON BETWEEN TEAMSTER UNION OFFICIALS AND THE NATION'S TRUCKING INDUSTRY.

N.Y.S.E. CLOSING PRICES
HIA.A 67 H11 362 HIR 392 HIS 123
HJ 324 HL 243 HLR 264 HLT 496
HLY 15 HM 264 HNH 234 HNM 586
HNS 155 HNZ 426 HMD 131 HML 236

WASHINGTON--NEGOTIATIONS CONTINUE IN WASHINGTON BETWEEN TEAMSTER UNION OFFICIALS AND THE NATION'S TRUCKING INDUSTRY.

N.Y.S.E. CLOSING PRICES
HLY 15 HM 264 HNH 234 HNM 586
HNS 155 HNZ 426 HMD 131 HML 236
SUPPORT THE VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPT.
FUND DRIVE STARTS NEXT SUNDAY.

YOUR VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT DESERVES YOUR SUPPORT. THEIR FUND DRIVE STARTS NEXT SUNDAY.

THIS SEGMENT OF THE NEWS IS BROUGHT TO YOU BY THE FIDELITY NATIONAL BANK WITH SERVICES TO MEET YOUR EVERY BANKING NEED.
Interested?

Let us tell you more about colorful news from Alphatic.

Just call us collect at (212) 260-3900 and ask for Ira DeLumen. He'll give you the full story.

Or mail the post-paid card and we'll call you.

You can see the new Alphatic News on display at our booth (number 210) at the N.C.T.A. National Convention in Washington, July 6 through July 9.

Alphatic news is a service of

Television Presentations, Inc.
A subsidiary of Sterling Communications, Inc.
120 East 23rd Street, New York, N.Y. 10010
ANNOUNCING... A UNIQUE NEW INSTRUMENT FOR CATV
FIELD STRENGTH MONITOR

HD MODEL 400

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The HD Field Strength Monitor combines the functions of a field strength meter, a TV monitor and a video display in one portable instrument. This permits direct measurements of the field strength of VHF or UHF signals while observing the picture and sound quality on the TV monitor. The Video display provides a unique oscilloscope-type display of the vertical blanking and sync pulse. This indicates any overloading or sync-clipping in distribution amplifiers. This versatile instrument can be used in the lab to calibrate front-end equipment; in the field to adjust line amplifiers and in your customers’ home to demonstrate picture and sound quality. The HD-400 will improve customer relations and save you money by providing an accurate instrument for measuring and demonstrating the quality of your cable system. Write or call for further information or immediate delivery.

CHARACTERISTICS
- All VHF and UHF channels are covered.
- VHF channels are selected by a 12 position switch.
- UHF tuning is continuous.
- Video and audio RF signals can be measured without retuning.
- Channel to channel compensation is provided internally.
- Separate IF amplifiers are provided for video and audio to obtain optimum selectivity and sensitivity.
- MOS-FETs are used in the IF amplifiers to obtain stability and accuracy.
- Matched JFETs are used in the meter circuit to insure linearity.
- Field Strength measurements can be made from 100 microvolts full-scale to 3 volts full-scale in 10 or 20 db steps.
- A 90 db attenuator is provided.
- 75 ohm input — F connector.
- Designed to operate from 117 VAC or 12 DVC.
- Portable and lightweight.

SEE US AT NCTA BOOTH 305

HELWICK DOUGLAS ELECTRONICS INC.
2409 · 23rd Street · Gulfport, Mississippi · 39501
(601) 863-1295

TV Communications
When Henry Kalinowski, owner of a CATV system high in Pennsylvania’s Pocono Mountains, decided to establish a local channel, he didn’t expect to make any money on it.

He didn’t think local origination would bring him any new subscribers and advertising revenues were unlikely to exceed operating costs. Therefore, he decided that he could not afford to add any help to his payroll. Instead, he and his regular employees manned the local channel in their spare time.

What Henry didn’t anticipate was the enthusiasm with which the town of Honesdale, Pa. greeted local television. They offered concrete encouragement in the form of help. They volunteered to do everything from manning cameras to emceeing shows.

The result: in a little over one year, HTVS (Honesdale Television Service) Channel 6 has become a very important part of community life.

HTVS has the support of local and state politicians, businessmen, educators and clergymen. The programs HTVS produces compare favorably with programs presented in much larger communities by systems that have been cablecasting for years. What’s more, advertising revenue is over $3,000 to date.

The Honesdale system was started in 1950 by Kenneth Chapman. When Henry joined the system in 1952, it had just 98 subscribers. On January 1, 1954, Henry Kalinowski and another employee, Wade Taylor, bought out Kenneth Chapman. At that time, they offered three channels and had just 174 hookups.

Sixteen months later, Wade Taylor left CATV for a life of religious work. He became a divinity student, using the money from his half of the CATV system to finance his education. Henry quips, “I sent my first boy through college before I was even married.”

Henry has consistently reinvested profits to upgrade his system, adding more channels and better equipment as often as possible. One of the first things he did after
Pennsylvania System Gets Lots of Volunteer Help

Successful cablecasting does not require an expensive staff of studio professionals. With simple origination gear and enthusiastic volunteer help, this system brings "local TV" to a small Pennsylvania community.

By Lon Cantor
Lon Cantor Associates

taking over the system in 1954 was to go broadband, at a time when almost everyone was using strip amplifiers. He bought SKL 212 A&B broadband amplifiers, which have since been replaced by SKL solid state 265 and 222 amplifiers. His antenna is on a 150' tower at the summit of a hill, some 1,550 feet above sea level. Ameco Chaneleers are the heart of his current head-end.

As a result of Henry's forward thinking, the tiny community of Honesdale, Pa. (population 5,600) offers its citizens more diversified CATV fare than the largest cities in the country. Kalinowski's subscribers get seven VHF channels from New York City (2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 11 and 13), four UHF channels from the Scranton-Wilkes Barre, Pennsylvania area (16 converted to 8, 22 converted to 10, 28 converted to 3 and 44 converted to 12), plus a locally originated channel.

HTVS is very unusual in one respect. The system has never cut its prices. Every subscriber pays $135 for a hook-up, plus $5 per month for the first TV set. If they want FM (choice of 48 FM stations) they pay a one-time-only installation charge of $10. FM is tapped-off from behind the TV receiver.

Without price cutting or special promotions, HTVS is growing steadily. They now have over 1,650 subscribers out of a potential of 1,800. New subscribers are signed up at the rate of about three to ten per week.

One of Kalinowski's most important assets is his Chief Engineer, Earl Wilcox. Wilcox, whom Henry calls his "left hand man," is technically very competent, and an indefatigable worker.

Their first venture into cablecasting began with a simple rotating messenger center. They focused a camera on a revolving drum and typed out community service cards, local news and weather.

Originally, they used an inexpensive random interlace camera for their message center, but they were not satisfied with the quality. They replaced the camera with a GBC camera with 2:1 interlace.

The response to this simple message center, backed by taped music, was so enthusiastic that HTVS was encouraged to go into a full local origination channel.

Rather than build or rent space for a studio, they bought a large trailer, which they parked near the head-end site. With little modification, this trailer has made an excellent studio. It is roomy,
includes excellent heating and air-conditioning, plenty of AC power, plus kitchen and bathroom facilities.

In addition to the trailer, they bought a panel truck (see photo with this article) which they use for mobile telecasts.

The heart of their cablecasting facility is an origination package, which they bought for under $9,000 from GBC Closed Circuit TV Corp.

The complete studio package includes a control console; two full EIA sync 5” viewfinder cameras, with 10 to 1 rear controlled zoom lenses, tripods, friction heads and dollies; two non-viewfinder cameras; audio intercoms; tally lights; and all interconnecting cables, pre-wired.

The control console includes five monitors, an audio mixer, a preview bus, EIA sync generator, tally lights, intercom and a model MEA-1002 switcher-fader/special effects generator.

With his GBC console, Henry can select any camera input, fade in, fade out, lap dissolve, superimpose or wipe. Eleven different wipes are available. He can preview any two monitors, set up a special effect, and then switch the video signals previewed to the output circuit for cablecasting or taping.

Supplementing the GBC package are two Ampex model 5100 1” video tape recorders. For his

In trailer studio, Henry Kalinowski switches from message center with background music to videotaped program.

Sponco Aerial Ladders

Our company has been building aerial ladders for over twenty years for the sign industry, painting & electrical contractors, lighting and maintenance service — even for the tree trimming business!

We have models available from 27 feet to 78 feet for your specific needs. Some models are available with a fiberglass section and a fiberglass basket. All models are available with remote control and/or a workmans platform or metal basket may be used. Additional accessories are available.

For further information or free literature, please write or call our office direct.
2 WAY

PUSH PULL

STATUS MONITOR

CASCADE

BOOTH 216
mobile studio, Henry uses an inverter and battery power supply. He tried using a generator for AC power, but this was not feasible because the pulse in the generator is not compatible with the sync requirements of the video tape recorder.

Wilcox mounted the entire package in the panel truck along with a VTR, power supply and light kits, making the truck a true studio on wheels. Earl and his crew can take the mobile studio anywhere and have it in full operation within 30 minutes. They can also move the console and cameras into the trailer studio when required.

**Mortician and Lawyer Among Volunteer Help**

Henry is delighted with the programs his crews have been able to produce. He feels that they are smooth and professional looking enough to compare favorably with the off-the-air programming on the cable system. His subscribers, who are generally rather jaded by the wide variety of programs from which they can choose, are quick to agree. HTVS-6 is watched by as many viewers as any channel on the system, and for special programs, the ratings are astounding.

Of course, equipment alone doesn't make good TV programming. It takes people. Strangely enough, HTVS got a lot of help from an undertaker. One of the first in the community to volunteer to help the new channel was Frank Myers, a local mortician.

---

**SIGMAFORM**

*the simpler, more positive, better protecting*

**SPLICE COVERS for aerial/underground cable**

Answer to a growing demand — thickwall, heat-shrinkable, selfsealing splice covers offering complete waterproofing, insulation, corrosion and abrasion resistance — for connections and splices in coaxial and secondary power and communications cables. They seal over lead, steel, aluminum, copper and all standard plastic and elastomeric insulating materials and conduit. Thickwall toughness provides extra strain relief. Factory applied sealant remains flexible indefinitely. Installation is simple. No special skill or tools — only an electric hot air blower or gas torch. Slide expanded Sigmaform cover over one end of cable before connecting. Connect cable and slide cover over splice or connection area. Apply heat. When cover has shrunk to configuration of connection and sealant is seen to flow, job is done. May be removed by applying a small amount of heat, slitting with a knife and peeling away. Available in standard lengths from 2" to 12" and five expanded inside diameters of 0.4" to 2.0", each of which offers a shrinkage ratio of three to one; also in bulk 4' lengths (without sealant).

Write or call us for complete information and prices. There are also Sigmaform cable end caps, molded boots, aperseal and re-entry enclosures.

---

**BUTELCO**

BUCKEYE TELEPHONE & SUPPLY CO.
1250 Kinnear Road, Columbus, Ohio 43221
Telephone . . . Area Code 614 . . . 488-0655
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Let us keep you from growing old

Rx. Lindsay's 5-300 MHz two way devices are indeed your remedies against system aging. The best cure is prevention. You can save your system(s) from growing old by installing the most advanced equipment available.

The New Lindsay COLORFLEX CFTW 5-300 directional tap specifications are so good, they exceed present and future system demands by wide safety margins. In addition to COLORFLEX taps we offer many advanced products for system upgrading: directional couplers, splitters, power inserters, sub-lo filters, amplifiers, etc. The specifications for these devices are outstanding. For instance, our LS2EW power passing splitter has typically 29dB RL on all ports and 34dB isolation, 5-300MHz (of course).

In your own system dare you, should you settle for less? We can supply you with the components that will assure your system's high performance. All our equipment is designed to easily pass FCC/CRTC regulations.

For your cable system's well being and your own ease of mind - it's time for a checkup. Find out about the lowest priced, best quality 5 to 300 MHz equipment by taking a moment to phone or write us for further information.

SEE US AT THE NCTA BOOTH 53 & 54

Lindsay
LINDSAY SPECIALTY PRODUCTS LIMITED
50 Mary St W. Lindsay, Ont, Canada. 705-324-2196
In the U.S., contact Bob Toner, P.O. Box 77,
Ft. Washington, Pa. 19034. Phone (215) 646-4161
Frank has always enjoyed electronics as an avocation. When he heard that HTVS was going to produce local TV shows, he thought it would be a lot of fun to participate. Frank helped Earl Wilcox set up the equipment and he regularly acts as a cameraman.

Talent for in front of the cameras was also available on a volunteer basis. Interview shows are often emceed by an art teacher from the local high school. A salesman for a petroleum distributor provides commentary for telecasts of sporting events...he has been an amateur sportscaster for years, announcing events like horse races and stock car races.

A very important volunteer was a young lawyer who very capably handled political interviews. He was encouraged by his father, a Wayne County Judge, who said that today, any man with political ambition must know how to be comfortable in front of a TV camera. Therefore, cablecasting is an ideal training ground.

**Community Unified Through Cablecasting**

With the necessary equipment and plenty of volunteer help, Kalinowski has been able to produce some remarkably professional programming. There is nothing at all amateurish about HTVS productions.

The result is a much more cohesive, closer knit community in which the cable system plays a unique, vitally important role.

The football series was especially successful. 1968 was the first year that the local high school had a football team. They won only two games and usually had less than a dozen Honesdale roosters at away games.

In 1969, HTVS began telecasting games. Using the mobile studio, they videotaped each game and then played it back, usually in the evening. The result was that interest in football increased tremendously. For example, Honesdale won their Thanksgiving Day game before 1,100 ardent roosters.

The football coach publicly gave HTVS full credit for stirring the community spirit that gave his team the encouragement to win more games.

The football series was also a financial success. Twelve local merchants paid $50 each to sponsor football games. Last year twenty $50 sponsors participated.

Results were just as impressive in the political arena. Prior to the general election in November, all candidates and parties were contacted and informed that the facilities of HTVS channel 6 were available to them. Three parties sent several candidates for videotaped interviews.

For 50 years, Honesdale had voted Republican. However, based on increased familiarity with candidates, the people of Honesdale voted for a young, aggressive Democrat, James Brennan. Mr. Brennan felt that the exposure he got on HTVS-6 played an important role in his election as Borough Councilman. He, as well as a number of other politicians, wrote letters of appreciation to Honesdale Television Service.

Henry Kalinowski used the Christmas season to emphasize the theme of ecumenism, by videotaping services in local churches of all denominations.

The culmination of his effort was a three hour "spectacular" that emphasized the interdenominational aspects of the Christmas season, entitled "Holiday Inspirations." It started with a 33 minute Hanukkah service, originating at the local synagogue, followed with the Christmas Pageant presented at the Methodist Church, then a Mass videotaped at a Catholic school. It concluded with a program presented by the students and faculty of a seminary.

Many viewers called to say that they were impressed by the similarity of other faiths to their own. For many, this was the first chance they had ever had to see the similarities between faiths.

Local origination is still not a paying proposition for Honesdale Television Service. Kalinowski has spent some $28,000 for the trailer, mobile van and equipment to date. However, he feels that he is providing a very valuable service to his community and that cablecasting will be a very vital part of the CATV system of the future.
THE BEST PEDESTALS
THE LOWEST PRICE

UTILITY PRODUCTS CO.
puts it all together with:

• Completely re-designed CATV pedestal line
• Versatile mounting hardware that accepts components you are presently using
• Prices below what you are now paying

UTILITY PRODUCTS CO.
3111 W. Mill Rd. • MILWAUKEE, WISC. 53209 • (414) 352-8500
PLANTS: Milwaukee, Wisconsin • Greenville, Mississippi
what has yellow wings, weighs 29 lbs. and shines around the world?

Colortran's Mini-Pro Kit!

It features three of our versatile, rugged Mini-Pro lights. Draws only fifteen amps at 120 volts. Plug them into any household circuit. Use them anywhere in the world (30, 120, or 220 volt lamps available).

Then we've included three of Colortran's new Pro-Stands. They have the exclusive extendable base legs for positive stability.

What's more there are two barn doors, a set of scrims, one 25' extension cable, a handle, and three 600 watt, 3200°K lamps.

All of this packs into a rugged carrying case, weighing just 29 lbs., only $350.00

The yellow wings? We were only kidding.

Colortran®

New Time, Weather and Data Equipment Available from MSI

MSI Television, 535 South 2nd West, Salt Lake City, Utah, 84101, has introduced their new color “Data Weather,” automatic 24-hour time and weather system, to the CATV industry. Heart of the system is a totally solid-state alphanumeric character generator, which utilizes the latest digital, integrated-circuit components.

“Data Weather” features include the simultaneous color raster display of: (1) Up to 13 current weather indications, including daily high and low temperature; wind velocity and gusts; rise and fall of barometer and temperature; monthly and daily precipitation. (2) Continuous weather forecasts direct from the U.S. Weather Service, displayed as a one-line crawl. (3) Permanent heading for cable system name. (4) A rolling, programmable local message which can be typed on a standard electronic keyboard.

An accessory is a low-cost, full-color flying spot scanner which uses standard 35mm slides for advertising. The slide scanner can serve double-duty by using it with live, local origination programs. The local message keyboard can also be used for titling in live programming.

Standard equipment with “Data Weather” includes all weather sensors, electric clock, three segment screen splitter, adjustable hue generator, EIA color sync generator, and professional, easy-to-read 9 x 14 character font. System prices start at $2,950. See page 35 of this month's TVC for the MSI ad which shows typical screen formats as the subscriber sees the “Data Weather” channel.

Ken Lawson, president of MSI, demonstrates the “Data Weather” unit.
Sometimes we get more than we bargain for...

... and you get more service than you bargain for when you turn to Western Community TV Construction, Inc. for system design, construction and rebuild.

Western Community TV Construction, Inc.
Box 1131
Scottsbluff, Nebraska
(308) 635-0100

... the fastest lineman in the West.

... designed and built by who?
Colorado Springs System
Shifts Gears on Origination

Three months ago (March), this magazine carried an article that featured the cablecasting activities of the Colorado Springs (Colo.) system. During preparation of that article, the system's (then) program director Terence Skelton dropped in at the TVC offices to deliver some of the materials.

During the conversation he told this editor that the Colorado Springs cablecasting efforts would be run "on a professional level." "We regard ourselves as a regular commercial-type TV station that just happens to use a cable for distribution," he noted.

On May 23rd, after about six months of cablecasting at the rate of about 30 hours per week, the local origination channel in Colorado Springs went black. Interestingly, very few subscribers called in to ask why. Skelton and his entire crew are gone.

There is little doubt that Skelton was trying to make his operation "broadcast-like." He had a sizable staff, some $200,000 worth of origination equipment and the cablecasting effort cost Cablecom General some $10,000 per month to operate. Was this a Cablecom General experiment that failed? Maybe, but probably not.

The Colorado Springs franchise specified no advertising on the local channel. Cablecom sought to offer professionally prepared programming that would carry advertising...if the city fathers could be persuaded to change their minds.

There was some progress in that direction (in spite of heavy broadcaster pressures)... based on FCC willingness for systems to carry advertising... and based on attempts to show city leaders that the system really should bow to the guidance of the FCC rather than the city. Had there been more time, the city might have amended the franchise.

Then came the Eighth Circuit Court Ruling. Origination not mandatory...FCC's authority in question. Hopes for franchise amendment gone... for now anyway.

Will Cablecom General's $260,000 investment be lost... or will it prove to be a worthy investment in the future? Read how the system has "shifted gears," and you judge for yourself.

During the month since "Channel 3" went black, the MSO has had one of its men working with three colleges, five military installations, the Jaycees, the leaders of a local Fine Arts Center and city officials. Channel 3 will be back in business within the next few weeks with an entirely new approach (for Colorado Springs) to cablecasting.

Dick Kirby has been hired as a "coordinator" and an engineer has been secured for the studio facilities. These two people will work with the above named groups (and others) to enable them to use the
Texscan Corporation introduces the new VS-50 solid state sweep generator. Designed as a laboratory and production instrument, the VS-50 provides multiple octave coverage, variable sweep rates, internal and external capability and complete control of RF output level.

Using the latest circuit design techniques such as a double sweep heterodyne oscillator-amplifier system makes the VS-50 versatile enough to sweep from 2 MHz to 500 MHz in one sweep.

The RF output is extremely flat and is specified for a flatness of ± .25 db at maximum sweep width with an output of 1 V rms into 50 ohms.

**SPECIFICATIONS**

- **Center Frequency Range**: 2 MHz to 500 MHz
- **Sweep Width**: 500 kHz to 500 MHz
- **Attenuation**: 0-60 db vernier
- **Output Impedance**: 0-80 db in 1 db steps
- **Output Voltage**: 50 ohms or 75 ohms
- **Output Voltage**: 1 V rms

**OTHER TEXSCAN VS-TYPE SWEEP GENERATORS**

- **VS-20**: 200 Hz — 25 MHz
- **VS-40**: 1 — 300 MHz
- **VS-80**: 1 — 1200 MHz
- **VS-120**: 1 — 2.5 GHz

For demonstration or technical data write, or call collect: Texscan Corporation, 2446 N. Shadeland Ave., Indianapolis, Indiana 46219. AC 317/357-8781.
Channel for their programs. The colleges will be able to televise courses and student-produced programming. Theme of the new approach is "access." The system will provide the equipment and coordination so that its subscribers can benefit from the information, ideas, courses and personalities associated with these colleges, military installations, etc.

Access to the viewer. That's what many voices in recent months have called for. That's what Colorado Springs is getting.

It should be noted that Cablecom systems include 13 with operating studios ... two more are under construction ... and two more are in the planning stages. Fourteen of these studios operate on this "cooperative access" approach.

While regular commercial cablecasting still has a place in CATV (a big place), local, cooperative, open-access channels are showing themselves to be more and more successful. The tie-in with colleges is a smart move. One cooperative effort between a college, a university and three cable systems is currently under development on the west coast. The public can't help but benefit from such applications of CATV ... and CATV operators are finding tangible returns from this activity too (once they try it).

CATV and Public Service

- More than 150 representatives of government agencies and public service organizations were guests of the NCTA at a special "Public Service on Prime Time CATV" conference in Washington, D.C., on June 17th. It was an informative session to expose the public service opportunities inherent in CATV.

FCC Commissioner Nick Johnson was the main speaker. TelePrompTer's Jack Williams ... NCTA's Wally Briscoe ... David Moore of the U.S. Department of Labor, Robert Pfannkuch of TeleMation, Inc. and Drex Hines of the March of Dimes were the other speakers. Drex Hines couldn't be there in person, so he videotaped his presentation.

Hines told about his success in working through cable systems in the past year. He reported that cablemen have a great interest in public service material of quality. The National Foundation (March of Dimes) did considerable research on cable before its campaign this past year. As a result of their work, they have developed a master file of cable systems that do cablecasting in one form or another.

The Dimes file is composed of three lists. One list includes all systems having capabilities for all materials including live origination. Another list has those systems having all capabilities excepting slide presentation. The third list includes systems having only automated capabilities.

According to Drex, "Our method of verification and re-checking prior to mailing the cable kits proved most efficient, since only six pieces were returned, out of twenty-six hundred pieces mailed." He further notes, "We found that CATV has excellent fund raising capabilities."

TPT People Train for LO

- System managers and/or program directors from 64 of TelePrompTer's cable systems met in New York during early June for a local origination training session. The TPT people hear Jack Williams, TPT director of programming, clarify the MSO's policies on origination. Other TPT people offered helpful tips on how to handle news, women's programming, sports, etc.

The "how-to" sessions lasted for two full days. TelePrompTer has indicated that the Eighth Circuit Court ruling has not altered their plans for increased local origination activities.

LO Efforts Pay Off

- Recently the FCC authorized CATV of Hendersonville, North Carolina, to bring distant signals to within 18 miles of a top-100 market. In authorizing the importation, the Commission noted that "in light of the availability of the requested signals over-the-air and the significant public interest in
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Before lunch Ted Smith prepared and analyzed 2000 non-subscriber call cards, balanced 13 sales routes according to area and potential, analyzed sales results for the past month of 10 salesmen, submitted a quarterly sales projection to top management... and called his wife.

thanks to **cable data**

Great you say. But does it really work and can my system afford it? Bet on it. *Cable data* is currently in operation in over 50 CATV systems ranging from 1,000 subscribers to 30,000. It is the only computerized marketing program designed exclusively for the CATV industry. *Cable data*... tomorrow's answer to selling CATV today. Bet on it.

**U.S. COMPUTER SYSTEMS**

2330 Auburn Boulevard, Sacramento, California 95821
Phone George Neuhart 316-483-7871

*CABLE DATA*... providing answers to the fastest growing industry in America today.
Maintaining petitioner's CATV system as a viable operation, waiver is indicated."

The ruling continues, "Cablevision has argued that the loss of the programming it now provides to its subscribers (both originated and non-commercial educational broadcast) should be entitled to some consideration, and we agree ..." The public service the system provides is some 35 hours of locally-originated programming per week, plus educational programming. This is one time that the investment in local origination definitely paid off.

**Animated ID's for CATV**

- Dan Weir Productions, P.O. Box 789, Junction City, Kansas 66441, is now offering four computer animated ID's to CATV systems ... for use as program breaks and station identification breaks.

The 10 second ID's are available on film and on all popular formats of video tape. They are produced in color with electronic synthesizer musical backgrounds.

Each of the four ID's has a different message relating to CATV's part in community service. Weir also offers custom ID's for individual CATV systems and group system operators.

**TeleShop'r Promises Profits**

- TeleShop'r, described by its promoters as "a new programming and advertising concept" for use by CATV system operators for local origination, is now available. Referred to as a 100-page, talking electronic newspaper, TeleShop'r is a complete equipment and software package that is designed to assist system operators in starting up origination "to add viewers, subscribers and net profits," according to Elmer W. Metz, 51 Seckelpear Road, Levittown, Pa. 19056.

TeleShop'r uses up to 100 5" x 8" cards, displayed sequentially before a TV camera. A reinforcing audio message is originated at the same time by a tape cartridge machine. When the audio message corresponding to a specific card is completed, the TeleShop'r machine automatically advances the second card into position before the camera, and the second audio message is transmitted. This process is repeated throughout the full "deck" of 100 cards.

TeleShop'r promoters suggest that system operators use 50 of the cards for various information to serve the community's needs and to build and hold an audience, while the other 50 cards can be used for classified and display advertising. TeleShop'r revenue projections predict a potential of about $20,000 profit per year for a system of approximately 3,000 subscribers, based on a suggested rate schedule and advertising frequency that has been pretested in selected cable markets.

The flexibility of the TeleShop'r package makes it possible to "clip and paste" using both syndicated art services and Polaroid pictures.

The TeleShop'r equipment package includes the following: (1) the 100-page card carrier, complete with lighting and camera; (2) Two tape cartridge machines, 1 Synchro Recorder/Repeater and 1 Synchro Repeater; (3) A stereo, sound-on-sound tape deck, complete with dynamic microphone; (4) A starter kit of necessary small items including an 1,800' reel of tape, a 10-minute, 50-card test tape cartridge which can also be used after installation as a system subscriber introductory promotional tape, four empty tape cartridges, a tape cartridge loading platform and a tape splicing kit, splice block, cutter/trimmer, with splicing tape (see photo of the equipment package).
All you need is a film crew of one.

Local origination is easier than you think. When you think film.

Today you can go anywhere with a light, easy-to-operate camera, a power pack, and a few rolls of film. In fact, film equipment is so portable that one person can act as a complete film crew.

Cost? Prices for 16mm cameras start under $500. With no hidden costs like technical servicing or expensive repairs. You can start with a silent camera, and add narration after shooting. This one camera can be used for local news, commercials, and short features in black-and-white or color.

Want to know more about the possibilities of film? Talk to the people who know film best. All it takes is a call to Kodak.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Atlanta: 404/351-6510; Chicago: 312/654-5300; Dallas: 214/351-3221;
We're introducing the new CATV AM local microwave distribution system (LDS) for better urban, suburban, and rural multiple signal distribution. CAR band capacity up to forty channels with greater range, greater fade margin, greater power output, greater video signal to noise ratio and greater flexibility.

All this with lower intermodulation distortion at a price that's better too! If you can't wait or get to the show write or call. We'll fine tune you in on the details.

MICROWAVE ASSOCIATES
Northwest Industrial Park
Burlington, Mass. 01803
(617) 272-3000 or 272-4907
"It's Time for the Industry to Say ‘Thank You’ . . . "

The family of Mr. and Mrs. Larry Savage, TVC's 100,000th subscribers, receives new color television to mark the occasion. Making the presentation at the Savage home is TVC's Joel P. Smith (right), vice president in charge of the cable television division. The family subscribes to TVC's Malden Cablevision, Malden, Mass., part of the recently acquired CATV complex in the Boston area.

TVC REACHES 100,000th SUBSCRIBER MARK, CITES ROLE OF THE PUBLIC IN CATV GROWTH
100,000
is a whole
bunch of
subscribers.

If it were CATV, we'd love to have the contract for engineering, equipment, cable and construction! Congratulations, TV COMMUNICATIONS.
Tillie and Larry Savage have been married 11 years, have six handsome children, live in a neat and pretty home in a large New England community, and have never considered themselves especially unique.

But to the CATV industry, the Savage's are very special. They are The Public, The Subscriber, The Viewers who, for over 21 years, have been saying "yes" to cable television and making the industry the viable business it is today.

To TeleVision Communications Corporation, the family represents a very specific accomplishment. As the firm's 100,000th subscriber, the Savage's mark a milestone in TVC's development, a goal reached and a threshold crossed. From a small systems owner and operator with 45,559 subscribers in 1963, TVC has grown to become a major force in the CATV industry, with 23 systems throughout the country, and a subscriber potential of more than half-a-million.

"Throughout this period of TVC's growth, which parallels the growth of the industry itself, there have been whirlwinds of controversy surrounding cable television," said Joel P. Smith, TVC vice president in charge of the cable television division.

"Yet, while opposing factions have tried their best to thwart the growth of CATV, the public has continued to support the industry, enthusiastically accepting the superior reception and diversified services which CATV alone can deliver," Smith continued.

"It's time for the industry to say thank-you to these people, who month after month, year after year have welcomed our cables into their homes, welcomed our systems into their business communities, and provided the economic wherewithal that has brought us to the advanced state of the art which we enjoy today.

"TVC is delighted to acknowledge the importance of the Savage family as its 100,000th subscriber," he said, "and to honor, through this one small gesture, the enormous role the public has played in our industry."

To the Savage family, cable television holds many attractions, all of them typical of the reasons cited by subscribers around the country.

"I first learned about CATV through the newspaper publicity in Malden," said Mrs. Savage. "Then my mother subscribed, and her reception was so much better than mine that I decided then and there to sign up for the cable."

Larry Savage, who spends his days as a Certified Public Accountant, is a certified "sports nut" in his off hours.

"When he learned that he could watch hockey and football if we subscribed, that really did it," Mrs. Savage said. "He and our older boys are now avid fans of the sports programs we receive on the UHF channels. Without CATV, we were barely able to see those channels."

The Savage's also cited the localized service which Malden Cablevision brings to their home.

"Just this past Easter, the cable-casting channel carried our local church choir in a one-hour special program," Mrs. Savage said. "We have several friends in the choir, and really enjoyed watching them on the screen. It's kind of exciting to see your own friends and neighbors on television."

When the family learned that they were TVC's 100,000th subscriber, there was much excitement. This was heightened by the surprise delivery of a new color television receiver.

"With six kids competing for their favorite programs, another television, especially a color set, makes a big hit," said Larry Savage.

The Savage children, who have already adopted the new television as their own, are: John, 10; Theresa, 8; Mark, 7; Denise, 5; Richard, 3; and Gary, 2.
CONGRATULATIONS,
TeleVision Communications Corporation,
on your
100,000th subscriber.

Vikoa, Inc., which has had the pleasure of serving
TVC for all these past years, is proud to have
played a part in the continual growth of this
successful organization.

With
Dynafoam,
for every
10 miles
you go,
the next 2
are on us.

"You have to call
the home office
long distance?"

"Yeah—we went
6 miles further
with Dynafoam!"

Vikoa
technically, the One
400 Ninth St., Hoboken, N.J. 07030
Telex: 12-8110 (24 hour service)
**SUBSCRIBER GROWTH**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Subscribers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>76,173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>69,342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>64,152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>57,297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>53,786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>50,261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1964</td>
<td>47,612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963</td>
<td>45,559</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The six Savage children watch in eager anticipation as Malden Cablevision installer completes cable hook-up of new color set.*

Joel P. Smith, TVC vice president in charge of the Cable Television Division, has overall responsibility for all TVC cable operations as well as the acquisition and development of new CATV properties. A veteran of over 13 years in CATV, he previously was managing director of Bendix-TVC International, responsible for the development of CATV systems in Europe, and has served as assistant to the president of Jerrold Corp. and as director of Jerrold’s CATV Systems.
Congratulations, Akron Cablevision, for breaking the top 100 subscriber barrier and thank you for selecting Sears Service, Inc. to install those subscribers.

Sears Service, Inc.
TV Cablevision Specialists
First in dual turnkey installations

Main Office:
6016 Laurel
Raytown, Missouri
(816) 336-7782

Eastern Office:
526 Graham Road
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio
(216) 926-3126

We're accustomed to customizing

When truck manufacturers build vans, they build them to please as many customers as possible. When Wheels, Inc. leases a van, they customize it to please only one—the person who uses it. Wheels, Inc. meets your individual specifications to assure you of optimum efficient use. When your company leases a van, lease from the company who thinks you should have exactly what you need.

WHEELS, Inc.
and associated companies
Over 30 years experience in leasing Chevrolets and other fine cars and trucks
6200 N. Western Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60645
(312) 465-8600

Write for detailed information.
Alfred R. Stern Thanks Subscribers, Sees Continuing Growth in Major Markets

"To the Savage family, TVC says thank you, and extends this gratitude to the many thousands of TVC subscribers throughout the country who have made this milestone possible," said Alfred R. Stern, president of TVC.

In referring to the company's latest achievement, the TVC executive said, "It's most significant that our 100,000 mark was reached in the Malden system, for this focuses attention on the movement of cable television into the major markets, and points the way for continuing growth in these urban areas."

Malden Cablevision is part of the major complex of systems and franchises acquired by TVC in February of this year. The new CATV properties, with a total potential of 175,000 subscribers, surround the Boston area, the nation's fifth largest television market. The properties include the Malden, Mass. system, five miles north of Boston; an operating system in Nashua, N.H., 35 miles northwest of Boston; and franchises for Salem, Lowell, Peabody, Everett, Medford, Somerville, Winthrop, Brockton, Amesbury and Foxboro, all Massachusetts.

The addition to TVC of these new systems and franchises brings the company's total number of potential subscribers over the half-million mark.

In commenting on the new properties, Stern hailed the complex as one of the most ambitious undertakings in the CATV industry, and said it represented TVC's second venture in a major television market.

"The Boston-area systems will be, in effect, our next Akron," said Stern, referring to the company's current project in Akron, Ohio, where TVC is building the country's largest CATV system to serve 150,000 potential subscribers.

"The unprecedented success of the Akron venture — in areas ranging from system design, to construction of the 1,100-mile dual-cable plant, to the massive subscriber sales campaign — qualifies TVC to confidently take on a project as vast as the Boston-area."

The TVC executive emphasized that the move by CATV into the big cities is inevitable, and stated that TVC believes the impact of cable television in these cities could be dramatic.

"At TVC, we foresee the day when the introduction of CATV into the top-100 markets could be likened to the coming of electric power in the early nineteen-hundreds — the impact of which served to draw the people together and stimulate the cultural and economic life of the cities. While we are not so naive as to believe that cable television is the ultimate solution to the problems of the cities, we do believe that CATV technology can serve as an important instrument for injecting a new vitality into the community."

"With our industry's rapidly advancing technology," Stern continued, "CATV can provide not only a wealth of channels for the traditional television services but also a new means for individualized services and intra-community dialogue which could have an important effect on the lives of our cities."

TVC's Akron system, when fully built, will have a capability to pinpoint viewers and deliver specific programming to specific segments of the audience, he said.

This capability, Stern explained, will be made possible by the use of multiple head-end equipment strategically located throughout the Akron area.

"While these multiple head-ends are made necessary by the limited cascade-ability possible from any one signal source, they serve another purpose aside from fulfilling the technical requirements of this vast system," he said. "By utilizing these sites for origination of programming geared to neighborhood needs, it will be possible to offer to Akron a communications service so localized and so specifically oriented to these special interests of the city that no other medium can begin to match this capability."

The innovations of Akron Cablevision...
Craftsman is proud to have taken part in your growth over the past five years as a primary supplier. We feel your selection of the best in subscriber materials has contributed in part to your success. We pledge to continue to provide better products to support the continued growth of your industry and ours.

ΔA Magnavox

craftsman catv division

133 West Seneca St. Manlius, N.Y. 13104
Area Code 315 682 9105 TELEX 937329
are serving as guidelines in the further development of the Malden and Nashua systems, Stern said, and will be applied in the development of the company's as-yet-unbuilt franchises in the future.

"We view the big-city markets as a totally new arena," he said, "and strongly believe that our industry must cast an eye towards the future when designing systems for these urban areas. TVC believes we have done just that in Akron, and we expect the innovations of that pioneer system to be mirrored in big-city systems for years to come, once the FCC permits importation of distant signals into these cities and makes these markets truly viable."

While the Akron, Malden and Nashua systems lie with top-100 markets, TVC's surveys determined that all three are viable projects without the attraction of distant signals, Stern pointed out.

"In all three cases," he said, "the unusual reception situations make it possible for TVC to deliver a significant amount of additional channels which a significantly large number of viewers cannot receive with home antennas.

"However, we look to an even stronger demand for cable television in these communities when the FCC does permit importation of distant signals, allowing us to further enhance our already attractive program lineup."

Frank N. Cooper, president of TVC's Gridtronics subsidiary, is directing the development of a hardware-software service for CATV which will provide specialized programs for specific audiences. He also directs CATV franchise activities for TVC. Previously, he held posts as director of CATV brokerage operations for Malarkey, Taylor and Associates, and as manager of CATV franchises and acquisitions for Jerrold Corp.

---

**TVC ON CATV**

During the past year, the management of TeleVision Communications Corporation has spoken out on various aspects and issues in the cable television industry, bringing the CATV story before financial audiences, communications executives, and a wide range of interested publics. A synopsis of these viewpoints appears below:

**CATV AND THE PUBLIC:**
The public has always been the foremost champion of cable television. While the courts and Federal chambers have been ringing with debate about the directions the industry should follow, the subscriber has quietly continued to confirm our conviction that the public wants, and is willing to pay for, the unique diversity and innovation which CATV technology alone makes possible. In just the past five years, despite numerous legal wrangles and FCC "freezes," the industry, nevertheless, has increased by over three and a quarter million subscribers — further evidence of the appeal of cable television.

**NEW CABLE SERVICES:**
Public acceptance of CATV should be heightened by the low-cost additional services which the industry is continuing to develop. By providing greater utilization of the TV receiver — transforming the set from solely an entertainment outlet into a device which also delivers educational and instructional courses, at-home shopping services, theater channels, professional instruction and a host of new services now being planned — CATV becomes an increasingly economical purchase, giving more value for the dollar than any other medium.

**THE TOP-100 MARKETS:**
Big cities must look behind the facade of names on a franchise application and come to grips with the problem of who can actually do the job. They must ask such questions as: What company has the experience? Which of the companies applying has ever built a cable system of the size that these city councils will be asking to be built in their communities? Which company has the financial backing? Which company has a demonstrated track record with the kind of financing that is required?

**CATV AND THE BROADCASTING INDUSTRY:**
The last thing cable television wants to do is destroy the broadcasting industry. Obviously, CATV needs broadcasting, and we want both industries to live side by side, not in a jungle of conflicting communications interests but rather in a peaceable kingdom dedicated to serving the television viewer.

**CABLECASTING AND ADVERTISING:**
We do not profess to know what the future may be. We are, however, disturbed by the dream merchants who promise a pot of advertising gold or other significant monetary rewards. If the industry is not diverted, by revenue expectations, from the more realistic and promising aspects of cable origination, then we can fulfill the promise others see for us: a community outlet for local expression and services which can be mutually beneficial to the cable operator and the community at large.

**CATV AND UHF:**
CATV is friend, not foe, to UHF. There is simply no escaping the fact that the technical limitations inherent in the UHF band are barriers prohibiting UHF broadcasters from ever competing with their VHF counterparts on an equal footing. But CATV alleviates this problem. CATV gets the UHF signal into the home. Moreover, CATV acts as a great equalizer. It delivers the signal on the same dial with the V's, electronically treats the signal so that it attains the same picture quality as the V's, and, most important, stretches the signal far beyond its normal reach, thus making it possible for the UHF broadcaster to fully serve his own market.

**CATV AND THE ECONOMY:**
The current economic uncertainty could spur rather than stifle the growth of CATV. In this kind of economic climate, the public traditionally becomes exceedingly cautious with expendable income. CATV systems throughout the country can conceivably enjoy a healthy subscriber growth as the result of this purse-tightening, for these systems make possible for one low monthly fee an inexpensive yet varied source of entertainment for the entire family.

**CATV AND STATE REGULATION:**
Every movement towards state regulation must be stopped in its tracks, if the CATV industry is ever to reach its full potential in serving the communications needs of the country. No industry can function under three layers of regulation — local, state and federal. CATV cannot serve three masters and still adequately serve the public.
To tie-in with TVC is to team up with pros.

That's the way all of the suppliers to Television Communications Corporation must feel. C-COR is no exception.

TVC's latest milestone... 100,000 cable TV subscribers... is more than a number. It is a symbol of pride and promise. It is indicative of their continuing commitment to people in scores of communities, where TVC acts with vision.

TVC is a company with great concern not only for everyone of its 100,000 subscribers but also for the orderly growth and development of a dynamic industry. Its leadership has not only directed the company's internal growth with finesse and expertise, but that same leadership has also contributed immeasurably to the development of the industry's national and state trade associations.

Indeed, to tie-in with TVC is to team up with pros. Their subscribers know this. Their staff believes this. Their industry has experienced this.

The team of pros at C-COR Electronics, Inc. has been in the best of company working with TVC in Clearfield, Pennsylvania and Martinsburg, West Virginia. We're both "no nonsense" companies with a special commitment to quality. Everyone at C-COR salutes Television Communications Corporation on its 100,000 subscribers... and even more importantly, on its high standards of operation and leadership.

C-COR Electronics, Inc.
60 DECIBEL ROAD • STATE COLLEGE, PA. 16801
PHONE: 814-238-2461

When CATV amplifiers are mentioned, our name comes up!
TVC's Mary McCarthy: A Ringside Seat in The Communications Industry

You can hardly find a more authentic pioneer in the communications industry than TVC's Mary McCarthy, whose career dates back to 1948 when she joined NBC's fast-growing television programming department.

"Those were the 'baby years' in television," said Mary, "filled with long but enjoyable hours and surrounded by young experimenters who, in many cases, have become the leading names in the communications industry today."

Mary's own career kept pace with the industry, as she moved from programming, to talent and program procurement, to the film department, until eventually she became involved with NBC's growing color operations and was appointed color coordinator. In that role, she served as liaison with the parent corporation, RCA, and dealt primarily in program scheduling and promotion.

In 1959, Mary became executive secretary in NBC's Enterprise Department, the corporation's international arm headed by NBC vice president Alfred R. Stern. And so began a grand alliance which has spanned three intensive years at NBC and nine years in the cable television business.

Sharing with Stern his conviction about the future of television, Mary joined him in 1962 when he departed NBC and formed Televents Corp., the forerunner of TVC. Working side by side with the chief executive and the entire TVC management team, she has watched the company grow from a young systems owner and operator with a handful of CATV properties to a major force in the industry, serving 100,000 subscribers.

Today, Mary serves a dual role, both as executive secretary to Alfred Stern and as secretary of the corporation, a responsibility she doesn't take lightly.

"I've watched the broadcasting industry grow from a one-room operation into a vast national web wielding great influence on the lives of the public," she said. "Similarly, I've had the good fortune to have a ringside seat as the CATV industry has grown and flourished. The day by day advances in the state of the art are so great that there seems to be virtually no limit to the future of cable television. There are so many directions to be explored that just being a small part of the business is a truly exciting experience for me.

"It's hard to guess where cable television is going, with so many new advances being made every year," she continued. "About the only thing that's certain is that CATV is the communications wave of the future, and I'm happy to be part of this industry.

Richard Vance, national sales director for TVC's CATV systems, is responsible for expanding the direct sales approach throughout TVC's cable operations, and for supervising the training of sales teams within the communities served by TVC. He previously was sales coordinator in TVC's Akron system, where he developed a successful direct sales program for the nation's largest system now under construction.
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TVC Cable Television Systems and Franchises

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Franchise Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Hampshire</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermont</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Any organization that achieves a better understanding between peoples, however small that progress may be, has done this via some form of communication. Television Communications Corp. have achieved a very marked degree of progress.
SMITH THANKS SYSTEM MANAGERS FOR GROWTH

The people who "make it all happen" at TVC assembled together once again this spring, as the system managers and the corporate staff attended the annual TVC Managers Meeting on Paradise Island, The Bahamas.

The three-day working sessions at the Britania Beach Hotel provided an opportunity for a wide exchange of information among the participants, on topics covering all areas of CATV system management. In addition, discussions included the various aspects of corporate management techniques, and an overview of the company's growth and development during the past year.

Joel P. Smith, vice president in charge of the cable television division, in addressing the opening session cited the company's system managers as "the vital ingredient making possible the firm's dynamic subscriber growth. "To a great extent," Smith continued, "TVC attributes its prominent industry position to the outstanding management team in our systems throughout the country. The bulk of our subscriber gain has been realized in our existing operations, all of which have achieved exceptionally high subscriber penetration.

"TVC fully realizes and deeply appreciates the role our system managers play, both in providing the basic revenues to the corporation and in creating a wide public acceptance and favorable image."

Standing, rear (l. to r.): Art Goldstein, director, corporate accounting; Ed DeMarco, director, National Systems Dept.; Frank Cooper, president, Gridtronics, Inc.; Mac Ferguson, director, engineering; Harvey Rennie, manager, Pittsfield-Dalton TV Cable, Pittsfield, Mass.; Fred Schwab, manager, Warren Television, Warren, Pa.; Bill Taylor, manager, Bradford TV Cable, Bradford, Pa.; Mike Arnold, manager, Allband Cablevision, Olean N.Y.; Chuck Klein, CATV market development; Bill Roberts, manager, Claremont TV Cable, Claremont, N.H. and Bellows Falls Cable, Bellows Falls, Vt.; Doug Smith, manager, Berkeley Cablevision, Martinsburg, W.Va.; Joel Smith, vice president, CATV Division; Art Harman, field coordinator, CATV accounting; Jim Cavanaugh, vice president and controller.

Kneeling, middle row: Jim Doucette, director of finance, CATV Division; Jim Armstrong, manager, Clearfield County Television, Clearfield, Pa.; Bernie Simon, assistant controller; Bob Felder, manager, Akron CableVision, Akron, Ohio; Austin Croyell, research; Paul Asente, manager, Nashua Cablevision, Nashua, N.H.; Nat Weinberg, director, transportation; Max Traphagan, manager, Pine Bluff Video, Pine Bluff, Ark.; Jack Schmelzer, manager, Little Falls Video, Little Falls, Minn.; George Wylie, manager, Universal Cablevision, Winter Haven, Fla.; Don Andersson, director, marketing research, promotion.

Seated, front: Bill Dimmerling, manager, Pottsville TransVideo, Pottsville, Pa.; Bob Jernigan, manager, Harrisonburg TransVideo, Harrisonburg, Va.; Paul Van Hook, vice president; Ron Barrett, manager, Mohawk Valley Television, Athol, Mass.; Rip Lindsay, manager, Trans-Video of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Ark. Not shown, but in attendance: Alfred Stern, president; Aaron Fleischman, vice president, general attorney; John Dille Jr., vice president, Communications Division; Bill Sinkunis, manager, Malden Cablevision, Malden, Mass. and general manager and vice president, TVC's Cablevision Corp. of America.
Thanks to you, Cable TV subscribers now have a clearer, sharper picture without interference...carried by Comm / Scope Alumagard® Coaxials, which are backed by the industry's only five-year guarantee of performance!

For information and prices, write or call:

COMM/SCOPE CORPORATION

P. O. Box 2406 Hickory, North Carolina 28601
Phone 704/328-5271
A SUPERIOR CONTINENTAL COMPANY

Warehouse locations: San Rafael, California; Dallas, Texas; Tampa, Florida; Seattle, Washington; Sherrills Ford, North Carolina; Las Vegas, Nevada.
Cited for overall excellence in all areas of system operation, three TVC managers received plaques and awards as winners in the annual managers' contest during the 1971 Managers Meeting. (From left): First place winner, Harvey Rennie, Pittsfield-Dalton TV Cable, Pittsfield, Mass., a seven-day trip to Acapulco for him, his wife, and family; Second place winner, Derek White, Bay Television, Coos Bay, Ore., a five-day trip to the U.S. city of their choice for him, his wife and family; Third place winner, Bill Roberts, Claremont TV Cable, Claremont, N.H., a three-day trip to the U.S. city of their choice for him and his wife.

Efficiency, Courtesy, Technical Excellence Honored in Three TVC Systems

Phyllis Creer, office manager of TVC's Pittsfield-Dalton TV Cable system in Pittsfield, Mass., is a snap-to-it girl who sparkles with efficiency.

"Phyllis is the perfect example of the kind of people who keep our systems on the ball," said Joel Smith in announcing that she has been named TVC's "Office Woman of the Year."

"It takes more than good technical quality to keep a system going," Smith said. "The hundreds of details involved in the front-office operation can count as much as the efficiency in the field. Phyllis keeps these office functions moving, and TVC considers this a significant contribution in service to the subscriber."

Named as the 1971 recipient of TVC's "Courtesy Award" was Mary Jane Leith, office manager of TVC's Berkeley CableVision system in Martinsburg, W.Va.

"Maybe it's just that famous Southern hospitality, but whatever the quality is, Mary Jane has it in abundance," Smith said in announcing the award.

The honor is presented for "courteous and gracious attitude and service to the subscriber," Smith said, citing Mary Jane as "a woman each of our employees in all of our systems should emulate for her fine manner in dealing with the public."

Turning to the technical side of TVC's systems, Smith announced the award of "Technician of the Year" to Alex Ethier, technical supervisor of Allband CableVision.

"The superior technical quality which Alex and his staff achieve in the delivery of signals throughout the Olean system qualifies him for this most important honor," Smith said. "We all realize that this is a most crucial aspect in any CATV system, and we appreciate the job Alex does in guaranteeing a superb level of system performance."

The awards were presented, on behalf of the recipients, to the three respective system managers during the Managers Meeting in the Bahamas.
We would like to congratulate TeleVision Communications Corporation on acquiring its 100,000th subscriber and we are proud to have served TVC since its beginning.

CONGRATULATIONS, TVC!

With 100,000 subscribers, you’ve passed a milestone and have cause to celebrate.

All of cable television is ready for a breakthrough. Like you, we are proud to have a major role in the communications explosion of the seventies.

ANACONDA

ANACONDA ELECTRONICS, A Division of Anaconda Wire and Cable Co., 305 N. Muller, Anaheim, Calif. 92801
TVC Enters European CATV Market
With Cable Television System in Belgium

Bendix-TVC International, a European-based joint venture of TVC and The Bendix Corporation, has acquired the franchise to construct and operate a CATV system in Asse, Belgium, a community six miles north-west of Brussels.

Asse, with a population of 13,000, has 4,300 potential subscriber homes. In addition, Bendix-TVC International expects to extend the system to two adjacent communities, giving the CATV complex a total subscriber potential of 15,000 homes.

Residents of Asse currently receive six off-the-air signals with varying dependability. The proposed CATV service will deliver 10 signals, including: a French-language station from Brussels; a Flemish-language station from Brussels; two stations from France; two from Holland; three from Germany; and a time-weather-FM music channel.

According to Peter D. Warburton, managing director of Bendix-TVC International, the country of Belgium is considered especially viable for cable television because the government encourages the service; the people are anxious for better reception and greater program variety; and the country is bilingual, making possible the delivery of French and Germanic-language channels from neighboring countries.

Engineering for the Asse system is currently under way, with construction scheduled to begin shortly. Bendix-TVC International was formed in December, 1969 to explore investment opportunities for CATV in the international market. The firm combines the world-wide technological capabilities of Bendix with the cable television expertise of TVC.

Foreign Delegation Hears of TVC's Gridtronics Plan

Members of a Japanese Trade Delegation hear Frank N. Cooper, president, TVC's Gridtronics subsidiary, explain the company's hardware-software plan for providing additional services to CATV subscribers. The delegation, sponsored by the Japan Economist Center, Inc. and comprising technical and sales executives from the Japanese electronics and broadcasting industries, was in the U.S. as part of a continuing inquiry into the CATV industry in this country. Cooper described to the visitors the diversified programming which will be offered on four midband channels via a proprietary scrambler-convertor developed by the company.

Members of a Japanese Trade Delegation hear Frank N. Cooper, president, TVC's Gridtronics subsidiary, explain the company's hardware-software plan for providing additional services to CATV subscribers. The delegation, sponsored by the Japan Economist Center, Inc. and comprising technical and sales executives from the Japanese electronics and broadcasting industries, was in the U.S. as part of a continuing inquiry into the CATV industry in this country. Cooper described to the visitors the diversified programming which will be offered on four midband channels via a proprietary scrambler-convertor developed by the company.

Members of a Japanese Trade Delegation hear Frank N. Cooper, president, TVC's Gridtronics subsidiary, explain the company's hardware-software plan for providing additional services to CATV subscribers. The delegation, sponsored by the Japan Economist Center, Inc. and comprising technical and sales executives from the Japanese electronics and broadcasting industries, was in the U.S. as part of a continuing inquiry into the CATV industry in this country. Cooper described to the visitors the diversified programming which will be offered on four midband channels via a proprietary scrambler-convertor developed by the company.

Members of a Japanese Trade Delegation hear Frank N. Cooper, president, TVC's Gridtronics subsidiary, explain the company's hardware-software plan for providing additional services to CATV subscribers. The delegation, sponsored by the Japan Economist Center, Inc. and comprising technical and sales executives from the Japanese electronics and broadcasting industries, was in the U.S. as part of a continuing inquiry into the CATV industry in this country. Cooper described to the visitors the diversified programming which will be offered on four midband channels via a proprietary scrambler-convertor developed by the company.

Members of a Japanese Trade Delegation hear Frank N. Cooper, president, TVC's Gridtronics subsidiary, explain the company's hardware-software plan for providing additional services to CATV subscribers. The delegation, sponsored by the Japan Economist Center, Inc. and comprising technical and sales executives from the Japanese electronics and broadcasting industries, was in the U.S. as part of a continuing inquiry into the CATV industry in this country. Cooper described to the visitors the diversified programming which will be offered on four midband channels via a proprietary scrambler-convertor developed by the company.
TVC Serves Varied Communications Needs, Expands Operations in Related Areas

"While cable television ownership and operation is the primary activity of TVC, and will continue to account for the major portion of future revenues, we recognize the inter-relationship and potential of many varied communications services," said Alfred R. Stern, TVC president.

The company has taken major steps in recent years to broaden the base of operations, and is now actively involved in the broadcasting and recording services fields.

TVC's Communications Division currently operates the company's radio and television properties, and is pursuing expansion in this area. The existing broadcasting properties include:

* WKJG-TV, which serves Fort Wayne, Indiana, one of the top-100 television markets. The station, an NBC affiliate, is the leading UHF in an all-UHF market.
* WBNB-TV, serving Charlotte Amalie, The Virgin Islands. The VHF station is an affiliate of the CBS Network.
* KNWA, an FM radio station serving Fayetteville, Arkansas, the University of Arkansas, and parts of Washington County, one of the most populous areas in the state.

Citing TVC's plans for a sharing of skills and expertise among its divisions, Stern pointed out that Fayetteville is also the site of one of the company's largest CATV systems. As the owner and operator of both an FM radio station and a CATV system within the same community, he said, TVC is exploring the feasibility of combining various technical and operational personnel and functions, in order to provide increased efficiency and an interchange of talents between both facilities. The company expects to add other FM radio operations in several of its CATV communities shortly, Stern said.

Similarly, TVC believes that the management, technical and creative skills in all of its broadcasting operations will be directly applicable to other areas of the company, according to Stern.

"For example, many of our expanding broadcasting capabilities will be valuable in our CATV operations as locally originated programming becomes an increasingly significant part of our service," he said.

The Recording Services Division of TVC operates The Record Plant, a major recording complex of five studios on the east and west coasts with the most advanced facilities in the industry today.

The Record Plant produces master tapes for all of the leading record distributing companies, and serves the best known recording artists in the music industry.

According to Stern, a recent acoustical and electronic redesign added quadraphonic mixing and monitoring capabilities, featuring 24-track tape machines and consoles designed and assembled by the firm's own engineers.

"A most exciting new addition to The Record Plant's facilities is the 22-foot remote recording van which began operating this spring," Stern said.

"The van, with acoustical design and equipment identical in quality to that offered within the firm's studios, enables The Record Plant to record live performances anywhere in the country. This is an important new service for our clients," he said.
TO TVC's SUPPLIERS:

On behalf of our 100,000 subscribers, TVC thanks you for your consistent devotion to high quality and superior performance in all of the equipment and services which you provide for our cable television systems throughout the country.

As the result of your continuing efforts to significantly enhance the state-of-the-art, we are able to assure our subscribers of the finest, most advanced CATV service the industry has to offer.

It's a pleasure doing business with all of you.

Alfred R. Stern, President

Joel P. Smith, Vice President
in charge of the Cable Television Division

Now you've done it, TVC!

100,000 subscribers! And you're to be congratulated. The plaudits should go further, though, to include your desire to develop the technical professionalism in your personnel that makes happy subscribers possible.

NCTI is proud to have played a part in your growth through the training program initiated in your Akron system, and looks forward to being a part of your future growth (and 200,000 subscribers) through similar training programs soon to be initiated in your other systems.

Pruzan's CATV customers are everywhere. (Notice they're all smiling.)

For twenty-one years we've been serving satisfied CATV customers. And they stay satisfied. We don't like to see people cranky in California, moody in Maine, teed-off in Texas or cantankerous in Kentucky. That's why we're so strong on service. And depth of inventory. So the next time you need cable, strand, hardware, tools or electronics, call Pruzan collect. And smile.

Serving communications and power needs for industry nationwide

1963 First Avenue South • Seattle, Washington 98134 • Phone (206) 624-6505
Jerrold Electronics Corporation

congratulates

a fellow CATV pioneer —

TeleVision Communications Corporation

on the achievement

of a major milestone
A technician for Western Telecommunications, Inc. (Denver) is monitoring a professional boxing telecast that was recently carried on nearly 50 CATV systems in five Rocky Mountain states.
EXPERIENCE

It’s an essential quality to look for in a CATV tower manufacturer. Fort Worth Tower Company has it. We’ve been the basic tower supplier to the CATV industry for almost 20 years. During that time we’ve concentrated on CATV towers and the technology it takes to design, fabricate and erect them. CATV towers are our specialty—not a sideline. And our craftsmen are proud of their product.

We also offer a complete array of specialized support equipment to go with them including head-end buildings, microwave reflectors, equipment lifts, and other related items. You get maximum performance with a perfect match of equipment and accessories.

One more thing—high-quality products don’t have to be high-priced. You’ll be pleasantly surprised at the economical prices Fort Worth Tower Company offers throughout its line.

MOBILT HEAD-END BUILDINGS

Designed expressly to house CATV and microwave electronic equipment, Fort Worth Mobilt Head-End Buildings withstand any climate or location problem...house electronic equipment according to the most rigid standards. Mobilts are completely portable...Simply drop on your site, and connect the service inlet. Complete wiring is installed at the factory. Many options are available in size, outside finish, wiring and ventilation. There’s one exactly suited for your system.

When you’re designing your next head-end, call us. Fort Worth Tower Company. The basic CATV tower people.
Equipment Specifications: Understanding the Language

When shopping for that right piece of equipment to implement system design, the technician must know what to watch for on the "spec sheet." Here are some helpful comparative techniques.

By Robert D. Bilodeau
CATV Technical Consultant

In the January 1971 edition of TVC, we discussed system performance values only (static and dynamic) at the subscriber interface. These numbers implied certain individual component requirements. These components, of course, are the elements of a complete system and an understanding of the language employed in stating their properties is essential. No less important is an understanding of the relationship between individual component specs and the end result for a particular design application.

We can begin by examining some typical "spec sheets" for critical components.

The basic CATV system building block is, of course, the trunk amplifier. Table I is typical of current "published" numbers for trunk amplifiers with bridging distribution.

Two-way configurations will not be treated in this analysis. Certain non-critical characteristics are omitted, e.g. dimensions, weight, test point values, etc. The emphasis is on those properties that are tied to system behavior.

All the numbers in Table I have been "normalized" where possible to present equivalent comparisons.

A quick glance at the tabulated results indicates some roughly similar characteristics for the five manufacturers studied. I have simplified part of the identification procedure with my attempt to equate the characteristics to like conditions.

An analysis of each item will reveal the amount of research needed to understand a present day set of specs.

Bandwidth. This is the usable spectrum of the device and does not necessarily relate to any other feature. It has become a generic term, more often used to identify, than specify a particular make or model.

It is true, however, that 12, 21, 27, 36, etc. channel capacity implies a proportional increase in bandwidth. It is also true that the transmission response of other system hardware (and test equipment) should be compatible for total system bandwidth to be meaningful.

Response Flatness. The alignment of the station (or module) at some (unspecified) operating level
CABLE TV
BALANCED TRANSFORMER

- **BANDWIDTH**: 40 to 260 MHz
- **ISOLATION**: 1000 V
- **VSRR**: 1.2 to 1
- **INSERTION LOSS**: 0.9 db max.
- **RETURN LOSS**: 22 db min.
- **BALANCE RATIO**: 25 db min.

**WHEN / QUALITY / COUNTS**

**Specifications**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brand</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth - MHz</td>
<td>50-270</td>
<td>5-300</td>
<td>40-260</td>
<td>50-270</td>
<td>50-230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response Flatness (Trunk) - dB</td>
<td>±.25</td>
<td>±.25</td>
<td>±.25</td>
<td>±.25</td>
<td>±.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output Capability dBmV (For -57dB 12 ch. sync. X-mod 5dB block tilt)</td>
<td>+50.0</td>
<td>+55.0</td>
<td>+53.0</td>
<td>+51.0</td>
<td>+53.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise Figure</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational Levels - dBmV Trunk - In</td>
<td>N.S.</td>
<td>+9</td>
<td>+9</td>
<td>+9</td>
<td>+9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output</td>
<td>+32.0</td>
<td>+33.0</td>
<td>+32.0</td>
<td>+32.0</td>
<td>+32.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridger - Out</td>
<td>+48.0</td>
<td>+47.0</td>
<td>+49.0</td>
<td>+48.0</td>
<td>+49.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational Spacing dB (cable + flat loss)</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Op. Second Order Beat (12+ ch.) - dB</td>
<td>-82</td>
<td>-80</td>
<td>-84</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>-78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hum Modulation - dB</td>
<td>N.S.</td>
<td>-66</td>
<td>-60</td>
<td>-60</td>
<td>-60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambient Temperature Range</td>
<td>-40°F / +140°F</td>
<td>-40°F / +140°F</td>
<td>-40°F / +140°F</td>
<td>-40°F / +140°F</td>
<td>-40°F / +140°F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I

will fall within the 0.5dB spread indicated. When cascaded in a system 35 times, and added to the other transmission anomalies, the total peak-to-valley will be too great (typically).

This points out the need for system sweep balance which requires that the equipment be provided with proper field alignment capability to create the desired flatness.

Often the response flatness is not stated for other than factory settings and might be unacceptable. One manufacturer states that the variation over the gain control range will not exceed ± 0.5dB. This is a commendable practice.

Output Capability. Cross-modulation values for the selected list are based on the NCTA method of measurement, but values of low band block tilt as originally stated were 3, 4 or 5dB. These have been "normalized" to 5dB block tilt which make them an estimate on my part.

Noise Figure. Noise figures are referred to device values and not station values. Station values can vary with equalizer insertion loss (if external) and two-way filters (if within the station).

The latter is true of several manufacturers. It is not always clear whether the value as published is for station or device.

Operational Levels. Trunk values are important to indicate operational gain, system balance levels, etc. Bridger output levels are important since they relate directly to overall system costs.

Operational Spacing. All else being equal (or superior), larger numbers here mean fewer amplifiers in cascade. This translates to better pictures and greater reliability.

Operational Cross-Modulation. More recently, manufacturers have achieved measurement capability for the lower values at operational frequencies.
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EXCLUSIVE IN...

The Newsweekly of Cable Television

Exclusive! Interview with FCC Comm. Nicholas Johnson
Exclusive! "Justice Dept. Favors Leased Channel"
Exclusive! "FCC to Extend Non-Discrimination"
Exclusive! "TelePrompTer Acquires Natl. Security Systems"
Exclusive! Picture Coverage of North Central CATV
Exclusive! "Cable Decision Soon — Burch says"
Exclusive! Guest Editorial/Ira Kamen-Laser Link
Exclusive! Guest Editorial/Edgar P. Smith-Time-Life

Join the leaders who subscribe to and read CATV MAGAZINE every week!

CATV MAGAZINE
1900 West Yale Englewood, Colo. 80110

Yes! I do want a subscription to CATV Magazine.

I understand that this also entitles me to a free copy of the CATV Directory of Equipment and Services ($6.95) and the CATV Systems Directory ($8.95) when published.

Bill me for:

[ ] 2-Years, only $59.00  [ ] 1-Year $33.00
[ ] Renewal  [ ] New Subscription

Note: Foreign subscribers except Canada and Mexico add $4.00 per year postage.

Please send information on group rates

(PLEASE PRINT PLAINLY)

Name
Title
Company
Address
City
State
Zip
Signature

PLEASE CIRCLE TYPE OF BUSINESS

A CATV System Operation/Management/Engineer/Technician
B CATV Contractor/Consultant
C CATV Investor
D CATV Components Mfg., Dealer or Dist.
E Microwave or Telephone Co.
F TV, AM or FM Broadcaster
G ETV Station, School or Library
H Closed Circuit TV User
I Financial Institution, Broker, Attorney or Government Agency

Other: Please Describe Below

1 2 3 A B C D E
outputs. This enables them to state this number is spec sheets; and additionally, to determine the linearity of the X-mod. vs. output curve compared to the theoretical 2:1 behavior.

It is not uncommon for behavior to deviate from the theoretical projection. The difference between the actual and theoretical behavior of the amplifier at different output levels can cause problems.

Operational Second Order Beat Level. The equipment mentioned above is of the push-pull or equivalent species. Therefore, this number is important for applications in 12 ch.+ systems.

For the range of numbers indicated, actual system criteria would continue to be restricted by third order distortion — cross-modulation and/or A + B — C components.

Hum Modulation. This has become somewhat innocuous with the advent of solid-state equipment. The numbers stated are achievable, believable and demonstrable.

Ambient Temperature Range. Within this term lies a great range of unknowns! You will note that all specification sheets employ the same range of temperatures for this “spec.” Consequently, if it were possible to apply a common meaning to “Ambient Temperature Range,” then ostensibly all equipment would be equivalent in this characteristic.

The range of meanings for A.T.R. can be from “It will still be working” to “It will still be working and meeting specifications.”

However, all equipment is not equivalent over a temperature range of this magnitude. In fact, the differences and their cumulative effect in a cascade represent the single most important consideration in the selection of hardware.

The variation in “tightness” from best case to worst case can be approximately 4 to 6 times. Providing for system controls over the effect of temperature on cable is difficult enough. Changes in equipment levels compound the difficulty.

To date there is not sufficient published data to enlighten the buyer towards making an intelligent choice in this one area. This would not be a serious defect if the thermal characteristics of equipment followed closely the pattern of the table of specs listed above. It would be difficult to make a poor choice if only the values in Table I prevailed. The differences on paper of the five shown above are small indeed.

We have spoken mostly of published and implied values for equipment performance. The smart buyer today wants to equip himself better before making a choice. You will discover that most manufacturers are willing and able to demonstrate the features of their product with laboratory data — recorded live.

If the published values are unclear and the dynamic behavior of similar concern, then I recommend that you clarify these unknowns before purchasing. You might even shed some light on the term “ambient temperature range.”

---

**COMMUNICATIONS DYNAMICS INTRODUCES THE "X-SERIES"**

New, Low Cost, Extended Range Seized Center Conductor Connectors

- Positive, Integral seizure of the cable center conductor
- 100 percent sealing to the cable jacket and separately to the cable outer conductor
- One-piece, fool-proof design, all components internally captivated for simplest possible installation
- Guaranteed no twisting of the center conductor or cable

**Splice**

Each size connector designed to be used with any of six popular cable types: Does not require changing or modification of any parts. Available in all standard cable sizes.

---

**EXHIBIT NO. 212 SHERATON PARK**

IS A COMMUNICATIONS SERVICE COMPANY SINCE 1929 AND IS A PIONEER IN CATV CONSTRUCTION AND CONTINUES TO DO A LOT OF THE BUILDING OF CABLE SYSTEMS ACROSS THE NATION, PLUS WE ALSO PROVIDE ENGINEERING SERVICES.

THAT'S WHAT BURNUP & SIMS DOES...

BURNUP & SIMS, Inc.
A FLORIDA CORPORATION
INTERNATIONAL HOME OFFICE
4047 OKEECHOBEE BOULEVARD
WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA 33402
TEL. 305 683-8311

---
From origination to viewing, we’re putting it all together...

Magnavox
craftsman catv division
Phase Lock Application
Salvages Local Channels

Local channels that are left unused due to direct pick-up problems can now be put to work. This technique maximizes the usefulness of such channels so they can be used for low priority video services.

By I. "Sruki" Switzer, Chief Engineer
Maclean-Hunter Cable TV Limited

It is commonly supposed that the channels on which local television broadcasting stations operate cannot be used for cable television distribution within the same community. "Direct pick-up," i.e. the susceptibility of home television receivers to pick-up strong ambient RF fields even without an external antenna connection, causes the receiver to show two images when connected to a cable system on the same channel as the strong local ambient RF field.

The receiver "sees" two signals on the same channel... the "normal" feed through the cable, and an additional signal picked up from the ambient field. Since the cable signal is usually delayed by some microseconds compared to the ambient signal the resulting display will usually be a "leading ghost." The receiver deflection circuits lock to the stronger signal while the earlier ambient signal shows as a weaker image, displaced to the left of the main image.

In extreme cases the ambient field might be stronger than the cable field. The receiver will lock to the ambient signal and the cable feed image will appear as a weaker second image delayed (to the right) from the main image.

Local television stations are usually assumed to have priority on cable systems and most cable systems operate in a way which assures high quality distribution of the local television station signals to all the subscribers on the system. The usual method used to assure satisfactory distribution to all subscribers is to convert the local channel to another channel for distribution in the system.

These conversions leave the "local channels" unused in the cable system. Some systems make an attempt to make some use of these cable channels for "low priority services" such as background music or automatic time and weather information. These attempts usually meet with only modest success because of the "direct pick-up problem."

Distribution of a locally originated program on the cable system requires a modulator of some kind. The modulator carrier frequency will only be nominally on the desired channel, because of channel offsets in the assignment of broadcast channels, and because of the inevitable difference in the frequency of the two independent carrier oscillators.

Broadcast transmitters are required to maintain carrier frequency to within ±1 KHz. Most broadcast transmitters better this tolerance by at least an order of magnitude, and actually operate within 100 Hz or so of assigned frequency.

Most modulators used for cable television applications exceed this frequency tolerance, and even if they met broadcast transmitter tolerances, would still produce a "beat frequency" in the receiver when mixed with the "direct pick-up" signal. A beat frequency signal will appear in the displayed picture if there is any frequency difference whatever between the two signals... the cable signal and the "direct pick-up" signal.

In the case of "on channel" carriage of the local channel, there is no beat frequency produced since the two signals mixing in the receiver have been derived from the same transmitter without any relative change in frequency. The cable signal may have been processed to apply gain control and to depress sound carrier level.
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but this is usually done by double-heterodyne technique, using a common local oscillator so that the signal output from the processor is coherent with the input signal.

Experiments have shown that the beat pattern resulting from the cable system modulator, being different in frequency from the broadcast transmitter causing the direct pick-up, results in an objectionable visual effect similar to the interference caused by co-channel interference. The effect is indeed directly analogous to co-channel interference since it arises from the mixing of two carriers which are nominally on the same channel. In the case of a cable carrier which has not been precisely controlled, and the resulting interference in the displayed picture has not been reduced in the way that precision offset of interfering carriers can reduce the subjective effect of co-channel interference.

Experiments have shown that the beat pattern (horizontal bars) is more objectionable than the second image or ghost resulting from ordinary “direct pick-up” interference. Fewer subscribers will receive satisfactory service in this case than would have received satisfactory service in the original situation of carrying the local station “on channel.”

The effect of “direct pick-up” may be considered in a statistical way. The interference effect is that of a “leading ghost.” The unusual -40 dB tolerance may be applied to this kind of ghost interference, i.e. that a good quality picture will result on those receivers in which the undesired “direct pick-up” is 40 dB below the desired signal.

Sampling the receivers within a given cable service area might reveal that 80% of the receivers meet this standard, i.e. 80% of the subscribers would receive satisfactory service if we carried the local television station “on channel.” The actual figure would depend on the proximity of the cable service area to the local transmitter, height and power of transmitter, etc.

In other words, the percentage of subscribers that would receive satisfactory service from “on channel operation” depends on the ambient field strength at the receivers in question. Since we usually consider that the local station must be received on cable by all the subscribers on the system, the 80% figure which I have used as an example is not satisfactory, and the system will convert the local station to another channel.

When the cable system substitutes another signal on the cable it finds that it does not achieve the 80% success it might have expected; because the resultant “co-channel” type interference, caused by the substitute signal (differing slightly in frequency from the local broadcast station) is more objectionable than the “ghost” type interference formerly experienced. We estimate the difference in objectionability to be equivalent to about 10 dB difference in interference protection, i.e. if the interfering signal is different in frequency, it should be at least 50 dB below the desired signal.

Phase locking techniques permit the locally originated “substitute” carrier to be locked to the interfering local broadcast signal. The technique may be applied to local modulators or to heterodyne type equipment which converts other broadcast stations to the desired “local” channel.

This phase-locking technique eliminates the interference produced by differing carrier frequencies. In those receivers susceptible to “local pick-up” the interference effect is that of a second image (the local broadcasting station) in the background.

The protection ratio for this interference is similar to that required for the “ghost” or echo type interference. The interference objectionability is slightly different from that of pure ghosting or echo interference since the second image will be moving with respect to the main image since the sync generators for the two picture sources are not locked together. In some cases it may be possible to operate the local picture source in a “gen-lock” mode.

If the local source cannot be controlled, or if it comes from another broadcasting station, it will not be possible to lock the picture sync together without time base correction equipment of a type not yet generally available. In the case of two broadcasting stations the relative sync differences will be very small since modern color synchronizing generators are very closely controlled for frequency.

The statistical nature of this
phase-lock application may be thought of in terms of “success contours” drawn around the local television transmitter. These contours are related to the station’s actual field strength contours since they represent the average susceptibility of television receivers in use in the area. Contours may be drawn outside of which “on channel” operation will be successively more successful.

Thus we may draw contours by 10% increments. Another set of contours may be drawn for the case of substituting another channel using an “unlocked” modulator or heterodyne converter. These contours will be less favorable. The phase-lock technique restores the previous “on channel” set of contours.

The actual relationship between ambient field contours expressed in conventional dBu terms, and the susceptibility of the television receiver population is not known. Such knowledge would be valuable in predicting the success of phase-lock techniques.

Our company is proceeding with the technique in an empirical way. Present indications are that about 80% of subscribers in our Etobicoke service area will receive satisfactory reception of services distributed on “local channels” in our cable system.

Since the technique cannot assure 100% successful carriage of the “substitute” program or channel, we use it for channels of “lower priority.” The “success ratio” is being gradually improved by limited use of other techniques such as increasing subscriber signal level, use of better balanced matching transformers and occasional modification of the receiver to provide improved shielding and field isolation.

The phase lock technique locks the frequency of a locally produced carrier to the interfering local broadcast station. This eliminates the beat interference that would otherwise arise in television receivers susceptible to local field pick-up and improves the utility of these channels within cable systems for other lower-priority type services.
COHU'S NEW BROADCAST COLOR FILM CAMERA THAT OUTPERFORMS ALL OTHERS

Featuring:
★ 3 Separate Mesh Vidicons — Long tube life, lower retubing costs
★ Image Enhancement — Detail signal from green channel for horizontal and vertical aperture correction
★ Instant Paint Control — For rapid colorimetry adjustments
★ New Optical System Design — 60% minimum transmission, flare and ghosting virtually eliminated
★ FET Preamplifiers — 50 db minimum signal-to-noise ratio
★ Triple Action Automatics — Sensitivity, white level and black level for hands-off operation

Base price includes image enhancer, color encoder, remote setup panel, remote control panel, setup monitor and waveform monitor.

Select the Broadcast Color Film Camera that gives you...

Superlative Performance / Moderate Price

For complete details, contact Cohu's TV Sales Department, Box 623, San Diego, California 92112. Telephone 714-277-6700, TWX 910-335-1244.
Spectrum Pollution
And the Set Top Converter

Originally designed to avoid one form of signal pollution, the converter can add to the spectrum pollution problem. This article reviews potential radiated energy problems and reports latest approaches to increased channels.

The system operator is in business to provide clean, clear signals to his subscribers. He has at his disposal approximately 300 MHz of virgin spectrum space.

It follows then that it is only good business that he avoid “spectrum pollution,” the term used to describe any unwanted or spurious signal occurring within the CATV signal band... whether generated within the system or without. These dirty signals manifest themselves as ghosts or herringbone beats on the subscriber’s receiver.

Direct Pickup Problems

Historically, the set top converter was developed in order to solve one particularly insidious form of signal pollution: direct pickup. In Grade A signal areas, the “over the air” signal is oftentimes strong enough that the subscriber’s set serves as an antenna. Since this signal arrives ahead of the cable signal, the result is ghosting. In some areas, the problem was so severe it rendered some channels unusable.

The basic idea of set top converters was to convert the cable signals to a channel unoccupied by a broadcast signal. A TV type, VHF tuner, enclosed in a shielded structure, was used. The tuner took the cable signals, down-converted them to 44 MHz and then up-converted to the desired output channel. This method solved the direct pickup problem in a very practical fashion.

Expanding Channel Capacity

As systems grew, a demand for more than twelve channels was created. The set top converter appeared to be a way to tune in these extra channels.

Again, this was achieved by trading upon TV tuner
technology. Either an extra tuner was added or else a greater than twelve position tuner was developed. In either case, the received signal was down-converted to 44 MHz and then up-converted to the desired channel.

The problem here is that the local oscillator radiated energy into the mid-, high- and super-band spectrum. The result was that the converters could "talk" to each other.
The EME Bridge Mount ladder offers greater ease and convenience to all aerial jobs. The EME ladder utilizes complete extension, elevation and rotation functions. All operations of all EME ladder models are electrically controlled. The simple solenoid control switches can actuate all three functions of the ladder simultaneously without appreciable speed loss. Ladder positioning can be achieved from the main control panel at the base of the ladder or from the top control panel at the basket. Continuous 360° rotation is an included feature. All functions of the EME ladder are accomplished by 12-volt heavy duty reversible motors in conjunction with an electric motor-hydraulic pump-reservoir combination. This power combination has proved to be highly efficient and low in maintenance.

Safety is also incorporated into the EME Bridge Mount ladder. Safety features include improved heavy duty double extend chains, upper and lower section hand rails, three plane work basket with guard rails and safety chain. A safety pilot operated check valve is mounted directly to the ladder lift cylinder that prevents the ladder from falling in case of hydraulic system failure or damage.

Maximum oscillator energy measured at the tuner antenna is typically between 1,000 and 500 uV across 75 ohms. In terms of TV tuners, this oscillator power is not excessive as the FCC defines maximum LO radiation not at the antenna terminals, but at a distance of 100 feet away from the receiver.

In a cable system it is different. The free space attenuation of a radiated signal is not available.

The isolation between one subscriber's converter and another is in the order of 30 dB (25 dB port to port isolation in one directional tap, about 3 dB forward loss in the neighbor's tap and about 2 dB cable loss.)

This means that about 15 to 30 uV arrives at the neighbor's converter in the form of potential interference. See example in Figure 1.

It is a good rule of thumb (see Figure 2) that signal level should be about 60 dB above any coherent interference. With this rule of thumb applied to the cited example, the maximum tolerable interference level would be 1 microvolt.

This means that if the subscriber is to have immunity to cross-talk from his neighbor's converter, he will require a signal of about +30 dBmV, an impossible situation.

A further complication could exist. Consider a large apartment house where a number of converters, tuned to a given channel, would contribute their radiation in an additive way. It is conceivable that this signal could get out in the system as a whole and create havoc.

There have been proposals that the channel allocations be modified so that the LO radiations would fall at the channel edges. It is our contention that the soundest approach is to avoid radiating energy into the CATV band regardless of what the frequency is.

Second and third order distortion of the cable signals themselves cause beats and harmonics. In a twelve channel system, the second order distortion products fall between bands and cause little trouble. In multi-channel systems the opposite is true.

Manufacturers today, concerned with design of
Recipe for the most convenient color yet.

- One can of black and white film
- Add the most interesting programming you can find
- Process in minutes like any other black and white film
- Serve in delicious color

Make your local programming the talk of the town with ABTO. SHOOT IN BLACK AND WHITE...SHOW IN COLOR. Use standard Plus-X film and do-it-yourself, money-saving black & white processing. Black & white 16 mm footage at far left produced this flower scene photographed directly from a monitor.

Color with black and white simplicity. What better way to put those extra channels to work? The perfect approach to local origination. No need for a huge capital outlay either. ABTO will lease you the lowest cost system available for taking and reproducing color. Better still, the more you use the system the more money you save. And by the way, if you ever want to use either black & white film or conventional color film, the ABTO system will handle them like an ordinary film chain.

See us for details and a demonstration at the NCTA Annual Convention, Park Sheraton Hotel, Washington, D.C. July 6-9.

abto, INC. 1926 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10023, (212) 787-5000
Affiliated with American Broadcasting Companies, Inc. and Technical Operations, Inc.
BENAVAC MARK II
THE MOST VERSATILE
CHANNEL PROCESSOR
AVAILABLE TODAY!

86 INPUTS:

4 SUB CHANNELS T7-T10
12 VHF CHANNELS 2-13
70 UHF CHANNELS 14-83,

30 OUTPUTS:

12 VHF CHANNELS 2-13
9 MIDBAND CHANNELS A-I
9 SUPER-HIGH CHANNELS J-R

AUTOMATIC CHANNEL SWITCHING

Input jack on rear of cabinet for standby channel - automatically switched when primary channel goes off the air.

PRICE AND DELIVERY INFORMATION AVAILABLE THROUGH MAJOR CATV DISTRIBUTORS OR WRITE DIRECTLY TO:

BENCO TELEVISION ASSOCIATES
27 TABER ROAD
REXDALE, ONTARIO, CANADA

New self-contained Oak 26-channel converter. Controls, reading left to right: channel selector switch, fine tuning, on/off, pilot light. Single quantity price: $37.50. Some 30,000 have already been delivered.

Take one Gamut 26 converter, add a decoding circuitry called the EnDe-Code system, and you have a product marketed by the Athena Communications Corporation. It bears the Oak label, uses the same up-conversion principle... and un-scrambles a set of "private" channels for a semi-pay TV application. Athena will market-test the device on six of its systems this fall, and will make the device available to non-Athena cable systems. The all-solid-state device uses the so-called "gray-blank" decoding method. A cable system can use the device to scramble any one (standard or non-standard) channel or all of them.

Video Information Systems also uses the Gamut 26 converter, plus additional special circuits and comes up with what it calls multi-channel converters, are doing everything possible to minimize spectrum pollution. In our case, it was decided that the proper approach to second generation converters was to avoid the TV tuner concept entirely.
“Video-12... a bi-directional communicator/converter terminal.” It was demonstrated in mid-February on the Sterling Manhattan CATV system in New York. Designed for compatibility with any bi-directional system, the unit informs the cable system what channel each subscriber has on... and allows the subscriber to respond to televised material. It uses the same up-conversion principle as the regular Gamut 26. Joseph Bech of VIS (left) and Fred Schulz of Sterling Manhattan are shown pointing to the Video-12 set-top device. Also shown is a computer simulator and an address generator used in the two-way communication system.

CAS Manufacturing Company uses an adapted Gamut 26 for the “converter-transmitter assembly” (shown here) portion of its TOCOM system. Notice the same basic configuration as the Gamut 26... plus switches for pay TV and subscriber response. Proximity of the transmitter to the tuner allows the transmitter to see and transmit the on/off status of the tuner while informing the cable system which channel is tuned in. This unit uses the up-conversion principle to offer 26 channels... has circuitry for pay TV applications... can handle fire/burglar alarm inputs... and subscriber/meter informational inputs for opinion polls and utility meter reading.

Tomco Communications, Inc. has developed a converter under a somewhat different approach. It uses the same up-convert, down-convert principle, but it places the signals on the cable in an inverted relationship (i.e., the video and sound carriers are reversed). It uses a non-standard spacing between channels. Channels below 10 have an 8.5 MHz spacing and higher channels have 8.3 MHz spacing. The input low pass filter is designed to lower the LO re-radiation to below +5 dBmV. Output amplifier in the Tomco device raises the channel 12 signal such that the over-all gain of the unit is 6 to 8 dB. The converter is currently being tested in approximately 25 homes in Fremont, California, where it is being used with Anaconda Century 21 amplifiers. Single quantity price for this converter is $75. This device will be shown as part of the Anaconda Electronics display at the NCTA Convention.

Instead of down-converting, we up-converted to an IF of 330 MHz and then down-converted to the desired output channel. See Figure 3. This places the local oscillator in the 386 to 572 MHz range; well out of the CATV signal band.

ARROW ELECTRONICS
WILL SURVEY... AND BUILD!

ARROW ELECTRONICS is equipped with both the necessary equipment and trained personnel to perform any or all of the following services for your new or existing systems.

- Pole Surveys — strand mapping-utility permits — both overhead and underground.
- Complete head end and antenna design. Including non-duplication programmers, channel filters, and redesign.
- All system layouts, including 20 channel equipment Field Engineering with "on-the-spot" Redesign for physical or Electrical reasons.
- Complete construction capabilities, including placing poles underground and conbuilt, easements.
- All phases of system balancing and trouble shooting, using the latest in test equipment and trained personnel to reduce "down time" to an absolute minimum.
- Summation sweeps with photographic proof of performance at each amplifier in the system. Also photographic proof of return loss measurements of any or all passive devices in the system including all cable types.

System sweep can be performed during the day with minimum interference to your subscribers.

In short, all CATV construction and tests from the antenna to the last subscriber on the system.

A small additional investment in your system can, and often does result in thousands of dollars saved in the years to come. Including such drastic measures as a complete rebuild!

ASK THE PEOPLE THAT KNOW.
Call or Write Today!

ARROW ELECTRONICS & CONSTRUCTION CO.
Complete CATV Services
303 N. Ohio St.
Fremont, Ohio
PHONE: 419-332-6427
Optical Systems Corporation has developed a converter unit which is capable of bringing in 52 channels and decode any one or any combination of channels. Developed primarily to enable the sale of "private channels," the unit features a styling and channel designation system that distinctly departs from typical set-top convertersthe sale of "private channels," the unit features a styling and channel designation system that distinctly departs from typical set-top converters. The manufacturer expects to have the unit in quantity production by this fall.

Handson has a 30 channel "Remote Programmer" that it will show for the first time at the NCTA Convention. The firm has tried to move away from the "big, black box" type of converter and has designed this unit which again uses the up-convert (to 544 MHz), down-convert principle. It has no dial, no switch and no pushbuttons ... a slide selector is used instead. Hamlin has been in the converter business for a number of years and claims to have sold more than four times the number of converters produced by all other manufacturers combined. The firm is producing 4,000 units a month now, and expects to be producing 20,000 per month within a year. The 30 channel device sells for $26.50 and is designed to interface with two-way “talk-back” units. Hamlin will have a 35 channel unit on the market by December, 1971 . . . and both the 30 and 35 channel units are adaptable up to 70 channels.

Timed, cable signals operate in nearly equal magnitudes and within a relatively narrow dynamic range. An AGC able type RF amplifier simply is not required.

As a front end, we used a double balanced mixer. One outstanding feature of the DBM is its suppression of intermodulation products.

Another technique employed was to design specific carrier frequencies (331.00 MHz for picture, 326.50 MHz for sound) so that the sum frequencies of the video carriers fell into the television receiver sound traps.

Other approaches being taken by the industry, to solve problems of spectrum pollution, appear to operate on basically the same up-conversion principle. Variations, of course, will occur in such areas as different blocks of frequencies, component changes, suppressive methods, etc. In all, however, it looks like a workable solution has finally been found.

REFERENCES

1. Technical Standards and Procedures for Cable Television (CATV) Systems, Figure 1 in Appendix II, Canadian Department of Communications.
2. M.F. Jeffers, "Beat Frequency Assignments for Mid- and Super-Band Channels," Figure II, Jerrold Electronics Corporation.
How Many Tunes Can You Carry?
You're already some super kind of a one-man band!

Wow! In one day, you have to worry about installations and cancellations and service calls and labor costs and billing and collections and renewals and parts costs and franchise fees and pole attachments... and who knows what else! And now you've got to get ready to become (you should excuse the expression), a broadcaster.

That's what cablecasting is—the promotion, programming, production and sales techniques of broadcasting skillfully adapted to the unique opportunities of cable television.

GOOD COMMUNICATIONS, INC. CAN HELP. OUR SERVICES HELP YOU COVER THE BASES NOW IN PROMOTION, PROGRAMMING, PRODUCTION AND SALES AND HELP YOU GROW TO THE NEXT STEPS EASILY AND PROFITABLY.

You're professionals in what it takes to make CATV work.
We're professionals in what it takes to make cablecasting work.
Can we work together?

ATTENTION-GETTING, RESULT-GETTING ADVERTISING TO BUILD SUBSCRIBERS

We offer you total campaigns—newspaper, direct mail, flyers, buttons, bumper stickers—all designed to get quick results from prospects. Each campaign is built around a fast-action theme that makes people react. We show you how, provide the materials and you get customers now!

NEW, IMAGINATIVE, ECONOMICAL REALLY LOCAL PROGRAMMING

You choose from 18 different formats—from Game Shows to Gardening, from Auctions to Arts and Crafts—all created to utilize your community, your subscribers and your advertisers. We give you everything you need to build a great show around your own people. People like to watch themselves best of all, and best of all you watch your audience and advertisers grow fast!

EASY, STEP-BY-STEP GUIDANCE TO TIME SALES

There's a science to selling advertising time to local advertisers and you learn it quick with our custom-designed programs for each different kind of sales situations. You sell a bank differently than you sell a baker. You sell a department store differently than you sell a druggist. With our training and tools, you sell them all!

INNOVATIVE REPRESENTATION TO NATIONAL ADVERTISERS

There is an enormous job to be done on Madison Avenue. They are really in the dark about CATV. We work with them in developing CATV as an important advertising medium and we represent you while we do it. You have an inside track on the big dollars!

OUR PRICE IS RIGHT!

You buy only the services you need. You add on at any time.

AND OUR SERVICE IS GUARANTEED!

How can we help you? Call today! (215) 665-8510

We'll create a program that works exactly right for you. For complete information, get in touch with Perry Silver or Bobbe Weinberg right away.
(They won't give you a song and dance.)

Good Communications, Inc.
1845 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19103

PLAY ON... PLEASE...

Name:
Address:
City State Zip:

Good Communications, Inc.
1845 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19103

(215) 665-8510
35 CHANNEL AMPS
INTRODUCED BY SKL

Spencer-Kennedy Laboratories, Inc. has introduced a new line of 35-channel CATV distribution amplifiers. Bandwidth of the new 9000 Series amplifier is 50 to 300 MHz, with provision for two-way transmission in the 5 to 30 MHz band. This allows carriage of 35 television channels plus the FM band.

Operational output for the 9000 Series trunk amplifier is +32 dBmV with cross modulation of -93 dB. SKL claims that the noise figure has been reduced to 7 dB on channel 2 and 9 dB on channel 13. All circuitry is solid-state. Described by SKL as "an industry first," the 35-channel 9000 Series is currently in production.

KAY SWEEP AND MARKER GENERATOR

Kay Elemetrics, 42 Maple Ave., Pine Brook, New Jersey 07058, has introduced what it describes as "the widest range, lowest cost, CATV sweep and marker generator on the market." The model 162A is designed to cover its 2-1000 MHz range in a wide, flat sweep. The instrument features a digital readout of center frequency, and a selection of calibrated variable birdie, or harmonic comb marker systems. Standard specifications include a swept signal output of .5 volt RMS into 75 ohms (or 50 ohms), with harmonic and spurious responses more than 30 dB down. It is priced at $1,495.

CONVERTIBLE AMPLIFIER
FROM GTE SYLVANIA

GTE Sylvania Incorporated, 730 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y., has introduced a versatile new modular distribution amplifier station which can be used in CATV systems as a line extender or economy trunk amplifier. The station is part of GTE Sylvania's "Wide Spectrum" cable communications equipment line. The modular construction of the station is said to permit it to be used in either of two ways, depending upon the baseplate and modules selected. In the line extender configuration, it functions as a push-pull or single-ended amplifier with choice of manual, dual pilot control, or tilt-compensated total automatic control operation. Used as a trunk amplifier, the station features manual or dual pilot automatic operation. In either application, bi-directional transmission is available as an option.

SUBSCRIBER HARDWARE
OFFERED BY MPI COMPANY

The MPI Company, P.O. Box 6130, Philadelphia, Pa. 19115, has developed a new line of CATV subscriber hardware. The line consists of surface-mounted, stud-mounted and hollow-wall mounted multi-directional, directional couplers,
The cable-makers at Systems, and special handling equipment. That's why we have our own trucks and special handling equipment. We'll deliver your cable promptly anywhere in the country. And it will reach you just as it left our plant. Tested. Proved. In perfect condition. PCD is just one more reason to call the cable-makers at Systems.

**Our cable cars insure PCD**

Lots of things can happen to cable in transit. It can be delayed, or lost. Or damaged. Especially when the people handling it aren't cable specialists.

That's why we have our own trucks and special handling equipment. We'll deliver your cable promptly anywhere in the country. And it will reach you just as it left our plant. Tested. Proved. In perfect condition. PCD is just one more reason to call the cable-makers at Systems.

**SYSTEMS WIRE & CABLE INC.**

OFFICES AND WIRE MILL

LOCATED AT:

3500 South 30th Street

Phoenix, Arizona 85040

Telephone (602) 268-0289

*PERFECT CONDITION DELIVERY*

hybrid splitters and outdoor aerial mounts. A unique feature of MPI's multi-directional, directional couplers is said to be a center conductor system consisting of a securely anchored mother board and a plug-in coupler of selected rating which enables the installer to change signal flow direction without re-routing cables or moving coupler box.

**SUB-VHF AMPLIFIER NEW FROM CASCADE**

Cascade Electronics, 111 C Street, Bellingham, Wash. 98225, has announced a new sub-VHF amplifier.

The "Minicom" has been designed for total compatibility with the "Unicom" trunk amplifier. Offering push-pull, two-way, AGC plus TLC, the "Minicom," utilizes conventional Unicom modules. Production of the "Minicom" will commence about November, 1971.

**BENCO AMPLIFIER FOR 40-300 MHz**

Benco Television Associates, 27 Taber Road, Rexdale, Ontario, Canada, has announced the model DA 60-300-B, a linear, high output level broadband amplifier with a frequency range of 40-300 MHz. The unit has 45 dB gain, but can be adjusted to 35 dB gain-reduction by means of two switchable attenuators and one continuously adjustable gain control which are distributed within four stages of the amplifier to maintain a linear operation over a large dynamic range. Frequency characteristic of the DA 60-300-B is adjustable.

**CRAFTSMAN REDESIGNS DIRECTIONAL TAPS**

Craftsman CATV Division of The Magnavox Company, 133 W. Seneca St., Manlius, N. Y. 13104, announces that another of their overhead directional taps has been redesigned to give usable performance over the 5-300 MHz range. Model 1300 with the 5-300 MHz band-pass width is now designated 1300B. Originally designed for use in highly corrosive atmospheres, the poly carbonate case affords a corrosive proof impervious to the elements. Field changeable through connectors are protected by the exclusive Craftsman connector port sleeves which are used to anchor sealant materials.

**TOMCO OFFERS NEW UHF PREAMPLIFIER**

TOMCO Communications Inc., 2239 Old Middlefield Way, Mountain View, California 94040, has introduced the TOMCO A-103 solid state, UHF preamplifier, which is available in the single channel version or broadband. The single channel unit has a preselector factory tuned to the required channel. The A-103 has a gain of 17 dB minimum and maximum noise figure of 5 dB. When ordering, specify channel desired.

**NEW LIGHT GAUGE BURIED DROP WIRE**

A new light gauge, 2 pair 24, double jacketed buried drop wire, featuring bi-metallic shielding has been introduced by Phelps Dodge Communications Company, 60 Dodge Ave., North Haven, Conn. 06473.

The new wire is designed to achieve effective cost savings without impairment of electrical or mechanical performance.

Fabricated very much like larger diameter direct buried cable, the new wire features longitudinally applied bi-
From the technology of the computer age direct to your customer, Scientific-Atlanta’s new Security Alert Communications System provides your customer with vital services and your system with a second income. Automatically and reliably interrogating up to 8100 locations each 10 seconds, Security Alert reports the status of fire and burglar alarms. Additionally, the system can check critical industrial processes such as temperature or pressure, do advertising surveys, play games or call an ambulance at the touch of a button. Most importantly, Security Alert is a fast and flexible monitoring system with high reliability and simple operation. It has broad new market applications for the CATV operator in both residential and commercial areas. For additional information, contact Dick Walters at Scientific-Atlanta, Inc., Box 13654, Atlanta, Georgia 30324, (404) 538-2930, and see Security Alert at: Booth 320, NCTA
metallic shielding of stainless steel and copper bonded together by a special molecular process. This provides the advantages of strength and flexibility over conventional bronze spirally wound shielding. As a result, the new drop wire has withstood more 180 degree bends before fracturing than standard shielded wire. Further, when properly installed, the new drop wire is impervious to normal rock damage and frost heave and will resist gopher and rodent damage.

JERROLD ANNOUNCES NEW SOLID STATE FSM

Jerrod Electronics, 401 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19105, has developed a new solid state portable field strength meter capable of measuring the signal levels of all UHF, VHF and FM channels, plus mid-band and super band CATV channels.

Designed for the professional TV system installer, the new Jerrod 747 tunes from 50 to 260 MHz and 470 to 890 MHz. For ease of tuning, channel separation is unusually wide, with all picture and sound carriers clearly marked, including mid-band and super band carriers.

Completely solid state, the new meter is compact and balanced to hang in an easy reading upright position from a neck strap, leaving both hands free.

The meter operates from four miniature 9 volt batteries. Electronic power regulation assures accuracy even as batteries age. To extend battery life, the meter is automatically turned off when the cover is closed.

Accuracy of the 747 is ±1.75 dB; 50 to 260 MHz; and ±3 dB, 470 to 890 MHz over a temperature range from 20 degrees F to 100 degrees F. The meter provides simultaneous readings in microvolts and dBmV, with a range from 10 uV (~30 dBmV) to 1.0 volts (+60 dBmV).

By plugging the earphone supplied into the high level audio output jack, the technician can hear the sound of each channel as it is tuned in...a valuable assist in identification of FM station interference.

NEW W & G KOAXMETER PINPOINTS COAX FAULTS

W. & G. Instruments, Inc., 6 Great Meadow Lane, Hanover, N. J. 07936, is marketing the new HDW Model T 07/1 Koaxmeter which takes advantage of the fact that faults in a coaxial cable cause a deviation from the characteristic impedance. The instrument transmits...
pulses to the line to be measured and any changes in its impedance result in reflections whose amplitude and polarity indicate the nature and severity of the fault. By measuring the time required for the pulse to propagate through the cable to the point of the fault and back, accurate determination of the distance to fault can be ascertained.

Designed primarily as a trouble shooting tool for field applications, the T07/1 can also be used for quality evaluation of coax transmission paths as well. The unit which measures only 7"H x 18"D x 12"W and weighs but 30 pounds effectively locates such faults as corona breakdown points, defective splices, shorts, opens and other deviations from nominal impedance.

**HP INTRODUCES NEW ECONOMICAL RF SOURCE**

Hewlett-Packard Company, 1601 California Avenue, Palo Alto, California 94304, has introduced its new 22 KHz to 70 MHz RF oscillator, which the company describes as laboratory grade in performance but priced for general purpose use. Applications for the all-solid-state HP Model 8651A include testing antennas, filters and amplifiers, driving bridges, and providing calibration signals for wideband test equipment such as scopes, voltmeters, and counters.

Among the major features are: Push-button selection of frequency range (22 KHz to 70 MHz in seven bands); Calibrated output, continuously adjustable from 3 volts to 1 mV into 50 ohms; Output flatness ±3% to 22 MHz, ±5% 22 to 70 MHz; Frequency stability of 20 ppm per minute after warmup; Low distortion.

The HP 8651A RF Oscillator is well shielded (<10 microvolts leakage) so it can be used with sensitive or susceptible equipment. Its compact size, 6½" high by 11" deep by 7½" wide (half rack width), makes it convenient for bench use, for rack-mounting with other equipment, or for field work. Price $695

**OUR MONEY helped put the ABLE in CABLE**

What can we do for you?

If we financed CATV when it was only a dream, won't we say "yes" to your financing needs? Whether you require $100,000 . . . $1,000,000 or much more, we'll be glad to lend you both the funds and . . . the knowledge we've acquired from 10 years of having provided the "money to make money" to more than 20% of the CATV systems in the country. Phone collect today: Ask for Ed Zukerman, C. T. Hux or Harold Ewen.

**THE MONEYVISION COMPANY**

**ECONOMY FINANCE**

**COMMUNICATIONS FINANCE DIVISION**

108 East Washington Street • Indianapolis, Indiana 46204

AREA CODE 317, 638-1331
AVANTEK INTRODUCES CABLE TEST SYSTEM

Avantek, Inc., 2981 Copper Road, Santa Clara, California 95051, announces their new, non-interfering CATV — Remote Automatic Sweep System, consisting of the Model CT-1000 Cable Transmitter and the Model CR-1000 Cable Receiver. Avantek combines two essential testing functions in a single measurement system, designed to be operated by one technician.

In one mode, the transmitter injects a continuous, non-interfering, sweeping test signal at the head-end of the CATV system. This signal is detectable at any point in the system by the CR-1000 which displays the entire swept frequency response on a large, 5-inch oscilloscope screen.

The second operating mode allows for use of the CR-1000 Cable Receiver as a spectrum analyzer, independent of the CT-1000 Cable Transmitter. One significant testing capability of this mode is the measurement of undesired beats at least 60 dB below the video carrier level.

SIGNAL LEVEL METER NEW FROM LINDSAY

Lindsay America Corp., P. O. Box 77, Fort Washington, Pa., has announced their new signal level meter, designed to provide the CATV/MATV installer with a quick and accurate method of measuring the RF level of television channels over 75 ohm cable systems. The DLM-1 eliminates the need for tuning-in the picture carrier by the use of a detent-stop channel selector switch.

SADELCO ANNOUNCES FIELD STRENGTH METER

Sadelco, 299 Park Ave., Weehawken, N. J. 07087, announces the availability of the first CATV field strength meter, Model FS-3-S, that covers the entire new Super-Band range (216-300 MHz) with a built-in Super-Band tuner. It also has the regular VHF range (54-216 MHz). Further, a low frequency adaptor (5-54 MHz) can be slipped into the meter’s accessory compartment, providing a compact field strength meter package that covers the range of from 5-300 MHz. The unit is lightweight,

there is a right time and a wrong time to think about quality

It is too late to start thinking about quality during an installation problem or a major system failure. The right time to think about quality is before the trouble, before the problems, before the phone calls . . . when you are planning your equipment order.

Tidal Sales is building a solid reputation as a leading distributor of CATV equipment by offering quality and service when they count.

Tidal is the major distributor throughout the United States for ITT Gremar Canada coaxial connectors, the finest quality connector in CATV. All Tidal warehouses stock a complete line of CATV passive devices, pedestals, wire, cable and hardware. And Tidal backs up its quality products with same day delivery.

Think quality when it counts. Call the Tidal Sales representative in your area.

See us at ITT Gremar’s Booth 44/NCTA SHOW

CORPORATE & SALES OFFICES & WAREHOUSE
Box 429, 182 N. Hamilton St. • Poughkeepsie, New York 12602 • Tel. (914) 471-6230

BRANCH SALES OFFICE & WAREHOUSE
Box 1451, 815 W. Market St. • Salinas, California 93901 • Tel. (408) 422-7442

MIDWESTERN SALES REPRESENTATIVE • (314) 821-3716

Opening soon, branch sales offices & warehouses
Boulder, Colorado • Deerfield Beach, Florida
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How to get GOOD RECEPTION

Standardize on PREFORMED for your CATV system

Protect your customers from service failures with:

1. Lashing Rods. Easy on the cable; easy to apply. Takes the squeeze off RG 59/U coaxial wire at tap, pole, and house drop; yet holds full RBS.
2. Telegrip. Takes the squeeze off RG 59/U coaxial wire at tap, pole, and house drop; yet holds full RBS.
3. False Dead-Ends. Eliminate need to cut the strand; permit continuous stringing.
4. GUY-GRIP® Dead-Ends. Easiest, safest, lowest cost method of dead-ending strand on down guys and messenger.
6. Teletap Connector. Easy, low-cost way to make a dead-end on coaxial wire without using a span clamp.
7. Plastic Guy Guard. Full-circle protection. No sharp edges; no rusting; no nuts or bolts. Comes in three colors.
9. Figure 8 Dead-Ends. Inexpensive trouble-free dead-end, for use on Figure 8 coaxial messenger.

Write for CATV FOLIO of product information: PREFORMED LINE PRODUCTS COMPANY, 5349 St. Clair Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 44103.
The new Davis Mini-Sneaker eliminates the compromise in a lawn plow for CATV cable!

See it during NCTA at Davis Booths 45-46!

The new Davis Mini-Sneaker has the tender touch to direct bury CATV cable without damage to the lines or to the turf. This new 25 hp compact lawn plow will slip in and have the job done while others are spinning their wheels. It has four-wheel drive with limited-slip differentials, hydraulic articulation and the exclusive Davis Mono-Stick that lets you control speed, turns, directions and braking with one hand. It direct buries as deep as 18" at speeds to 200 fpm and has a transport speed of 3.5 mph. Even a cushioned seat is provided for the operator. With its compact, 34" wide design and swivel-hipped maneuverability, the Mini-Sneaker can slip through yard gates, cut around trees, shrubs, house corners and other obstacles. The oscillating knife action with vibration isolated from the drop chute protects the line being buried and the patented skid shoes hold both sides of the cut in place to prevent damage to fine turf so no restoration is required. See it at the show or at your Davis trencher dealer...or write Davis Manufacturing, Division of J I Case Company, 1500 South McLean Blvd., Wichita, Kansas 67213.

battery operated, solid state, and has an accuracy of ±1.5 dB. Input is 75 ohm, type "F".

UTILITY TOOL HAS NEW CABLE STRIPPING TOOL

Utility Tool Corp., Town St., East Haddam, Conn. 06423, announced that it has developed the SST, a cable stripping instrument that will prepare the cable ends of all manufactured brands of 412, 500 and 750 solid sheath CATV coaxial cable having a cellular polyethylene dielectric. The length of the exposed center conductor of the cable can be varied from ¼" to 2" to accept any CATV connector. Three models, SST-412, SST-500 and SST-750 prepare the corresponding CATV trunk or distribution cable.

AC POWER SUPPLY NEW FROM SYLVANIA

GTE Sylvania Incorporated, Seneca Falls, N. Y., has introduced a new AC power supply for CATV use. The Model 3300 regulated AC power supply features a fully encapsulated transformer and is regulated for efficient performance at 60 volts AC output at up to 6 amperes or 30 volts AC output at up to 12 amperes. The unit operates from 115 volts, 60 Hz, single-phased power.

COLORTRAN INTRODUCES HIGH INTENSITY FLOOD

Berkey ColorTran, 1015 Chesnut Street, Burbank, Calif. 91502, has introduced the Mini-Pan 20, a new lighting fixture for high intensity flood lighting applications. This miniature sky pan
The cable television industry needs qualified technicians.

The following NCTI courses cover the technical requirements of system operation, enabling systems personnel to acquire the technical background necessary for maximum on-the-job performance.

**CATV INSTALLER**
The installer's course is designed to teach the basic fundamentals of CATV along with a detailed treatment of the methods and techniques of customer cable installation. NCTI has used experienced industry representatives as advisors and writers in a continuing effort to research, develop, and produce the best available text material to supplement the orientation and subsequent on-the-job training process of new installers.

**CATV TECHNICIAN I**
This course is the beginning of a comprehensive study of the basics of electricity as applied to the CATV industry. It begins with the theory of electricity, proceeds through an analysis of basic circuits, and includes lessons on decibels, passive devices, coaxial cable, and troubleshooting.

**CATV TECHNICIAN II**
The course begins with a study of electronic circuits including tube and transistor theory, and proceeds through the study of antennas and transmission lines. Application is made to CATV amplifiers, basic system measurements, test equipment, and concepts of the distribution system.

**ADVANCED TECHNICIAN**
The advanced technician course is a concise study of the CATV head-end system, antenna design and installation, electronic layout and construction, and basics of studio equipment.

**PROGRAM ORIGINATION BASICS**
This course is designed to give the system operator or technician the information necessary to achieve a high degree of technical competence in local origination production.

*Write for Complete Information on NCTI Courses.*

NATIONAL CABLE TELEVISION INSTITUTE
3022 N.W. EXPRESSWAY, OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA. 73112
provides flat field lighting which is ideal for "one-light" news setups. The Mini-Pan 20 provides enough intensity for direct or bounce light illumination and the rotatable barndoors (optional) allow tight control. The light uses a heavy duty socket and a well ventilated housing for improved cooling. The Mini-Pan 20 uses a long life 750 hour, 3200 degree K, 2000 watt lamp. The unit is supplied with a 25 foot cord with parallel blade u-ground cap. The switch is located in the housing. The light weighs only 7 lbs. The Mini-Pan has an introductory price of $78.

K'SON'S PORTABLE ORIGINATION SYSTEM

K'SON Corporation, 743 Dunn Way, Placentia, California 92670, has introduced a standard portable television system called The Gypsy. The unit provides a complete electronics package to support a multiple camera and video tape system for professional program origination at remote locations or in the studio.

Designed to quality standards, the Gypsy is housed in two compact units equipped with carrying handles for field manipulation. The Camera Control Console contains complete camera drive electronics including sync generator, pulse distribution amplifiers, and camera controls integrated with camera intercoms, intercom amplifier with two headphone jacks in controls, tally lights for cameras and waveform monitor.

The Program Control Console features a video switcher/fader with special effects for control of program output, a four-channel microphone with line level audio mixer, VU meter, audio monitor with volume and tone controls, six non-composite inputs and 4 composite inputs.

VIDEO RECORDER NEW FROM SONY

Capstan-servo electronic editing, a feature previously available only in premium priced video recorders, is now offered in the model EV-320F from Sony, 47-47 Van Dam St., Long Island City, N. Y. 11101. The editing feature permits sequences to be inserted onto a pre-recorded tape from tape, off-air, live, or film — with perfect synchronization and without splicing.

Once added, the scenes are indistinguishable from the pre-recorded sequences and inserts are undetectable. Moreover, the video recorder has an exclusive ADD feature that allows the operator to assemble new scenes without any loss of sync sequence, and a newly developed rotary erase head to assure that an unwanted image is completely removed.

CANON INTRODUCES TV MACRO ZOOM LENS

A new zoom lens with macro-capability for CATV is available from Canon U.S.A., Inc., 64-10 Queens Blvd., Woodside, New York 11377.

AND MORE — ALL AT A SENSIBLE PRICE

Some of the 4000-TSM's features you can find only on projectors selling for thousands of dollars more. Other features you can't find on any competitive projectors. For complete Facts on the T-Versatile Athena Film chain family, Models 1500, 1900 and 4000 TSM, WRITE OR CALL TODAY.

L-W PHOTO, INC.

L-W PHOTO, INC.

L-W PHOTO, INC.

L-W PHOTO, INC.

L-W PHOTO, INC.

L-W PHOTO, INC.

L-W PHOTO, INC.

Designed for use on 1" vidicon cameras, Canon V10X15 TV macro zoom has a focal length range of 15-150mm. And a speed of f2.8. Achieves ultra-close up effects by rotating the macro ring. As close as 1mm away from the vertex of the front lens element.

Optical back focal distance is 25mm. With an overall length from focal plane to front of lens of 193.8mm.

Suggested retail price is $895.
Barry Stigers has. And happiness for Barry is local programming that pays off for Columbia Cable Systems in New Jersey.

Recently Columbia came to us for a complete turnkey origination facility including studio, mobile and portable sub-systems.

The portable sub-system utilizes a battery operated videotape recorder. Taped information from that recorder goes through a patented video-sync reprocessing amplifier. This low cost reprocessing amplifier reconstructs sync and video information in a way that substantially improves playback quality. The result is local news coverage and spot advertisements that pay off.

And if you prefer color film for local advertising, we also have a complete system built around Super-8 with magnetic sound.

These unique systems concepts are why companies like Columbia Cable Systems, Staunton Video, and Triangle Publications are turning to A-V Systems for turnkey local origination systems that work.

AV Systems Inc.
44 Railroad Avenue
Glen Head, New York 11545
Telephone (516) 671-8010
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**ADVERTISING DATA**

1900 WEST YALE • ENGLEWOOD, COLORADO 80110 • PHONE 303/761-3770

TV Communications is published by Communications Publishing Corp., publishers of CATV Weekly, the CATV Directory of Equipment, Services & Manufacturers, the CATV Systems Directory Map Service, the NCTA Convention Daily, and CATV Product Showcase.

**PRESIDENT**
Robert A. Searle

**VICE PRES. — SALES**
Robert Titsch

**VICE PRES. — PUBLICATIONS**
B. Milton Bryan

**VICE PRES. — BUSINESS OPERATIONS**
Buford S. Marsh

For Information About:
ADVERTISING SPACE
Contact Robert Titsch, Phil Cook or Sid Black. They will assist you with specialized market and media information including space rates and deadlines.

INTERNATIONAL SALES OFFICE
Contact Kaz Miura, Media Brains, Inc., 3-3, Chigusadai, Midori-ku, Yokohama, Japan.

PRODUCTION & CREATIVE SERVICES
Contact Traffic Supervisor Carol Falconer for full information on production requirements, copy modifications, or creative services.
You can have your choice of these beautiful Swank cuff link sets as a free gift...

...with your new or renewal subscription to CATV Weekly or a three-year new or renewal subscription to TV Communications Magazine.

Be sure to see us at Booth 201.
THE CATV
CLASSIFIEDS

Rate for classifieds is 25 cents a word for advertising obviously of non-commercial nature (employment, used system equipment, etc.). Add $1.00 for Box Number and reply service, per issue. Bold face type available for headings at 50 cents a word. Advance payment required: minimum order $15.00. Classified rate for commercial advertising or requested display space is $35.00 per column inch (1” x 2¾”); minimum order $35.00. Frequency discounts available. Deadline for all classifieds is 1st of preceding month. Please mail Box Number replies to TV COMMUNICATIONS, 1900 W. Yale, Englewood, Colorado 80110.

WANTED
Amherst Cablevision, the largest CATV operator in Western New York, has several openings in all categories — chief technician-installers-television studio technicians — 200 mile system. All replies, held in strict confidence, should be sent to the attention of Mr. Charles C. Monde, Amherst Cablevision, 602 Grover Cleveland Highway, Amherst, New York 14226.

WANTED CATV MGR./TECH.
Small system in Florida needs qualified man to handle entire operation. Must be willing and able to set levels & assist on installs, then put on a tie and meet with the city manager. Excellent opportunity for the right man who wants to settle down and run things himself. Reply with resume and salary requirements to Box T771-2.

WANTED
Multiple system operator has several openings for a manager in managing — technician. The location is New York State. Please send resume to Box T771-3.

WANTED
 Experienced technical personnel, particularly with pole climbing ability. Reply to Box T571-4.

CLASSIFIEDS ORDER FORM

I'd like to reach the entire CATV market with the following classified message in TV Communications. My check is enclosed.

Please assign a reply box ($1 chg. per issue) Payment enclosed for ________ words run ________ month(s). at 25¢ per word ($10 min.) per month?

NAME ____________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________
CITY ________ STATE ________ ZIP ________
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Literature

American Research Bureau has published its Television Market Estimates of TV Households with Color Sets, Multi-sets and UHF Equipped Sets as of February-March 1971. Estimates were derived from a telephone survey of families selected for participation in a nationwide sampling. ARB's color TV and Multi-set Households estimates are based on each market's Area of Dominant Influence (ADI). A complete listing of these ADI markets and the counties included in them appears in the ARB publication 1970-71 Exclusive Television Market Areas of Dominant Influence in the United States. Copies of ARB publication are available on request by writing American Research Bureau, 4320 Ammendale Road, Beltsville, Maryland.

Understanding Oscillators by Irving M. Gottlieb has been issued by Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., 4300 West 62nd St., Indianapolis, Ind. 46268. The 160-page softbound book sells for $4.50 (5640 in Canada). The book describes a variety of basic oscillator circuits, how they work, their “personalities," their strong and weak points, and how they are used in practical applications.

A do-it-yourself filmmstrip kit is being offered by Project: Filmstrip, 24038 Mariano, Woodland Hills, Calif. 91364. The complete kit, "How To Make Professional Quality Filmstrip on a Pinch-Penny Budget," is designed to aid people who want to produce their own filmmstrips at low cost. This kit shows how to write, photograph, and coordinate your script, and includes a complete step-by-step instruction book, storyboard pads, script forms, sequence sheets, acetate cropping guide for 35mm and 2½ x 2½ film, and professional field chart. The complete kit costs $7.50 postpaid (add 5% California sales tax).

Communications Transistor Corp. has published a discussion of its approach to the design and fabrication of RF and microwave communications transistors. The brochure, titled Design Process Package Reliability, includes sections on chip design, chip process, packaging, and reliability studies, including approach to reliability studies and failure mechanisms. The publication may be of interest to cablemen as background information, since integrated circuitry is beginning to play a major role in CATV technology. For free copies, write: Communications Transistor Corporation, 301 Industrial Way, San Carlos, Calif. 94070.

A new catalog for the Telex line of Broadcast and Industrial Tape Equipment is now available from Telex Communications Division, 9600 Aldrich Avenue South, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55420. The catalog covers the complete line of recorders/ reproducers, reel and cartridge transports, amplifiers, preamplifiers and accessories. Order catalog B12230. Keystone Aerial Ladder Division of CAM Industries Inc., Box 227, Hanover, Pa. 17331, has a new brochure on their line of Triumount Aerial Ladders. Brochure No. T104-30 describes both types of Keystone aerial ladders, outlining "maximum working heights," "optional equipment" and "minimum chassis requirements."
To take charge of group designing full line of MATV equipment, passive and active. Future plans for CATV equipment. Experience in MATV equipment design required, and some experience in CATV equipment design desirable, but not mandatory. Great Lakes area.

Great Lakes area.

MATV equipment required, and some MATV equipment, passive and active. Future customer service installations, plant re-arrangements, strand mapping, pole line engineering, to supervise contractors during new plant construction, provide liaison with engineering, coordinating flow of materials, etc.

Chief Technician: Minimum of 7 years direct experience in CATV system test, maintenance, operation, layout, head-end work, customer service, management of personnel and vehicles, and construction practices. Radio-telephone license desirable but not necessary.

Construction Manager: Minimum of 5 years experience in CATV system construction, customer service installations, plant re-arrangements, strand mapping, pole line engineering, to supervise contractors during new plant construction, provide liaison with engineering, coordinating flow of materials, etc. Maintenance Technician: Minimum of 4 years direct experience in CATV system test, maintenance, operation, head-end work, customer service and service installation.

Join TelePrompTer, the largest and most active CATV operator for the best opportunities!

Send resume to Roger Wilson
TelePrompTer Corporation
50 West 44th Street
New York, New York 10036

Increase Profits!

Over 200 cable system operators have found NCTI training enables fewer people to do more (and better) work. The result has been better service, more (and happier) subscribers, and fewer disconnects. Net effect: increased cash flow!

For information on how NCTI can help you, send for complete information on NCTI courses.

National Cable Television Institute
3022 N.W. Expressway
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73112

B-RO

A N T E N N A  H E A D - E N D  E N G I N E E R I N G

Computerized TV Reception Studies • Signal Surveys • Turnkey Construction • H.E. Final Testing • Consultation

Box 2175 • Princeton, N.J.
(609) 452-2440

USED CATV EQUIPMENT

FOR SALE

Head End-Low Band and All Band Equipment. Write for list and price.

REPRINTS

Write to:
TV Communications
1900 West Yale
Englewood, Colorado 80110

Calendar

JULY

6-9—National Cable Television Association Annual Convention at the Sheraton Park Hotel and the Shoreham Hotel in Washington, D.C. Mrs. Beverly Murphy at (202) 466-8111 is the convention coordinator for NCTA.

7—Society of Cable Television Engineers Annual General Meeting at 4:30 p.m. in the Sheraton Park Hotel in Washington, D.C. This meeting is for members and prospective members of the SCTE and will conclude by 6 p.m. Possibilities of CATV technician certification program will be discussed. Anticipated FCC technical standards will be reviewed. For additional information contact Mrs. Catherine Fahey (203) 438-3774.

9—“Video Cassettes — Looking for a Home” Conference sponsored by the Quantum Science Corporation in New York. For further information write to Quantum Science at 245 Park Avenue, N.Y., N.Y. 10017 or call (212) 986-4410.

14-30—CATV Installers’ Course at Texas A&M University. For further information contact CATV School, Engineering Extension Service, F. E. Drawer K, College Station, Texas 77843.

26—Second Annual Workshop in Communications Media opens at Hofstra University, Long Island, New York. Focuses on introductory work in media resources, graphics production and audio and photographic materials. Credit can be earned toward graduate degrees. Cost is $437 per person. Session runs through August 26.

AUGUST

2—New deadline for reply comments in the FCC’s inquiry into children's TV programs. Previous deadline was June 1.

22-25—Mid-America CATV and Rocky Mountain CATV Joint Association Meeting at the Antlers Plaza, Colorado Springs, Colorado. For more information contact Royce & Meachum, 119 South Jefferson, Elk City, Oklahoma 73644 (405) 225-2220; or Don Williams, 220 E. Second, Winslow, Arizona 86047 (602) 289-2852.

24-27—Western Electronic Show and Convention at the Civic Auditorium in San Francisco.

SEPTEMBER

26-28—Pacific Northwest Cable TV Association Fall Convention at the Sheraton Motor Inn, Portland, Oregon. For more information contact Convention Chairman J.B. Dyer, Post Office Box 486, Tillamook, Oregon 97141 (503) 842-4331.

28-Oct. 2—Radio-Television News Directors Association national conference and workshops at the Statler Hilton Hotel in Boston. CATV newsmen are being considered for membership in the RTNDA.

NOTE: If you have listings to be included in this calendar, please send them as early as possible to Stuart MacPhail, 1900 West Yale, Englewood, Colo. 80110. All CATV related events and important dates will be listed.
Cableless Laser Link opens new communications highways for CATV systems

Laser Link opens new markets for CATV systems by airlinking existing service to new areas, despite barriers of terrain and water, and makes economically feasible CATV in the nation's top 100 markets.

By adding Laser Link to the head-end, up to 16 channels of entertainment, educational information, community services, business data, and remote pick-ups can be inexpensively transmitted over 20 mile distances to other contiguous or distant population centers. Local origination can also be distributed at low cost. Cableless Laser Link enables (1) urban CATV systems to reach many other local TV viewers;

(2) suburban CATV operators to reach previously inaccessible "pockets" of population by "Laser-Linking" them with existing CATV head-ends.

Our engineers and management will be pleased to assist you in your (1) financial planning, (2) FCC documentation preparation, (3) surveys and studies of technical and economic viability of the Laser Link application you require—at no obligation. Write or phone us collect today for prompt action.

Visit us in Booth 47-48
If you're wise, you won't purchase a demodulator until you read this free paper.

You learn a lot while spending five years and several hundred thousand dollars in a research and development program. And, when you tell your story, wise people listen.

DYNAIR has included a wealth of original information about demodulators in an 8-page paper called "Facts About Television Demodulators." We think that you will find it very informative, particularly if you are planning a system which involves the pickup of off-the-air signals.

At first thought, it would appear to be a relatively basic design task to engineer a demodulator. Logically, it is often related to the tuner, IF and detector portions of a standard television receiver. However, it is one thing to design a demodulator which is acceptable for driving an ordinary viewing monitor and entirely another thing to design a demodulator which will be acceptable for testing purposes or for the regeneration of broadcast quality television signals. The demodulator portion of even the most sophisticated commercial television receiver would prove highly inadequate for applications such as those mentioned earlier in terms of sensitivity, stability and the amount of distortion introduced in the process of demodulation.

Until recently, the only available demodulators were of vacuum-tube vintage. These were designed years ago for monochrome applications; however, the complex NTSC color signal and its critical phase relationships require a much more sophisticated approach.

DYNAIR has been involved in a continuous research and development program on the color demodulator problem. After experimenting at great length with virtually every known approach to demodulation, a design was arrived at which contains many new and unique circuits, particularly in the areas of trapping, the control of envelope delay and other distortions and signal restoration. The design is now a product and, at this writing, a large quantity of the units are in the field, performing to industry standards.

The paper we are offering describes many of the problems we encountered in designing the first quality solid-state color demodulator. The product is also briefly described, along with the many problems it will solve for the cable systems and broadcast engineer.

Shouldn't you add it to your information file?

It's yours for the asking.

DYNAIR ELECTRONICS, INC.
6360 Federal Blvd., ♦ San Diego, Calif.
ZIP 92114 ♦ Phone (714) 582-9211

Please send me a free copy of "Facts About Television Demodulators."

NAME
TITLE
COMPANY
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE ZIP NO.
POLLUTION PROOF...
MOISTURE PROOF...
VIBRATION PROOF...
INTERFERENCE PROOF...
INSTALL VIKOA'S MODEL 5538 AERIAL FOAM-FILLED DIRECTIONAL TAP*

vikoa technically, the One

400 Ninth Street, Hoboken, N. J. 07030
Telax No. 12-8110 (twenty-four hour service)

NCTA Booth 120

*Ultra Range (5-300 MHz)
30 db Isolation (Tap to Tap)**
† Unfilled Version Available

**11 db Tap; 28 db Isolation (5-10 MHz)